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ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO, MONDAY, MARCH 9. 1908.

ENTRIES
Bruised Beef, a la Jardiniere
Corned Reef Hash
Baked Beans
CEREAL
Grape Nuts, with Cream

Oil VISIT

NEW NEIGHBORS

TO

OFFICE OF ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN

TALK

Band-Adverti-

Cocoa.

sing

COLD

heir
I;ijs drum,

O. when you

beat of the big

the-

then 'u may know thut the
hunc'i h;u come;
Fur ihe Albuquerque. Way. Is the
order of the day,
(Set in among the Roosters when
the band begins to play.
).

ITINKRARV
Tuesday, Mar. 10
Albuquerque ...
Helen

9:10 a
10:30 a
IS 00 m
4:25 p

Mountniriair ...
Willard
Knclno
Vaughn
8:50 p
Wednesday, Mar. 11
7.00 a
Carlsbad
11:20 a
Artesia
4:00 p
Roswell
Thursday, March 12.
Roswell
I'ortult--

7:30 a

s

!;30 a

Texleo
Clovis

Melrose .
Talbnn
Dn I.ande
Ft. Sumner
(Sunnyside)
Friday, Mar.
Willard
Kstancia
Mcintosh .......
Moriarty
Stanley
Kennedy
A Ihuqiierque ...

Leav

Arrive.

10:40 a
2,:40 p
4:00 p
4:30 p
H.08 p

2:!:

ft

7.30 a
11:20 a
12 45 p
2:06 p
3:30 p
6:00 p

a

9:15 a
11:30 a
2:30 p
5:00 p
7:30 p

10:00 a
2:03 p
3:13
8:30
10:30
1:40
3:40
4:15
4:45
9:00

a
a
a

7:00
11:00
12:20
1:30
2:35
3:35

a

p
p
p
p
p

a

p
p
p
p

THOSE WHO GO

Following is a list (if the Companies, f.rms and individuals taking
lart in the Albuquerque trade excursion, and who will be represented
on the special train which will carry
tiie excursionists.
Owing to the favt that changes
were made ami additional
names
iirtded, even within a few hours before the train left the station, It was
i.ot possible to male,- the list entirely complete, but those given are
The official list, as
all represented.
prepared by Manager McCanna, U
as follows:
Governor George Curry. Nathan
Jaffa, K. II. Strong, F. Ralph, Char-le- a
Ilfeld company. State National
liank. Hank of Commerce, W. H.
Uahn
Co.. A. I. Graham, Southwestern lirewery and lee company,
H. S. Uthgow bindery, New Mexico
Manufacturing and Construction company. John ISorradaile, Dr. William
II. Iiurr, The French Hakery, Joseph
Price, 10. W. Fee, The Whitaon Music
company, F. H. Schwentker, L. R.
Thompson, R. H. Lester. John lieck-e- r,
I. M. Carpenter, Wagner Hardware company, Perfecto Armijo, Alejandro Sandoval, L. Stanton, 11. StanTocco,
J
ton.
Frank J. Holmes.
company, Rev.
Whitney Hardware
Fletcher Cook. J. A. Weinmann,
George Arnott, Grikss Kelly & Co.,
.1.
W. Cnrbett. C. W. Cotton. J. P.
Dunleavy. 11. R. H.irsch, Rittner,
St.imm & Co., Citizen Publishing
c.inipariy. Albright A Anderson, The
Imperial Liundry. Schutt Candy company. Rankle, Peaboly Ac Roquet,
Johii
Clark. J. S. McTavish, Sari
.1 use
Meat M irket. The Economist.
Co., JVF.McCanna,
i: i.. Washburn
y
company.
Johll M Moore
Jaffa Grocery rompany, George L.
I) s. Rijscnw.ill, Mcintosh
Hardware company. Allan II. Waas
H Co., Stern. Sililo is ,fc Co., J. E.
-

it.-iit-

e
J. II. O R Illy. O. A.
Maude!!,
Simon Stern,

Matthew.

moi.

--

Mat-Mik-

company, First
American Lumber
William Mcintosh,
National hsnk,

REACHES

CRITICAL

Coffee

Milk

STAGE

TARIFF

Republican Members Should China Willing to Concede
Meet Again Immediately
Some Things But Japan
After Present Congress
. Wants All or
Nothing.
Adjourns.
TO HAVE

Tea

CoilllEE

JAPANESE

SQUADRON

G0ESI0a

PREPARE NEW BILL

Is Counter Move Against Tariff China Is Torn Between Fear of
ReWar Which Will Break Up EmCommission
Elecpire and National
visionists Await Taft's
May Only be
tion and Direct Pledge In
Republican Platform.
Postponed.
Plan-Genu- ine

Pride-Hosti- lity

attractive butons have been prepared
im souvenirs of the excursion, one
of them a gigantic Instrument surmounted by a gold ball as large its an
d
ordinary school globe Is) to be
on the excursion by P. F. McCanna and will return to this city as
a keepsake to remain In the possession of the Albuquerque Commercial club. The others. somewhat
smaller will be presented to the vaW. L. Trimble, Consolidated liquor rious Commercial dubs along the line
company, Sturges hotel, Albuquerque us official souvenirs of the occasion,
llllwn
Foundry, James McCorriston, Alvln
edition
A special trade excursion
O. Rowers, Paul Teutsch, L. R. Putthe
of The Citizen will accompany
ney, K. N. Wilson, Rurtner, & Ramsay, H. E. F"X, Solomon I. una, John train and will be scattered along the
S. Reaven. Albert Faber,
Standard route gratuitously. It will contain a
the
Plumbing and Heating company, A. nlstory of the trade excursion,
names of those who accompany It,
Borders, Jeorge A, Kaseman,
& Co.,
K. L. Medler,
Gus the itinerary of the trip, some facts
Becker, H. B. Fergusson, Albert aoout. Albuquerque and the. town to
article
Hvrnter. Thomas Seward, Rr.vlstreet bu viMted.and a ij"erlptlve
a guide, to the
company, Charles Chadwlck & Co., f which will serve
Learnard & IJndemann, B. Ilfeld & excursionists. The various businesses
n the train will also be
Co.. K. J. Strong, Hubbs' Laundry, represented
pretty generously set forth In the
William Menaul, J. S. Keepers,
& Sabin,
E. W. Flughum, special advertisements which it conGrunsfeld Brothers, J. C. Raldrldge, tains.
.
O. A. Hudson, W.
Tight Journal
Terriloriul Officials Will
Publishing company, W. P. Metcalf,
Tomorrow's excursion will be the
Albuquerque first of its kind to curry with it the
Arthur E. Everett,
Cash Grocery, Camlllo Sandoval, governor of the commonwealth withGeorge P. Ervien, Charles V. Safford, in whose limits It originates. GovernL. A. Hughes,
E. S. Parker, Nat or Curry has definitely decided on
Green, Wallace Hessclden, J. E. going and he will have with him,
Kraft, Fred Fornoff, O. N. Marron. N'athsij Jaffa, territorial secretary;
Robert P. Erveln, commissioner of
Vniplet
Arnuinf s
Fred Fornoff
Practically all the arrangements public lands, Captain
police,
for what railroad ofticial-- s unite In of the territorial mounted Ralph and
E.
describing us the best thing In the W. S. Hopewell and
congress.
line of trade excursions so far or- Twltehell of the Irrigation
morning
ganized In the southwest were com- U Is probable that before will Join
pleted at noon today. No detail which ouier distinguished ofllcluls
presence will add
could possibly be thought of to en- the party and their and interest of
Importance
hance the value of the trip or add to to the
the comfort of the members has been the trip.
He on Unit or Stay Home'.
omitted and when the train moves
In conclusion too much Importance
promptly at K o clock tomorrow-morninannouncement
it will contain not only all cannot be given to Isthe
to move promptexcursion
the ordinary conveniences of railroal that the
not
travel but several which have been ly at 8 o'clock. Those who isare defispecially Improvised for the occasion. there will not go, that
The length of the trip and the
In order to secure the highest effi- nite.
of towns to be v lulled In the
number
ciency and to provide for any emer- limited time
assigned renders promptgencies that may occur the Santa ness not only in starting but all along
Fe railroad has UetaJled Passenger the line a tlrst essential. So set the
Agent W. R. Brown of El Paso to acfor 6 o'clock tomorrow morncompany the excursion, a selection alarm
ing and have an extra set of collar
which Is particularly pleasing to the buttons on the dresser so that no
y
members, nvany of whom already
possible emergency may arise through
his acquaintance.
which you will miss going on the
On behalf of the Pullman company greatest trade excursion
that ever
Messrs. H. H. Rockwell, service in- went down the pike.
spector, and H. O. Burr will go with
the train, both of the gentlemen having been in the city since yesterday.
CHICAGO POLICE
Pullman Conductor A. J. Meiler
en
will have charge of the cars
ARREST ANARCHIST
route and will have us his assistant
the most capable corps of cooks and
porters which the company
could
supply.
Chicago, March 9. The police yesa
Orders were this morning Issued terday arrested Emanuel
by the. Santa Fe specifying the engarment preaser, who was distributgine which will draw the excursion ing some of Emma Ooldman's circuj
memlars attacking Chief Shippy for killing
train and assigning the
bers of the engine and train crews. Lazarus Averbuch. and demanding
The engine chosen is No. 4 31, one the right to free speech.
In LsDebel's room was found a quanof the speediest and best equipped
Assistpassenger engines in the service. It tity of anarchistic literature.
will be in charge of Engineer W. E. ant Chief Schuettler obtained a samSpade and Fireman H. E. Ware, both ple of Averbuch's handwriting which
of San Marclal. The train crew will corresponds with the writing on the
consist of Conductor E. C. Anderson envelope containing a decoy letter
and Brakemen W. J. Ilanria and ' which the asassin took to Hhlppy's
J. Sutton, all three of whom ure also house.
from San Marcial.
Menus ami Traveling iAt.
SHOOTING AIIUAV
The following menu prepare 1 es"
AT KSTAXC'H
pecially for the excursion is already
Kstancia. N. M ., March
in print and indicates that the wants
(Sin-Iu.
Wes Hollnway and
of the inner man have been generLouis McKinley, well drillers,
ously provided for throughout
the
were seriously wounded in a
trip.
shouting affray on the ranch of
sptx lal Train Willi Albuquerque Ituti-ik's1j. K. liatelcy this morning. The
Men'tf AsMH'iatiou.
men work f"r J. E. Pauley, who
M KNU
was drilling wells for liateley.
FRESH FKt'IT
Hateley refuse I to let Pauley
HtMpr Fruit
Oranges
move his outfits from the place,
SOUTH
claiming the contract had not
Chicken
Mock Turll
Tomato
been fulfilled, and the shooting
affray resulted. Hateley was
UKLISIIKS
i "live
jcjun-shot through the arm and side
UIULI.ED
and several others were wound- - 7
ej
Mutt 'n Chops
fi ring Chit ken
hugar-cure- d
Ham, liacou
Por-terfle- ld

ARE

BURIED AT

E

OF

CLEVELAND

MILES

Business Suspendd. Schools Pensacola. Florida. Station
Dismissed and Citizens Join and Mare Island. San Francisco. Get Advices.
in General Service.
APPROPRIATE MONEY
FOR 5UFFERERS

MOST REMARKABLE

FEAT OF WIRELESS

Cleveland. ?.. March . All the
taken from the
unidentified bodU
fire, were
ruin of the Coillnwood.
burled today. Huslncsg was suspended, the public schools dismissed tnd
flag were at half mast throughout
the city. The general erviee8 were
attended by thousands of people. The
little bodies were burled together in
the city. The general services were
attended by thousands of people. The
little bodies were buried together In
Many funerals
the city cemetery.
were held yesterday and others today.
The women of the city have been
visiting the aflllcted. comforting the
assuming
parents,
giving money,
charge of funerals and heaping the
homes with flowers. The Coillnwood
council appropriated $5,000 for th
relief of the suffering and private
donations have doubled the amount.
A bill has been Introduced In the state
legislature providing 125,000 for the
relief of the sufferers.

Washington.

i.

iiM-iit-

t'ni-IMtltor-

Mag-dale-

n

Cheyenne. Wyo., March 9. After
receiving necessary repairs the American car in the New York to Paris
race left here at 11 o'clock today.
Maithewson of lcnver will drive from
Cheyenne to riRdeti.
Marshall, Iowa.
March 9. The
first French car broke Its drive shaft
miles we--st of
one and one-haIowa, lust night. The crew
secured teams to haul the car to this
city. It will probably be here several
days undergoing repairs.
Omaha, March 9. After repairs,
hours, the Italwhich took thirt.v-s:- x
ian car In the New York to Pari race
left here for the west at 10 o'clock
this morning.

en-Jo-

About the

lf

COLORS FLYING

American Cur Si Fur Abend f
Tlut Tln'y Never
Will uU li I p.

9.

expected to hear from the
battleship fleet now in the Pacific
for nt least six months was on the
Atlantic coast, and yet this is what
happened. The navy department was
Informed todav by the wireless station
at Pensacola, thut the following mes
sage from Rear Admiral Thomas, in
command of the second division, had
been received at that station:
"On board U. S. S. Georgia, 8. p. m..
March 8 (Via United States WireHave you
less Telegraph company).
any news from home? Fleet's position this hour Is latitude 14:37 north,
Weather Is
loiiKltude 102.01 west.
fine and ships are moving along at a
knots an
sneed of ten and one-hahour. Fleet will probably reach
buy on March 12, two days
ahead of the schedule. Cruise has
been Miccessful every way. Ships are
in perfect condition anj will be ready
for target practice immediately on arrival."
From the fact that the wireless Im
pulses h.id to cross Mexico, Texas and
hundreds of miles of water, the re
ceipt of this message Is considered i
most remarkable feat.
In TouiJi Willi llcot.
Sun Francisco, March 9. The bat- tleshio fleet' came Into direct com
munlcatlon with Mare Island ye.der-ilaa. message
belns received by
wireless from the battleship Maine o
Evans', fleet, which was fully 2,600
miles away. The message announced
the d'ntb of a private In the marine
crops.

LEAVES' CHEYENNE
WITH

Mamh

ever
lnt place the navy departmentAtlantic

,

Bar-Icks-

lil.MVd ROOM 111
Mesllla. X M., March 9.

lf

Washington, March 9. Republican!
members of the House are being can- with a view to obtaining their
as to the advisability of at- tempting tariff legislation at an extra
session of Congress to be called almost Immediately after the adjourn
ment of Congress March 4, 1909.
Representative Sherman, chairman of
the congressional committee. Is be
hind the movement. Republicans who
have been approached refuse to dis
cuss the matter. The plan suggested
Is to have the announcement made. If
It be found politically desirable to
do so, that the Republican party will
be prepared to revise the tariff Immediately after the adjournment of
the regular cession.
To J'rejmre Cluinge This Summer.
This pran contemplates permission
to tho ways and means committee to
sit during the recess and get everything In ' readiness for the preparation of
tariff bill. It Is largely a
ounter muvcmtnt against . the demand tor a tariff commission and in
line with the remarks made by the
speaker to the delegation which came
to Washington In the Interest of the
Beverldge bill. Genuine tariff revisionists are not inclined to take encouragement from the movement. A
direct pledge In the Republican platform In consonance with the frequently expressed views of Secretary
Taft on the subject would, in the
opinion of the Republican tariff revisionists, meet tho situation much
more satisfactorily.
If this action of
the Republican convention should follow a congressional movement looking to tariff revision it would give the
Republicans a ready answer to Demo,
cratlc attacks In their congressional
campaign.
Tart and Revision Tliolr Hope.
It is pretty generally conceded by
representatives, who will have to con.
front a constituency favoring tariff
revision, that their only hope of success Is in the nomination of Taft and
a plank In the national platform
which incorporates his views on the
question. Platform declarations In
favor of tariff revision with Cannon
or Knox tr Fairbanks as the candidate for president would not deceive
the voters, and the scores of Republican congressmen who would go
down in the fight understand the situation thoroughly.
It is everywhere recognized that a
revision of the tariff could not be attempted nt the session of Congress
which convenes next December and Is
constitutionally udjourned March 4
following.

$2.-Oo-

SMH-iiil-
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Toklo, March !. Cablegram
rereived here state that the viceroy of
Canton has resigned over the steam-npluloship Tatsu incident. This Is taken t
Indicate that the dispute between.
China and Japan has reached a
critical stage. China Is willing to re
lease the steamer and retaiji posses- slon of the munitions of war which
were seized, but Japan wants all or
nothing, and has so stated. The viceroy of Kwangtugn refuses to give up
the ship or anything else, notwithstanding instructions from Pekln.
It is said that witnesses have been
found to sustain the contention of
Chinese officials that the arnu seixctl
with the Tatsu were part of a filibustering movement and that the
rltles were Intended for rebels.
Under no circumstances.
It la
stated, will China stand for Interference In her domains by Japan. The
encroachments of Japan have stirred)
the government to the depths and th
that a movement was In progress
fct
to. arm rebels, whether U betfan with
private parties or not, will not be
overlooked.
While Minister Hayashl has mad
no threat of war, it Is admitted that
there can be only one outcome of a
refusal to accede to Japan's demands.
Public opinion has been aroused in
Japan, and there is plenty of war
talk over the Tatsu affair. It la said
that Minister HayashJ, acting under
Instructions, has sent the first secretary to the minister of foreign affairs
with the statement that, in view of
the attitude of the Chinese government, he could proceed only In a
manner that would uphold the dignity of Japan and protect her Interests.
No answer has
been made by
China.
Pekln, March 9. With the Japan- ese southern squadron on its way to
Canton, and the danger of an armed
clash with the mikado growing hourly more Imminent, China Is walking
between national pride and the fear
of a war which might mean disintegration of the empire.
While Japan has been assuring the
Occident that she has no thought of
lighting over the seizure of the steamer Tatsu Maru, she has made It
clear to Pekln, according to Information from high official circles, that
force will be used If the Chinese
persists in defying or disregarding the Toklo foreign office demands.
The word "war" has not appeared
In the correspondence, but China can
not figure that "force" means anything else unless, Indeed, she is to
submit tamely to the recovery by m.
Japanese squadron of a vessel which
the Chinese officials seined for bringGOVERNOR HUGHES TO
ing aid, almostly openly, to malcontents in arms ugulnst the government.
SPEAK AT
China does not want war at present. Her military experts are building up the army as rapidly as posI 'irM Public Aps uranc. In Xew I '.ligsible, hut they realize that they are
ht nil Stint" Ills lioifloif.
still far outclassed by the Japanese.
to
Tin ir navy amounts practically
9.
Gov. Charles E. nothing.
Iloston, March
apHughes will mh.ie his first public
So far us tlu Tatsu Is concerned,
pearance in New England, since his the government might wield were It
election as chief executive of New not convinced that Japan is making
York, tomorrow evening, when he will un Issue of the matter as u mere
be the special guest of the New Eng- pretext. If the Tatsu is surrendered,
land Dry Goods association at a big the Emperor's advisers are satisfied
meeting In Tremont temple, and will another cause for trouble will
be
afterward be the guest of the Hrowu found probably over territorial rivUniversity Alumni association.
alries and that hostilities will only
Governor Hughes has said that he he postponed, it U questioned wheth- Intends to fpeak upon national af- er, under the circumstances, anything
fairs, and tbis Will be the largest is to he gained by compliance in the
gathering
he has appeared before present eice.
hince his election to the governorship
of Xew York state. It is expected he
SWKDIiS FAVOR I NCIJ-- : JOE.
will hue many interesting things to
Aurora, III., March
Hundreds
7.
of members of the Swedish Kepubll-- I
league
can
of Illinois gathered In
tSPKC'lAI, RATI: Mi:i71l.G.
Aurora this morning for what promChicago, March 9. Railroad rates ises to be the most enthusiastic conless than two cents a mile will prob- vention in the history of the organisaably be adopted by several lines be- tion. A majority of the delegates are
cause of the numerous national po- apparently admirers of Speaker Canlitical conventions and other meeting non, although Secretary Taft also has
to be held this year. Several confer- many friends among tho Swedish-Americaences on the subject have recently
voters of the stale. The
beer, held and a final decision on the convention will close with a great
ial
rates
expected
matter Is
when banquet, at which several men of
si
the Central Passenger association prominence in Republican political
i
meets in reijul.ir
week.
i;l respond to toasts.
tills
ciicIcK
d

ltS.
(Sxviul)

"Klondyke." the dining room section of the boys boarding club at the
boarding club at the. New Mexico
College of Agricultural and Mechanic
Arts, burned to the ground lat night
causing a loss to the college of
How the lire started Is not
known. It was first discovered by
by the blight
students awakened
light shining through the windows of
Ihflr bunk houses, which are about
A number of half
tirty feet distant.
NE6R0 DEFIES OFFICERS
clad male students made a desperate
light but the fire hud too great a
M.irt on them.
KILLED
IS
IAN0
MARTIN STARTS IIOMF.
Washington, l. C. March 9.
Colored Man Ilefustil to lie
)
W. E. Martin of Socorro
Arnxixl for i'urrj-injwas called at the White House Sat- -'
Weapons.
having
breakfasted
urdny. after
'with Senator Heverldge. Mr. Martin
I!ar-- I was a
Waxakachie, Texas, March
of
caller at the department
ricaded in a smail house on the Gib-- ; justice, where he went accompanied
bons farm, two miles south of Rocket, hy Secretary Garfield and Senator
Willie Williams, a negro, made a des- - Elkins. He left the capital for Xew
perate resistance when Deputy Sher- Mexico Saturday night.
iff Hickman and Constable McAlpin
IjON'G AITO ROl lU'X.
sought to arrest him yesterday on a
charge of unlawfully carrying arms,
Jacksonville, Fla., March 9. What
When the ofneers walked up to the Is likely to prove one of the greatest
door and called for him the negro events yet attempted by the Florida
began shooting with a revolver. The East Coast Automobile association
officers exhausted their ammunition was inaugurated this morning, when
and when help arrived a charge was a start was made by the contestants
made and the door broken down, In the Jacksonville to Miami road
Williams and a negress were found run. The cars will cover a distance
lying on the floor duad. The opinion of 371 miles In all, making their first
of the officers H that Williams killed sinji tonight at Ormond. a distance of
S.'i nillei from this city.
he woman and then shot himself.
T-u-

MtKlltlMiilil

IttlltltltltfltTI

DEAD ELEET SENDS WIRELESS

UNIDENTIFIED

enr-rie-

SjM-rta- l.

Pii-klc-

SPECIAL SESSION STEAMER CONTROVERSY

MEATS-Slice-

an Souvenir.
I Villon
As a result of the .activity and generosity of R. If. Lester, a number of

Edition With Every Industry
In
Papers
Its Advertising Columns-Fr- ee
Represented
Line-Three
Will
of
be
Staff
Members
all Along the
Aboard the Train With Their Pencils Sharpened--G- et
Acquainted" Is the Slogan.

PAGES

R

FOR REVISION OF

MINERAL WATERS, ETC.
Imported Ginger Ale
White Rock Water
Apollinaris Water
Sparkling Apenta Water
Lemonade. Apollinaris or White Rock
Rromo Seltzer
Lemonade. Plain
Philip Morris Cigarettes
Cigar
A handsome list of names of the
ALBUQUERQUE WHY PREVAILS AND WEARERS OF
ifrms and Individuals represented on
the trip has also been prepared and
WHITE CAPS AND BADGES WILL EXEMPLIFY IT will be available tomorrow.

Citizen Issues Five Thousand

TWENTY-FOU-

Fried

Beef Tongue, Boiled Ham
Sardines
Sandwiches
VEGETABLES
Hashed Brown Potatoes
Green Peas
Stewed Tomatoes
Sugar Corn
BREAD. ETC.
Brown Bread
Bread and Butter
Water Crackers
DESSERTS
Plum Pudding, Brandy Sauce
Preserved Figs
Sliced Peaches In Syrup
Tapioca Pudding, hot or cold
Cheese, with Crackers or Bread
COFFEE, ETC.

Over One Hundred Prominent Business
Men Wiil Leave Tomorrow Morning
For Greatest Trade Boosting Trip
k Ever Sent Out From Any City in the
Southwest-Spec- ial
Train of Six Cars
and the Famous Elks
Matter for Fvery Line of Industry and a Trophy for Every Town.

8
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BIG ALBUQUERQUE TRADE EXCURSION EDITION OF
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Sheep Commission Brokers
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LACTEAL FLUID F AM E ES

ARE

1$ BABIES'

PAID FOR

ENEMY

DEATHS

hen You ttave

0.

micro-organis-

m

No Use to Die
"I have found out that there Is no
use to die of lung trouble as long as
you can get Dr. King's New Discovery," says Mrs. J. P. White, of Rush-borPa. "I would not be alive today only for that wonderful medicine. It loosens up a cough quicker
than anything else, and cures lung
disease even after the case Is pronounced hopeless." This most reliable remedy for coughs and colds,
and
bronchitis
la grippe, asthma,
hoarseness, Lb sof.l under guarantee at
50c and $1.00..
all dealers'.
Trial
bottle free.
o
So our window display of
Illgftxist
tills week.
rtHk and lowest
prices. I'uirelie Furniture Co.
o,

ifo-oar- ts

Mononguh, W. Va., March 9.
of the widows and orphans
made by the Monongah mine horrors
are still here.
They are cashing In, widows at
$150; orphans at $75. Orphans are
cheaper than widows; there are more
of them. These amounts are doled
out by the Falrmount Coal Co., in
passages the
whose subterranean
horrors occurred.
This pays for
everything, and it gets receipts for
It
father, husband, tears, agony, despair.
There has been plenty of fnod and
clothing, so far. The nation's generosity took care of that. Of the
money raised $140,000 remains. This
will bo divided.
Each widow
will
receive $250, and everv child something.
The coal company will not be sued.
The prosecuting general says so, the
state mine examiner says so. and so
does the governor.
Some of them explain that there
Isn't any law under which the company can be sued. The thing Just
happened
men
were Jut
nd the
killed, which Is unfortunate.
and
that's all.
Oov. Dawson Is franker.
He says
the reason no operator
has bee-punished for these deaths is because
the mine companies
prevent the
prosecutors '
doing their duty.
"I blame the big operators for the
failure of the county prosecutors to
do their duty," he said, bitterly.
iKverybody around
Monongah Is
satisfied now except the 425 widows
and orphans. This Includes a score
of widows with babes still unborn,
20 widows without children, 39
n
with one child each, 22 with two
children each, 21 with three each, 13
with four each, 10 with five each,
one with six and one with seven little ones.

You want a remedy that will not
only give quick relief but effect a

Most

: n

Three months have passed since
the great catastrophe.
The little main street of unpnlnted
buildings is qtfiet again. The women
are not crying today. Their tears
have run dry. The market price of
u. human
life in West Virginia has
been fixed at $150.
Thoroughbred
bring
horses
as much as $5,000.
C. W. Watson, president
of the
Katrmount Coal company, fixes both
scales. Mrs. Watson wins blue ribbons with the thoroughbreds. But he
does more than fix the price of dead
miners; he regulates the lives of the
living ones.
He says what they
sugar, flour,
shall nay for butter,
eggs and clothing. lie. owns the
stores. He fixes the rental of the
houses. They are his, too. He determines the hours of the men, and
fixes their pay. He owns the mines.
He decides who shall be the officers
of the law. He says now that there
should be no prosecution of his company.
Nobody condemns the president.
His enemies leave town.
Monongah
Is not a healthy place for anyone who
does not stand for the system.
llsol)Cy (lie Ijiw.
No mine operator has ever been
punished for the deaths ln the West
Virginia coal mines.
It Is a matter of public knowledge
that the mining laws are grossly
violated day after day.
One law prohibits move fan
20
in n working ln a shaft mine with
only one opening. On Jan. 29, 1907,
81 men were killed In the
Stuart

permanent cure.
You want a remedy that will relieve the lungs and keep expectoration easy.
You want a remedy that will counteract any tendency toward pneu-

BP

r

I

"it

REMEDY

want a remedy that Is pleasant and safe to take.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
meets all of these requirements, and
for the speedy and permanent cure
of bad colds stands without a peer.

CROUP.
VHMMN

Mr!
,1

COUTH,

SORE THROAT,
tmvrm.

berlain's Cough Remedy.
"Last winter I caught a very severe cold
which lingered for weeks," says J.
of Zephyr, Ontario. "My cough
was very dry and harsh. The local dealer
recommended Chamberlaln'aCough Remedy and guaranteed it, so I g'av It a trial.
One small bottle of It cured ma. I belleva
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy to ba the
test lb ave e ver used

CkcTTtertata MSclaa Co.

Met 1'5 ctnii

Rdacd

"

Lowest Prices

A Severe Cold Quickly Cured by Cham-

THROAT tnri IUNG3.

,3

Latest Styles

monia.
You

Ck)ugbs,Colds

tnr

a--

At

MISS C. P.

Cramps

.

t.

It is Equally Valuable for Children

It Contains no Narcotic and is Safe and Sure

n

wld-ow-
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a Bad m

Says Government Report. Widows of Miners Killed at
Monongah Draw J 150. Or
Causes High Mortality
phans $75. by Operators.
Rate of Infants.

Milk.

urgeon
9.
March
fVafhineton.
C.eneral Walter Wyman of the public
health service submitted to SecretaryIn
Cortelyou today a report on milk
Its relation to public neaitn. me report is the result of an Investigation
ordered by President Roosevelt and
conducted by federal experts under
the direction of Pro. M. J. Rosenau
In his
of the hygienic laboratory.
treatintroduction to the twenty-tw- o
ises of the experts Dr. Wyman says:
"The steady decrease in general
mortality does not apply to the Infants. It is recognized that gastrointestinal disease u the largest single
factor determining Infant mortality.
loss of potential
This enormous
wealth Is of grave concern to the
state and worthy of careful consideration. It has been the object of this
work to Include all available data
showing the "Influence of milk as a
carrier of Infection and the measures
necessary in consequence."
Milk of OonuiKCce Impure.
Dr. Wyman says that the Ideal
milk, drawn from a healthy cow and
preserved from contamination. Is not
the milk of commerce, and he cites
the fact that samples of market milk
in New York showed 35.200,000 bacteria to the cubic centimeter; London, 31,983,000; Washington, 22,134,-00He calls attention to the eviIn the report as
dence presented
proof that BOO epidemics of typhoid
fever, scarlet fever and diphtheria
were caused by infected milk. The
surgeon general says:
"The subject of pasteurization has
been carefully studied by Dr. Rosenau, who points out Its advantages
and discusses Its inconveniences. He
recommends 60 degrees centigrade for
twenty mlnutea as the best temperature to use In pasteurizing milk, as
this degree of hoat Is sufficient to destroy the pathogenic
without devitalizing the milk itself.
While pasteurization Is not the Ideal
to be sought, practically, it Is forced
upon us by present conditions. It prevents much sickness and saves many
lives facts which Justify Us use under proper conditions.
PaHtcuriHitlon tho Remedy.
"It is recommended that 1n large
communities at least the pasteurization should be under the direct supervision of the health authorities. References will be observed to the
of Nathan Straus in
achievement
promoting the use of clean, pasteurized milk for infants and the establishment of Infants' milk depots both
in the United states and abroad and
It is proper here to give recognition
to his philanthropic and successful
efforts."

PAGR TURKS

Millinery and
Dressmaking Parlors

for it.

Ask your Druggist

mine, which was of this class. Nin
NOTICE IXU PUBLICATION.
months before the offlcla's of this
same mine had been Indicted for Department of the Interior,
United
working more than 20 mr:, and the
States Land Office.
M.,
case was
Fe,
8,
N.
Santa
Feb.
1908.
whitewashed.
the
Had
law been enforced
1906, there
Notice Is hereby given that Jie folloIn
would have been 63 less deaths In wing-named
claimant has filed no1907.
tice of his intention to make final
And there has never
been any proof In support of his claim under
prosecution yet.
sections 18 and 17 of the act of March
The state mln" examiner finds In 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
stance after Instance of violation of by the act of February 21, 1893
the mining laws. He turns his evi- (27 Stats., 470). and that said proof
dence over to the prosecuting attor- win be made before J. M. Luna, Pro.
neys of the various counties. That bati Clerk, at Los Lunas, N. M., on
is the last he hears of it.
March 17, 1908, viz: Mariana Chavez
de Otero, for the Small Holding Tract
In nearly every case the prosecuting attorney Is either the legal rep- No. 2547, in Sec. 86, Township 7 N.,
resentative of the mine operators or Range 2 E.
is affiliated with their political maHe names the following witnesses
chine. Otherwise he would not be In to prove his continuous adverse possession of said tract for twenty years
office.
0
next preceding the survey
of the
These are the reasons why Monon- township, vis: tH (
gah Is so quiet.
'Estanilada Otero, Ouillermo ' Oro-na- ,
Antceto Aragon y Oarcla, BerThere U no use being anything
else.
nardino Sedlllo, all of Peralta, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
The one radiant influence has
ISylngton
been Miss
Margaret
or against the allowance of said proof,
Pittsburg, reresenting tho Hed Cross. or who knows of any substantial reaShe is still here. Young, pretty and son under the laws and regulations of
comforting, she goes among the the Interior Department why such
u real angel of mercy proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
in this valley of misfortune.
Hut the mourners have shut themtime and place to
the witnesses of said claimselves up ln their little gray houses
on the great hills. That is where the ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
mine agent finds them. He is a sym- of that submitted by claimant.
MANUET, It. OTERO.
pathetic man, the mine agent, for he
Register.
holds out both hands to them, one
holding a receipt in full and the
Ucst Healer In tlir.- World
other offering consolation to the
(mount of $150.
Rev. F. Stalrblrd, of East Raymond, Maine, says:
"I have used
Mr. John IUha of Vlning. la., says: Bucklen's Arnica Salve for several
"I have been selling DeWitt'a Kidney years, on my old army wound, and
and Bladder Pills for about a year other obstinate sores, and find It the
and they give better satisfaction than bet healer ln the world. I use It,
any pill I ever sold.
I have used too, with great success In my veterthem myself with fine results." Sold inary business. Price 25c at all
by J. II. O'Rielly & Co.
grief-stricke-

512 North Second St
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Phone 944

Special Attention to
Mail Orders

n,

above-mentioncross-exami-

J. D. Eakln, President
Q. Gloml, Vice President.
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make the best food for children as
they do for "grown ups." Hut bread
as well as butter Is an article of food
requiring the closest scrutiny as to
its quality, as there are lots of It until to eat. liut no fault just or otherwise can be found with Butter Cream
bread. Thoroughly
nutritious
and
every-w- h
palatable it makes friends
r(. It U used.
Try it.
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207 South First St.

'Ji

appointed eiclusive agents In the Southwest for Jo 8.
and Ht. lxuls A. B. C. Breweries: Yellestnne
W. II. Mo Brayer s
Cir.on lUwr
,lar
Ix.uta HuSSTt.
Monarc-h- ,
and other brands of whisklefl Brook.
too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
But sell the straight article a received from, the best Wineries
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States. Call and Inspect
our Stock and prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Prlca
List. Issued to dealers only.
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W. L. IhlMBLE & CO

OLD RELIABLE."

j

ESTABLISHED 187a.

L. "Be, PUTNEY

ST

i

Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
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All Kindt of Fresh and Suit Me
Mciiiii Kaustii'-Masonic

i:MII. KLIKWVOKl
Hnllillnu. North ThlM

MILLINER

Y

LATE SPRING STYLCS
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l'Kicrs Kkasonai-.i.k.Ladles' Tailoring ana
Dressmaking

MISS CRANE

Oil N.

Stovnd- - fhon 944

r

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

LIVKKV. SAI.K. KK"J AND
TllANSFKH 8TAHLKS.
Horses and Mules Bought and C
changed.
Bl-IN THE C1T
TOUUNOUTS
Second Street between Central an
Copper Avenue.
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THE WHOLESALE GROCER
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.c..i..

la steok te eatfll the
tnett fettldleas bmr eemplete
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Strlilllz. Win.

Pioneer Bakery,
.,..

&

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
keep everything

-

(.OI

...

Successors to
EAKVi, and BACIIEC1U A GIOMI
WMOLKmALm OKALKRU M

MULIXI

COPYRIOMT

i

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary
O. BachechI, Treasurar.

Consolidated Liuor Company

COMMERCIAL CLUB BUILDING, ALBUQUERQUE
tmm

J

"

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lumber,

Glass, Cement and Rsx Fltntkots Rooting

First and Marquette

Alfeuqoerqoe, New Mexico

ADVERTISE IN THE EVENING CITIZEN

1

ALBUQUEKQUE CITIZEN.

rotn.

rAGK

MONn.AV

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN FOR A VACATION AND REST
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
the

By

or observation you will like The Valley Hanch, at Pecos, N. M. EveryCitizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico. sport
body does, and the reasons is obvious.
There you find typical ranch life

W. S. STRICKLER

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

PRESIDENT

MANAGING EDITOR
SUBSCRIPTION 11ATKS

jrr

$5.00

by mall In adrance
On
IkM month by mall
Om month hj mnier within city limits

0

Kn trend a
matter at llo
nm&m Act of Congress of March S, 187.

rrwXoffloe of Albuquerque, N. M.,

nt

The only Illustrated daily ncwsixiper In New Mexico and the
medians of Uie Southwest,

The loading IteptiMicnn ttally and weekly newspaper of the Southwest.
The adTcte of Ileptibllcan principles aud the "Square Deal."

VHK AliBFQCERQCE CTTTZKN HAS:
The finest equipped Job department In New Mexico.
The latent report by Associated PrfK and Auxiliary News Sendee.

"WE GET THE NEWS FIUST."
"STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO'

TKKET

A.

IXHl THE CITY OP

AIJH'QFEKQFE.

For Mayor AV. W. Strong.
For Treasurer J. ( Kaldridge.
For Clerk Harry F. Lee.
term) First ward.
For Alderman (four-yea- r
V. Hayden, to succeed himself.
For Alderman Second ward, l. II. ltout right.
For Alderman Third ward, 15. II. HriggN.
For Alderman Fourth ward. J. T. McLaugh-

lin.

For Board of Education First
Sleyster.
For Board of Education Second ward, U. W. Hopkins.
For Board of Education Third ward. Rev. J. C. Kollins.
.
For Board of Education Fourth ward, V. S.

K.

ward.

A.

Kosi-nwald-

CHI

Q6oard

and
Tomorrow morning:, bright and early, over one hundred of the
most successful business men of Albuquerque will leave the metropolis of New
Mexico on a four days' hike, In search of trade- and to make new friends
among the thousands of new people who have only recently become
part of the great territory, soon destined to be one of the richest and most
bc-s-

-

progressive states in the Union.
The Albuquerque delegation "ill be led by the famous Elks' band of this
city and there Is no better in New Mexico.
The excursionists will travel In u special train which Is the best that
money could, procure, and they will go loaded down with, literature- - on
fcaquerque, advertising matter and banners and badges galore.
page-papespecially
A. five thousand edition of The Citizen's twenty-fou- r
The paper
prepared for the occasion, will be distributed along the route.
weeds no Introduction; It will speak for Itself.
It will also upeak for Albuquerque and every town which the trade
pages Is well worth the
Every one of the twenty-fou- r
will visit.
reacHng.
Ao

It's All Aboard".
All aboard for Greater Albuquerque, fast becoming the center of commercial, educational, professional, religious, social and political life In New
'

.

Mexico.
All aboard for the new trade districts so recently opened by the Helen
eut-of-

f

f.

10

ENLARGE
FOR

ALR FQ ITCH Q FE CTTTZEX IS:

KEITHLICAN

f m

All aboard to get acquainted with a new, progressive and most desirable
vltisenship which is building up the heretofor barren portions of the territory and turning the waste lands Into fertile fields and the stations along the
route Into busy, progressive towns and villages.
AH aboard for a new sentiment of good fellowship, business reciprocity

CONGRESS

'

Koine have been watching a new excavation under the
Early in July un event will occur at Denver
the Forum.
Mr. Bryan's excavation of himthat will Interest political archaeologists.
self for the third bati'.t- will arouse gif'1' enthusiasm among those who are
bailt for this form of recurrent ixciU-nivni...
In

In

-

.

f

this fall and
The National Irrigation congress will meet
There will be more
ft will be the biggest affair of its kind ever held.
gmople hear of New Mexico through thai medium thun haV heard of this
territory through any other advertisement in the past fifty years not excepting the fake wild west stories.
with a cowboy
An eastern boy. who recently arrived in Albuquerque
costume, a twenty-tw- o
pistol and his courage screwed Up to slaughter bad
farm band.
lie might
men and Indians, is now advertising for a job as
be able, to make good, as he says he can miik a Cow. if given time enough.
:

Statistics of Yale university divulge an Interesting fact hut "in- that
The
most folks would have guessed had they be.-- asked for an opinion.
rich students, at Vale are poor In their studies. High living among them Is
conducive to low averages in their class wink.
Two men broke into the Presbyterian church at Wichita ami slept there.
In AlbuThe police are hot on their trail and will arrest them "ti sight.
querque there are a whole lot of men who !oep In church hut none of them
for it.
hut ever been arre-te- d

Butternut

Various Counties
of
Enthusiasm
Makes More liooin NwsnHiirj.

20 per cent Discount on all Fine Furniture

STRONG BLOCK

the National Irrigation congress and
the Interstate exhibit will leave to be
enlarged and a considerable acreage
added In order to accommodate the
hosts of exhibitions promised.
Col. W. S. Hopewell, president of the
board of control, nnd It- F. Twitchell,
its secretary, returned last evening
from Springer, Colfax county, New
Mexico, where they were present lit
one of the biggest Irrigation congress
meetings yet held In the territory.
.People were In attendance from
Springer, Baton, Watrous, Cimarron
and Dawson, and from hundreds of
ranches in the vicinity. They were
there to work for the big exhibit and
unless the other counties of the territory get busy, Colfax will walk off
with the prizes.
At the meeting Saturday night the
Colfux county people said they wanted only room for their exhibits
that was all. They will build their
own exhibition building at a cost of
The
$15,000 or more if necessary.
material has been donated by residents of the county.
"They will send forty carloads of
exhibits," said Colonel Hopewell today, "and in that list will be fourteen carloads of livestock, the finest
the county can get together. There
will be coal, minerals of all kinds,
timbers, produce from tiie ranches
and more exhibits than most people
ever dreamed were to he found In
that county. The Colfax people said
they did not intend to take their hats
off to the exhibitors from any sttte
In the west, and they mean it.
"If the same spirit is shown In all
the counties of the territory the exhibition will be the finest ever gotten
together west of the Rockies."
Colonel Hopewell ulso received a
letter from "Buffalo" Jones, the man
who crossed the buffalo with native
bred cattle and produced the "cat-talo- ."
He will be in Albuquerque
with a carload of "cattaloes," and
will have one of the most Interesting
exhibits ever seen In tliat line. "Buffalo" Jones also will have an Interesting exhibition
of sheep, produced
d
from crossing Persian
sheep with domestic sheep and other
strange but valuable breeds which he
has secured by years of careful study
and work.
Colonel
Colonel Hopewell
and
Twitchell will leave In a few days
for Chicago to arrange transportation
matters with the rairoads, after
which Colonel Hopewell wilt proceed
to Washington In the interests of the
congress.

11$

Bread

AND

It looks lis though the grounds for

Look

lor the Label

Farming

Hot Rolls
TRY

DEALERS: We especially desire to

French Bakery
202 East Central

call your attention to our large line of

Walking

and Sulky Plows, Scotch, Steel and Disc Harrows, Cultivatcrs; Hay
Presses, the Improved Buckeye Mower the strongest and most
satisfactory mower on the market at the present time, especially
adapted for Alfalta Fields. Studebsker Wagons the only kind
worth buying or having. REFAIRS: We cany a complete stock of
repairs for our line 01 goods.

PUFFS

OUR CREAM

Implements

Largest and Most CompleteLine Ever Shown in This City

Every Morning at 7
O'clock.

Prices the Lowest

Phone 597

Quality the Best

Write for Prices and Descriptive Catalogues.

UCXXXXXXXJCXOXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)

co.

Mcintosh hardware

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

Wholesale and Retail

St. Isniis

Market.
Spelter firmer,

Six-lU-

St. Louis, March 9.
14.6a.

Now York Mctul .Market.
New York, March s. Lead quiet

$3.tif(f3.70; lake copper dull.
12 St ; silver SBfte.

12-

-

t

New York Money Market.
New York, March it. Prime mercantile paper 5V4fr6 per cent; money
on call easy 1 (,i 2 per cent.
St. IjOiiIh Wool Market.
St. Louis, March 9. Wool steady;

territory

and western medium
22c; line mediums lS'ii 20c; tine

eteSESsSBBBE

ELUS' THEATRE

GIVE US A CHANCE
To figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our own
mills located in the best body of
timber In New Mexico.
A large stock
of dry spruce
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when It Is Just as cheapT
It will pay you to look Into this.

9!

MONDAY, MARCH

PADEREWSKI

2')(w

5ii)

17c.

CI ill

Wheat
Corn

(lats
Pork

a go

I

."odueo Market.

95;

May
May
May RH4;

May,

July 90
July

44r,);
July
12

Dal'd

Hlbs
7.15.'

Vfc

63.

12. If.

t

I12.G2M-- .

flat-taile-

peo-jpl-

..!

Npillll

Insist on

EHlSi

All aboard for a united New Mexico with one common Interest the ALLEGED HYPNOTISTS
making of a big and prosperous state when the time arrives.
All aboard, for a common Interest in Albuquerque and the thousands of
ARE RELEASED
people, her cltlxens desire to welcome to her gates.
All aboard for the best boosting organization any city ever sent out am'
a representative a set of business men and of business enterprises as anj Wore
Arrested Ycstciduy on Comdty In the southwei-- t can show.
plaint of El Pusoun. Who
a
I alter llefiistd to ProsThe Citizen wishes all success to the trade excursionists and to the
cenia.
to be visited.
The personal contact which this excursion will bring
bout will be the best introduction possible.
Professors Allen and Davis, who
Albuquerque wends her most representative men to do the honors and
are alleged to be hypnotists and gave
to make the first call upon her new neighbors as well as the many old ones three performances
at the Elks' the"Wtth whom she has had pleasant business relations for many years.
ater hist week and were billed to give
The Citizen Joins in the greeting thus conveyed and after the fashion of another at the Traction Park. Casino
last night, but were incarcerated in
the day cordially Joins the people of this city In saying:
durance vile by the police on advice
"Come and visit Albuquerque the latch string Is always out."
from El Puso, where they were

Americans

Is

naocxyexxyxxxxxxxxxxzoooooc

GROUNDS

and personal affiliation.

arch of Titus

IXHl AUTUMN ENTEKTAlNlNtJ.
your table service perfect or anywhere near perfection?
If not let
us suggest that we can supply all deficiencies in the way of china, porcelain and glassware at prices that wouldn't make sour the visage of
Anyone even If he or she were looking for trouble.

UK?

rs

BO

sfeod-o1- a

TH

There you can rest, read, walk, ride, drive,
with the privations cut out.
They
shoot, fish, trap, or Just simply lonf, and no ohe will bother you.
have everything you could need on such an outing, from cattle and
Most picturesque scenery,
to easy chairs, and all at your disposal.
beautiful roads and paths, bear or squirrels, as you prefer; good horses, tents,
cabins or houses, fine board and last and best of all, a Jolly good crowd
ladies and gentlemen.
AMI YOU CAN'T KI'KXll MOKE THAN NINE POLLAUS A WEEK.
For further particulars, call at The Citizen office, or address Valley
Banch, Pecos, N. M.

t. 108.

Mm STRONG
F.
FURNITURE, RUGS, ETC.

health, recreation,

No difference what has brought you to New Mexico

MARCH

;

'

July

Parquet

Chicago

Dress Circle

2 00

.

stoekers and feeders $3. 004.90.
Sheep receipts 16,000.
Market
strong to 10c higher. Western $3.75 'it
fi.oil; yearlings $r.50 6.(ki ; yearlings
$.'.riilif fi.2:.; lambs $5.60 7.1 0 ; w esterns, fr..:."'!! 7.15.
New

York Stocks.

Central
Pennsylvania
Southern Pacific
.
I'nion Pacific
Piefeired
Amalgamated jCopper

17'

.

C

S.

Single Box Seats

Flrst3 Rows Balcony

....

S

72 U
19
78 H
-

r2

3 2

Preferred

',4

.

Balance Balcony

2.00
1.00

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the cares leas
and the worries fewer.
YOU

Seat Sale opens at
JMatson's

Book

at 8

O'clock1,

Elks Theatre
ONE

I'KKI'ORMANt'E

ONLY

NEED

A

telephone
preserve
The
your health, prolongs your Ufa
and protects your home.

TELEPHONE

IN TOUR HOME.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Store

Tuesday, March 3rd

85
99 U

York

Cor. 3rd and Marquette

; $24.00

Entire Box

3.00
3.00

Atchisoq
Preferred

8.

Phone

May $7.95; July $8.15.
May $6.82 Va ; July $7.10W
Idvesltx-k-

GRANDE LliMBbH GO.

62.

Chicago, March 9. Cattle receipts
2,500. Market 10c
higher.
Hceves
$4.2006.25; cows and heifers $2.00
5.15;
Texans $4.00rf(i4.80:
calves
$5.2507.00;
westerns
$4.00 51)5.00;

New

RIO

SCALE OF PRICES

oooooooooooeoo ooooooooooooo
Montezuma Grocery

&

Liquor Co.

COPPER and 1HIR0

Imported

and Domestic

Groceries

and

Liquors

96

MARCH 14
SATURDAY
EVE.
Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, March 9. Cattle receipts S.iin. Market strong to 10c
higher. Souihern steers $ 4. 20 'iv 5.25 ; Engagement Extraordinary
southern cow s $2.75 W 4.00; stoekers
Albuquerque is the only stop be
and feeders $3.25 'a 4.90 bulls $3.25 (fD tween Topeka, Kansas, and Los An
charged with forging checks, were re. 4.5(1: calves $3.50 4111.50;
western
leased this morning, the parties mak- steers $4.25 415.511;
western cows geles, California.
ing the complaints of forgery in El $3.0H lit 4.5n,
famous acthess
Sheep receipts 6'IMH. Market steady
Paso refusing to prosecute.
In El Paso Allen and Davis went Muttons $4.7.1 W .'(.75; lambs $.40W
under the names of Ward and Rogers, 7. mi. range u Killers $ .1.00 'n 6.2H; 'e j
according to the Information received t w es Jl 7 ', 5.60.
by Thomas McMlllin, chief of police.
Tor Hlieunmtirc Sufferers.
The checks passed there were small
The quick relief from pain afforded
ours hoi exceeding IZ7 each, three In
number, and were made in favor (if by applying Chamberlain's Pain l?alm and Her Own London Company
it a favorite with sufferers
Davis ami signed by Allen,
The lat- makt
Direction of lcblcr & Co.
sciatica,
lame
ter acknowledged to the police this from rheumatism,
Similci-nuiii'Powerful
signed the back, lumbago, and deep seated and
morning that
lie had
checks and had hoped to take them muscular pains. For sale by all
Drama
druggists.
up, but fortune did not favor him
ami they left the checks unliquidated.
Our shirt and foliar work Is perfect.
Our "DOMESTIC FINISH" It
Good for Every Isuly
proper thing. We lead other
Mr. Norman 11. Coulter, a promi- the
follow.
nent architect In the Delbert buildIMPEHI I I.ACNOltY CO.
ing, San Francisco, says:
"I fully
endorse all that has been said of
Kodol is today the best known remElectric Bitters as a tonic medicine. edy for all disorders of the stomach,
$1.00. $2.00, $2.50
It is pond for everybody. It corrects such as dyspepsia, heartburn, sour Prices
$3.00
stomach, liver and kidney disorder stomach and belching of gas. Sold liox Seats
Se:it sale Wednesday, March 11.
in a prompt and efllelenl manner and here by J. II. O'Klelly & Co.
For the convenience of
builds up the system." Electric Bittheatergoers mail orders when acters is the best spring medicine ever
Tvicnly per cont off on oilier'
by a remittance, filled in
ol, over a druggist's counter; as a es is not as clu-aus our net cn-- li companied
t lie order
of receipt.
aOc price..
blood purifier it is unequaled.
We can't and will not Ik' tin
FKKK LIST srSPENDKI").
at all dealers'.
dcr-oli:crylliing to furnish the
Iioiim-- ,
I'utrelle
payment.
or
cash
THOHNTON. Tllh CI.EWEi:.
I iiriiitiire
Co., tu'ct end via. loci.
Located at 121 North Third street
ij.rt
t'urbol'.cd Witch
lieWltt's
The only real s'.eani 'cleaning plant In
S.ihe it is good for piles-- .st,,i,j AMFJUOAN BLOCK.
We are now better Hazel
the southwest.
I 1 KK1I I.OS LUM
prepared than ever before to clean by J. II. O'Klelly & Co.
anything that Is rleanahle. is cleanOur standard Is domestic finish. If
ing, pressing and repairing clothes, you want the high polish tell us; we
we take the front seat. All we ask do that,
tsi. lliiblw Ijiiundry Co.
Furnace,
Is a trial.
All work guaranteed. SecMixed,
bought
sob'
clothing
Kodol is a scientific preparation of
and
ond hand
No
on
vegetable
with
natural
delivered
adds
floods called for and
CI.KAN CiAS XKK.
same
I
NO
the
Juices
460.
COM
ants and
SMITH
short notice. Phone
NATIVF KIXIHJKU
Kach
found ill a healthy stomach,
The reason we do so much KOUCJII dose will digest more than 3.000
FOIt CASH ONLY.
right
PKY work is because we do it
Sold by J. H.
grains of good food
nd at the price you cannot afford to O'Klelly Co.
have It rtono at hom
IMPEUIAIi IiAUNPKY.
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup
,
TELEPHONE tl.
......
Via liiiu'.iillv nn
.... In.t
i,wi,,,.,ij
will
cost you but ten cents a ..lie .......I.. jri i.r.itii
It
at
the
allays
Inflammation
els.
and
your
laundered
shirt
have
to
dime
It Is pleasant to take.
Ilubbs Laun- same time.
hiuI Imiiiio on limn.
dry Co.
iat Sold by J. II. O'Kieliy & Co.
;

i:n;km's

Mts. Patrick
Campbell

I'ure Lucca Olive Oil a Specialty, Liqimr by tlio
Glass or Gallon, Ueer by the Hottle or Case, Family
Trade Solicited

(iuaranu-i'd- .

Call, Phone or Send for Solicitot.

l'hoiu- - 1029

ooooooooooooo oooououojuooo
3 Simpier Clark

The Aztec
Fuel Co.

j.

SHOE CO.
NEXT DOOR to ROSTOF FICE

t. Mclaughlin

Guarantee
vance,

President

s

out-of-to-

Satisfaction

si

;

satisfaction

in

ad-

j

FIP.ST AM) MAItlU.K

I'IIOM;

251

Best Gallup
Lump Coal
of 2000 pounds
COKE
MILL V001
MOINTAIN WOOD
t'KDAK AM) PINE
SVWFJ) TO ANY LENGTH

$6.50 per ton

g

pi-I-

Tin- - way the Oklahoma people are (locking to New Mexico that stab
will soon be short a few thousand on the population requirements for adalready in.
mission to t tie 1'nioii bin unfortunately,

i!,nl

(or Albuquerque but don't be afraid to say a R"".l word for her
neighbors for w.- are :.! growing up together, and 'he bine sky of New
Mexico is Jui as blue in o,ie place as in another.
ai d spring time poems will not In. printed by Tin
Stories on
Smr'.cs on badger tights are always acceptable
Citizen fop any .rce.
the badge! is n.c .eiioii-- h injure!.

a sil
lt
a il.Tmilio,, .,f ihc .mo
anarchist il
wo,..id
If
bet that half the men on Wall street would he mentioned in the shape of
dcrivat ives.
Koo.-cvc-

the

is a - sui' - d p. New Mexico and that within
o not forget tint sia'ehon
next year we will place a new star in the old Hag.

The El Pa so trade i xcui slonisl
There is "nly uiudo it right.
Spend your money

In New

to get out and like notes
that's the Albuquerque way.

s ought
way- -

Mexico an

i

on

the panic will. take care .if itself

Is much
like
A Kansas editor remarks that a woman driving a nail
lightning she never strikes tw ice In the same place. How about her B users?

d.

COAL

ANTHRACITE

digest-contai-

WOOD

W. H. HAHN & CO.

,

J. P. MORELL1
Ladies' Tailor
622 West TJJeras Ave.
F. TOMEI & BRO.

MERCHANT
TAILORS

Hie
CM-i--

PATKKIW

detail.

liom- -t

in

character,

ap- -

i

It lias

wear well
mid
The price apiHiils to your

pcarniue
PKK i:

Sil.oO

qualities.

purse

and Sl.mi

Don't Forget The
ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING

MILL

THE OLDEST Mill, IN TIIE t ITT.
lien in need tif sash, diMir, frame
work it specially. 4.1
etc.
Soulll l'ir-- t street. Telephone IVi.

itfcUcd ihcir .priiig uuil
Miniiucr novelties of llio finest im
ported Will Uouieotlc tmiliiigs. Tlwir
I. H. COW THE PI.l'MHFK. CAN
fit ami workmanship speak for tliein-M-hi- 'i MEM) THAI OLD HOSE, Oil SELL
Cleaning, pressing uml repair,
MAN-- I
lug not equaled In the city. Cull Ytir THE P.lT NEW HOsE
FAIT I K ED.
curly and avoid rusji.
lliiu- now
-

Monday, maiicii

io.

.

ye

ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN.
PROMISE

Just Received

FOR

Our Fitst Invoice of
Assorted

Oiunty Hen Arc Imbued
Willi the Itiglit Spirit.
Tai ban, N. M ., March
(Sieliil)
Til ban and Hnncvelt county Is to
be the egg producing region of the
southwest.
Heretofore
the merchants have been obliged In New
Mexico and
AriKonn
and western
Texas to rely quits largely on the
o)f
storage eggs
Kansas
and east
Texas but in the development of this
region with Its abundance of wheat,
millet, Indian nd Kaffir corn and
a considerable quantity of grasshopper, the egg market Is about to
shift from these long forunate localities to a region right at the joon
of the trade.
While eggs have been selling at 40
and 50 cents a dozen In EI Paso and
A lhuiiueriiie,
goad fresh eggs have
sold here
nd at Portnlcs
for 15
cents and the supply has been good
all winter.
It Is
estimated
that
Roosevelt county hens produced, during the month of Fehruary 135,000
dozen eggs, which with a good market not considering home consumption should have brought $25,000 into the county from the busy hen. The
opening of the new lino of railway
west will open up a good trade for
the produce of this county, currying
our stuff down to Kl Paso and even
going Into Mexico and Arizona.
Another source of Income is In
furnishing cream to the creamery at
Roswell.
H. 1. Hobson, manager of
the creamery at that place,
which
has a capacity
of two thousand
pounds of butler a day, has been arranging during the past week
to
purchase all the cream that can be
produced, making dally shipments
from these points to Koswr-ll- .
stations have been made at
this place and all the larger points
in the county.
The quantity of milk
produced from the grama range grae-in- g
is not so great us with alfalfa
but the milk la richer, according to
the- analysis of the chemist
In
the
Roswell creamery.

Wngon

Ftitrelle Furniture Co.
West end Viaduct.

ooooooooooo ooooooooooooo
REASONS WHY
YOU SHOULD PATRONIZE THE

Occidental Life Insurance Co.
Of New Mexico and Arizona
It is a home industry.
It keeps the money at home and makes it available to

pro-

mote local enterprises.
It wrote more business the first year than was expected.
It has paid all of its obligations.
It is an Old Line Legal Reserve Company.
It writes the standard policies established by the Laws of
Niw York, the most exacting ever enacted.

J. H. O'Rielly,
Sec'y and Gen. Mgr.,

President.

READ
LOOK
HURRY

ARE

We will continue our sale of Navajo Blankets a
short time longer and in order to keep up the as
sortment and make the display interesting we have
added a number of choice patterns from our seprice, this is a boni-fid- e
lected stock. All to go at
bargain sale as they must be sold.
1--

MEMBERS

GUN CLUB

2

Store open from 9 to 12 a. m.
and from 2 to 5 p. m.

s
deep "chuck hole" In the
street road In the southern limits of the city may be responsible for
the death of V. N. .1. Rlchtern. a
Santa Fe machinist, who was seriously Injured Saturday afternoon while
moving his household goods from
West Central avenue to 1215 South
Waiter street. His condition is considered serious.
son,
Richtcrn, with hbt
who was sitting on the wagon scat
beside him, was driving along, when
a frjnit wheel of the wagon dropped
into a seemingly bottomless rut. The
jar was so sudden and no violent that
the man lost his seat mid fell over the
front of the wagon beneath the
wheels. One wheel passed diagonally
across hi.s chest. Fortunately some
native boys were passing near by and
stopped the horse before they could
draw the second wheel over the prostrate man. Richtem was taken from
his perilous position and was able to
drive to the house at 1215 South
Walter street, where he was still in
a serious condition today. The attending physician said that pneumonia might result froni the injuries.
Mrs. Richtcrn. who hus been with
her husband since he was Injured,
said this morntng that she feared he
He
would never be strong again.
was still having Internal
hemorrhages today and suffering considerable pain In his otiwt.
The place where the accident occurred was referred to by The Citizen
recently as an unsightly piece of road.
All winter long it has been almost
impassable on account of ruts and
mud puddles.
Will-lam-

FORTY-MI-

Bennett Curio Co,
109 North First St.
Look for our SignIndian Store

ENTHUSIASTIC

ARMORY CONTRACI

FOREST ENGINEER

GOES 10 F. A. STEVENS

TO RETRACE

GRANTS

Known lluililor llvseiits lamest
t
Bid ul All.
anil
Frank A. Stephens, the well known
Albuquerque contractor, was awarded
the con t rue t for the new $20, mil) National Kuard armory and convention
hall at the meeting 'f the committee
of ten Saturday night. Mr. Stephens'
bid wail the lowest and best of the six
bids presented.
The work on the new buildinK will
begin at once. The ouililinK will seat
S.tiriO people and will be the largest
of Denver.
In the southwest, thin
Tile following bids were presented:
r A- Steptu ns. nrimul specification.--, $lfi.".3S): Carey roofing, II6.47U;
WVIl

m

I

i

i

Mis Klihiitilh"
r "Magda."

In-

Mrs. Patrick Campbell
will
not
play "Magda" a.t the Klks' opera
house next Saturday evening as has
In en previously unnounce-d- ,
but will
put on lief greatest success, I'lnero's
masterpiece.
"The Notorious Mrs.
Kbbsmith."
Manager Matson received a tele
gram Saturday
theannouncing
change. It said: "Change bill to Mrs.
Campbell's biggest success. 'The Notorious Mrs. Kbbsmith.' She Mew into a rage when she heard that 'ManW,. will
ila' had been advertised.
give Albuquerque the best we have."
very
This) announcement
will be
(igreeable to a large majority of Albuquerque theatergoers.
have ever
"The Notorious Mrs. Kbbsmith."
Likewise it might be said few Albuquerque people have ever seen "Mug-da- "
as Mrs. Campbell does it. However, (be former bill will be greatly
enjoyed.

V. C. Xespital. an engineer
from
the United States forestry department, spent yesterday in the cltyjuid
left today for J'eraita, Valencia county, where he will outfit to retrace
and reinonument the l.odo I'adlllo
arid lsleta land Krauts, both owned
by the Indians of lsleta.
The line will be run according to
the original field note, made in 1854,
which Mr. N'espital brought with him
from Washington. These grants were
made under J'resiileiit" Lincoln. One
of them leaches upon the Manzano
mountains anil the other close to the
foot of the mountains.
When these grants hale been
PROGRAM
tin roofintt. $17,017.
wiil retrace oilier INTERESTING
Mr.
ertij:. orlKiiuI specifications, grains in New Mexico,
Kd.
b is'iing
$16,450; Carey roofing, $16.5X5; tin lints and setting new monuments.
roofing, $17,061.
Wallace Ilesselden. original .specifThe street ilepa n men t h.i-- i beua
,
i;
ications, $16. fi'.):.; Carey roofing-filiing the holes on South Second
The following program was given
tin roofing. $ 7 C 15.
street where sewer repairs were made. at lie- i. A. It. entertainment In Odd
(i. J. Mace, original .specifications, The breaks have all been mended.
Fellows hail Saturday night:
ri
7 I
S
C.irey i fhitf. $16,956; till
Chaplain Harwood
Invocation
loofintr. $17,407.
Piano duet
Mis Una Shupp
original specificaV. Hayib-nA.
M'.--s
Rachel Allison
looting,
$17,125;
Carey
$16.1171.
tions,
i intni and
Addi
Public
"Fat
$17,125.
roofing.
tin
Supt. W. D. Sterling
Schools'
A. W. Anson, original specifications,
Song.
"Merry I.'fe"
roofing. $17,500; tin
$ IT. .)(: C:ir.-Albuquerque High School Dice Club
roofinK. $17..' co.
Address, "1 'atriol
and the
The -- iy;e of roofiim' desired u ai nut
Rev. John Rollins
Church"
settled.
Vocal duet, "h, Stern old Land"
Uur Guarantee Coupon
Miss Viola Mueher. Miss Lola Neher
Tile funeral of Mrs. S l:.n.i wiil
If, afler using fr.oo bottle of Kodol, jrou
Address, "Our Flag"
the cortake pi u e Tilesd.iy
you,
we
honestly
can
benefited
Bay
bas
not
it
Rey. Fletcher Cook
M.
of
tege leavin? the residi-io-will refund your money. Try Kodol today on
Miss liradley
Piano solo
Chaves, 5IIH West Silver avenue, at
this guarantee, lill out and ign the followSquad drill
Ma- ing. preeut it to the dealer at the time of
at
will be
K:30 o'clock.
'
purchase, if it fails to satisfy you return the
..Members of Johnson Cadet Corps
the church of tin- Sacred Heart at
bottle to the dealer from whom you bougui it,
Violin solo, piano accompaniment
o'clock. Interment at Santa liarhara
and we will refund your money.
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander
cemetery. Friends of the f.imi'y are
uijlence
Tnrn
"America"
Invited to attend.
Ifc-s-

Ne.-pit- al

re-es-

$16,-St.'-

1

'

,

:

Codol

For

Indigestion

nioi-non,'-

teacher of the Seventh grade at Central school, has
gone to Kochi ster, X. Y . in answer
to a telegram announcing the serious
illness of her mother.

Stat

Miss Christa,

Co.

hir work

is

Iluhlw laundry

Siru here

e.-- s.

COME AND SEE US

ALBHRT FABER

The Fitting of Glasses
Is My Specialty.
me to
what I know of human
eyes and their needs, and I guarantee to relieve the most obstinate
troubles duo to eye strain.

It has required years for

to learn

THE CRYSTAL TONIGHT
In the performance
of the Hill
Musical
Comedy eoiniruny at the
Crystal tonight we are promised
something of a treat. The musical
numbers and there are plenty of
them, both vocai and Instrumental
are said to be much above the commonplace, and Hie dancing and comedy features are given
by
experts.
Master Wilbur, the boy violinist,
musician and comedian. Is a
feature that will long be remembered
in this city.
Ho asks no odds on account of his youth and handles his
violin according lo Hoyle.

Games, Oph.

.

Well-Lighte-

35c
3oc

Dinner

Supper

Mas.

r.

North Second

114-11- 6

THK FINEST DINING ROOM AND BUFFET
IN THE CITY

Rates Reasonable
r.

M.

MYERS & SONS, Proprietor

HJCXXJOOOCX XX XXX XXJOCJ JOOCKJOt
ALBUQDERQUE-ESTANCI-

AUTOMOBILE

lii:ST M15ALS

Watch This Space
and go to the

CAbh

Clothing.
SiKK-lal- .

oFFICK OF

r.

For

TO

lot of iiit ii'a odd coats
lot of men's odd vest
Men's shoes, large sizes
Heavy tin wash basins
:i
nackasea tie

9

MARCH

MONDAY,

A

I!

I,SS1FV.

d!.lfl

SALK--O-

qllile

i

-t

K-

corn
adjoining;

hou-- e

ln- -

t

Ii

l

w

it

11

ll

Ue.

a

i

5- -i

Comedy Company

on
oom

property.
Fifth street.

fine

The

;reiiti-s- t

Kiioh'ii

Child HiliiiKl i,, the
World, and 1'it M iuiiij;

The Famous Hall Family

ii Kelineil ami Talented
Iienver. Co'o.. .Mirrh !, 11108.
Fivt-iIii ii k
J '
house,
in triplicate will be
up-S.
t
close in.
ieeilve-on
m.,
until 11 aMinstrel Wingates
lious, on good conn r In the
April H. I'.iiin. for transportation
of
l.ncN
modern, gas,
I'.aojo i:iu r,i mi- soioi-a- ,
and
Military Supplies. Route Nos. l, 2.
l'li'e fi 7 f.. lots lUx Hi. Houses
3. 4, i and ti. and
dray ge at
f.q- r. ill and money to loan.
K. If.
Co.
Watkins
Iienver. Colo., dtfilig the fiscal yea r
Hunli ir, corner Gold unq Third.
commencing .1 tj'y 1. lnnv Information
M.eii-ln-What lu Ho When Itlllous.
mid Siuiii
mid laili-iii;- .
furnished oq application.
Knvelopes
The right thing to do when you containing
Kodol Is a scientific preparation of I'ivm mini; iiiiiiiK Willi
propo-.t- .
bo
should
feel bilious Is to take a dose of Cham
I linn
mi) uili. r (iiiuiim on
"Propo.-al- s
for Trans ii ta- - vegetable acids with natural digest-ant- s
berla ti's Stomach an Liver Tablets marked:
and contains the same ju ccs
" addressed
liie mud.
i'tiey will cleanse the ftomach and tion ot Route No
Ka. h
found in a healthy stomach,
COL. J W. PORK, Chief tj. M.
I :ill
10.
an
rjial IVav
bowels.
regulate
and
liver
Try
the
3.0(Ui
dose will digest more
than
Sweet It. Price, 25 cents. .Samples free at
every ufleriuxt,, al 3.
Maiini-grains
of good food.
Sold by J. H
MAIP.
IIOMT
CAMHIiS.
HI'S
IU. ail urufgists.
O'Rielly & Co.
Malliu-'..1LTO.V.S Dltl'ti Ki'OItJK.
lr)tv 11 und iDr.

Sealed

propusa1

Five-rioli-

l

hou-- e

Ijii-I-

i

Mii-icii- in

ven-mo-

he-r-

e,

doz

II

St)

7i0

1.2S
10s

2ta

S0o

3to

122 No. lb iaeoad
VM. DOI.DF, Prop.

FK.vrr m sa

Master Wilbur

in

wagon.

house

il

oil se

av

eK.
tea, II)

U.int h
fine

horse

W'ANTKD Girl for genera!
Work, f.11 W e.- Marquette
WANTKI.)- -- To exchange
inwaon for goo d sprin
Hawley's Rook tore.

SAI.-

i

llil

'

Week Commencing

.

'

BUYERS' UNIOft

for bargains in Shoes Dry Goods and

CRYSTAL THEATRE

I'e-wa-

TOO L ATI

COMPANY

846.

I

We,

A

Automobiles dally to points In
the Eatancla Valley. Special car
to Golden, San Pedro and other
points.
Automobiles for rent by th
d.y or hour In and about the city.
Parties holding special round trip
tickets to Eatancla and return may
exchange them for hourly ferric
in the city or other points.
For further Information inquire at the General Ticket offloe
and garage, 408 W. Copper are.,
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Phone

Keleher

Thus.

.1.

Proprtetw

mYERS,

The Oxford Hotel

Consult

Reliable

a

Full Set of Tvwti
i.oiu r uling . .

(old

Crow in

I'ulnlcMM

.

FxinK-tin-

Dentist

;e::sJ$B

The

-

Grant

AMi

WOKK

&

-

Cul l kUOut- -

M.

6 to 9
12 to 2
5:30 to 7:30

Breakfast
Dinner
Supper

25c

Breakfast

1

UFARTKR-ina.-te-

SSS"!

Room, Prompt, Courteous Service,
Music While You Eat, Number I Meals

Large,

Columbus Hotel

X

I'HII-I-

14

207 West Gold

IN CITY
of nil the American poets there Is
perhaps none living today more popular than the Hoosler Poet. He Is
distinctly American
and origlnul.
Riley's poems have never sold cheap
on., are always In demand.
There
seems to be a chord lhal vibrates In
the souls of old and young alike In
this love of Itiley.
xxxxxxxxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxjcx)
W'e have eleven volumes bound In
a splendid quality of vellum cloth.
Printed on high grade paper, each
volume adorned wilh an Illustrated
F.
frontlespiece
on parchment vellum.
Gilt tape deckled edge. The regular
I'AIXT
ii:voks ni:i)Y
price of this edition 16.50 per set. One (iullon
('titers Ui;0 Sijuaie Fee.
We have only live sets which were
HOOF I'AIXT
I'AI.MKTTO
hough! a! a bar gain sale. While hey
Five Years.
l
Sliiis
eaks.
IiMs
last we will close them out at "Sn.Tj
per si t. If you have In en wanting .1
JA
t t of Rib v's this is your chance. The
408 Wist Railiotd Avtnot
legul.ir c'li: hi (a cheapei bookl.cuii
Innot
lioulil wholesale al thie
I

F. J. CIII...I-CO., Toleitf,, o.
the uiHerHie.ne.t. have Known K.
Cheney for the last l.'i vears. and believe biui perfectly
lionoraMe to nil
business trail.-- , actions unit llnatictally
able to carry out any oiilitiatloiia made
liy his lirm.
WAl.lil.Mi. KINNAN
MARVIN.
Wholesale I ri;eeisis. Toll do, o.
Halls Catarrh One ;s taken internally, acting directly ap-the lilood und
inllcims Hiirracesi cf the sslem. Testimonials Kent free, . 1'rice 'i.",c p r bottle.
Sold by nil I irufL-lstsTake Hails
Fills for constipation.

D.

The Home Restaurant

mi.Kvs

WHI'KOMIt
POUUS.

Some especially clever numbers
are: Myrtle and Velma Hall, the nand
and buck and wing dancers; (irant
Watkln.s,
comedian,
the black-fac- e
and the Wingales, ininslrels. bone soprice.
loists and banjoists
Two perform"ti'ler-and we
ances will be given each evening at
tiuarairee lliese
and Di'iO o'clock. No raise in prices books to be pel feet in every way.
If you do not feel you can spare
over the usual Crystal vaudeville
the in iney to buy them now. conn, lu
prices Is made for this high-clas- s
attract ion - 0, I'll and 3 cents goes.
i.ii sec us. No doubt we can make
at isfai". ot y arrangements to let you
have hem on lime.
JIovCs This?
We ort.-une Milliard i Hilars
STRi'NG'S IfooK STORK.
for any case it Catarrh that canPhone 1104. Next to p. o.
not P.. i unil t.y Hall s Catarrh Cure.
Q
V .V
--

C.

loit

N. M
March 9 (Sivecial)
The Roosevelt County Telephone
company let the contract today for
the building of an extension of the
toll line west of Melrose which will
cover the towns of Idrea, Tolar, Tainan. La La tide and Fort Sunnier. The
line will be forty miles long and will
The
be a metallic circuit system.
company has also given the contract
to build a commodious central for the
reception of toll and, local systems.
The company lost Ita exchange In the
recent fire which swept away a block
of business houses.
The Presbyterian church here has
called the Rev. Willis Smith, who has
served the church for the past year,
to be their pastor for another year.
The Methodlut pastor here Is the Rev.
George Glvens, formerly ot San Mar-eia- l.
Rev. Glvens has Just finished
the completion of a fine new dwelling
for himself.
This, town was visited by one of the
worst wind storms which has ever
visited this section on last Thursday.
The wind did considerable damage to
buildings.
Prof. J. I). Tlnslcy of the Agricultural college at Mesillu Park, N. M.,
delivered a lecture on dry farming to
A
the homesteaders last Saturday.
large attendance listened to his counsel.
Since the burning of the large hotels of the town in the recent fire the
accommodations have been Insufficient to house the large number of
transient visitors and homeseekers.
The residents have opened their
homes for the reception of guests.
Melrose offers a fine opportunity for
the Investment of capital In a good
hotel.

.lMi:s

ENJOYABLE SHOW AT

IjiiiiIc mitl
Sumner.
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Melrose,
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stead
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EXTENSION
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Tnihuii,
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special cash dis- count of 20 per cent on all
Parlor Furniture and Turkish
Rockers and 'Leather Chairs.
All new and
goods.
TTTTk OF vi'.R a

Moliifc West to lilreu, Tolnr,

I 'rout

FROM OILED PAPER

Ml!k bottles made of oiled paper
and manufactured in Albuquerque Is
liiey Visit Hull llutixe Silo unil Sow an Innovation coming within a few
A sample of the new bottle
weeks.
It Ice.
that is to be was shown at The Citizen oflice today by Robert Louden,
R A. lluhbell, Harry Johnson, K. proprietor of Louden' dairy. This
C. Abbott. Attorney Frank Ackerman, is what Is printed on the side of
it:
Wallace Hesselden and several other
"One pint of milk. This bottle has
members of the Albuquerque Oun never hud anything in it but the milk
club .spent yesterday at the club's it now contuins, and was sterilized
new shooting park on the
lluhbell before being filled. Not returnable.
ranch southwest of the city and re- Made of spruce wood paper ond returned to the city last night, brimparaffine.
I'n4ented."
ming over with enthusiasm. Already fined
Mr. Louden said that he already
they have visions of red
and made arrangements to have the magreen heads and pin talis they will chinery to
manufacture the bottles
bag w hen the fall shooting season ar- shipped to Albuquerque.
It will be
rives.
cheaper
to have the material shipped
The 'dam was finished
week here
'
make the bottles than to
and ihe water his been turned In. have and
the bottles shipped in, on acThe shootists out yesterday devoted count
of their bulk. The factory will
most of their time when not dreamingto sowing 200 pounds of wild consist of three machines. new
When asked if the
bottles
rice.
While this quantity
is only
increase the cost of milk any,
of what the club proposed would
to sow in the lake, the 200 pounds Mr. Louden Mid that they would not;
was sufficient to seed the shores and that the new bottles could be manusome of the shallows in the center of factured cheaper than the milkman
the lake. The dam will em pom 100 can afford to wash his glass bottles.
The new bottles will bo made In
acres of water.
pint and quart sizes. The Mam pie Is
The club house, according to a dea perfect cylinder.
The bottom Is
cision of the club, will be a
fast to the sides. The top
This, however, cemented
affair for u slarter.
Is neat fitting, with two little ears to
will not he bu!ll until fall.
pull It out by.
The paper milk bottle will be a
great saving to the housewife, us well!
ANNOUNCES CHANGE IN
as the milkman. There will be no
washing. When the milk Is use, the
MRS. CAMPBELL'S PLAY bottle may bo burned and will make
a good fire.

The

Furniture

OF TELEPHONE SYSTEM

Albuquerque Dairyman Will Soon
Hum- - Factory in O'mtiiIIoii.

two-roo-

Upholstered

).

MAKES MILK "BOTTLES"

Iwo-lhlr-

THE

(Spe-einl-

The railway station of
Is becoming one of the busiest
points for passenger traffic on the line
of the Kastcrn Railway of New Mexico. Many settlers are filing on land
near here but a large proportion of
those coming in at this time arc going Into the
(lama valley, twemy
miles south. The country town of
lunlai Is located there and having a
I'nlted States
commissioner
court
makes it a live place. Fifty filings
have been made there In the past two
weeks, and about a thousand filings
or refilings have been made In the
past six month
The valley Is made by the Junction
of two arroyos which run their flood
waters into the Pecos river.
The
Par V ranch is located fifteen miles
south and to the north s the big
sheep range of the Otero & Reynolds
company.
That a settler can make It go on
this semi-ari- d
land Is we'll Illustrated
by the success of a man by the name
of King who filed on a homestead
thirty miles east and across the Pecos
river. Six years sgo this man came
In with 75 cents and unlimited hope
and endurance.
He would go away
to work for enough to keep tvm going
for a few months ot development.
While working at Roswell In the tree
country he got hold of locust sprouts
and other hardy growths, and today
he has a fine farm, with a magnificent grove and orchard, a herd of cattle and fine hogs, and Is an Independent man.
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Is

Illicit man. N. M., March !.

Injured.

A

Itsisunliig
Settled.

Valley

lcep

SPECIAL SALE

SIX MONTHS

IN PAST

Is Thrown l'lum lli

r

Sent When Wlievl Hit
Itllt Blld Is Ivailly

1

FILINGS

ONE THOUSAND

SERIOUS ACCIDENT

ALBUQUERQUE

t

llooM-vel-

CAUSES

ROAD

.

Go Carts

Joshua S. Raynolds,

SAO

I

and we have more In transit and
when all In we will have Homrthing
everyone's pocket book.
to please
Price from 12. BO up. We have the
Heywood & Aldwln Une. Don't fall to
see them before buying. See window
display this week.

00

CHEAPER EGGS

PAOB FIT

AI1SOM

TILi

tiTAIl-A.TKF-

iii-ii.ia-

DigestsWhatYouEat
the Stomach
DWITT 4k CO.", Cliito,

And Mikes
X. C.

.

jiimsisi sW twm9mt

,wsMii

tr,,

IHS. COPP and PETT1T.
12. X. T. AAMJJO UUKI.

KOO.U

J.

TACF
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POPE

MOXDAY,

BELIEVES

rJONTEZUilA TRUST CO.

HE WILL DIE
IN

IIodh, March

1912

Park's Strain

.White

In

WyckofPs Strain

Bred-to-La- y

Bred-to-La- y

-

-

NKW 17KXICO

Capitol and surplus, sioo.oco

Leghorns

INTEREST

ALLOWED

SAYINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

no

ne

superstitious, I'iu X feels that
tin will die during the year 1912.
"Number nine," ho says, "srema to
have a certain influence on my life.
I wan a parixh priest for nine y?rj,
chaicllor of the bishopric of Tre-Vifor nine years, bishop of Mantua fir nine years, patriarch of Venice for nine years, and in 1912 I shall
travc been pope nine years."
's
Although encountering great
within and without the church
the life of the pope passes serenely
and almost uneventfully. He Is forced
to accept more service and partake
In more ceremony than when he waa
a cariiiiiaJ in Venice, but he remains
a man of simple tastes, who never
forjrela that he wag a peasant. Habits
of bis early life linger, even some of
those which now cause him annoyance. When he was a priest, he used
to jwmetimea wipe his pen on his
Mack robe, and still In moments of
m-a- i
abstraction he gets Ink stains
In thla way upon the white mantle of
the papacy.
Plus X rises at dawn and says
tnaas In his private chapel, assisted
by a secretary. Mgr. Bressan. A very
simple breakfast of aoup and coffee
with toast and butter follows. After
breakfast he looks over hla correspondence, dictating letters and giving
tnatructiona. About 9 a, m. Secretary
ait State Cardinal Merry Del Val calls
and usually spends at least an hour;
at 10 audiences begin, and these
usually last till 12. The old custom
which compelled visitors to kiss the
pope's feethas been abolished.
Visitors, as they approach, kneel
and kiss the pope's hand, which he
tioido out to them. The conversations, where possible, are carried on
in Italian, as the pope knows no oth--language except a little French.
Often the pope will accompany the
departing visitors to the door of the
room in the mast democratic manner.
Then follows a walk in the Vatican
Harden, which usually takes him to
the shrine of the Madonna of Lour-de- s,
where he kneels and prays. A
visit is also made to the Vatican
table, where a few cows and chickens are kept.
At 1 he lunches, usually with his
two secretaries, Mgrs. Bressan and
Peacinl. The menu is simple soup,
eggs, a dish of meat or fish, salad,
fruit and a cup of coffee. Except on
fast days, there la always a bottle of
Rood Bordeaux from a stock of which
Ijeo Xin stored In the Vatican cellar.
What Is left of the wine goes to the
eervants. Once, however, there was
Tokay
a bottle of very remarkable Joseph
wrlne, which Emperor Francis
of Austria had sent in. The pope ordered that this bottle should be
placed on the sideboard and no one
.but himselt should have any of It.
Tiua X commends the use of light
pure wine in moderation. Once,
while conferring with a bishop upon
.a, very complicated matter, he went
to the cupboard in the audience
room, took from It a bottle of Bordeaux and two glasses. He filled one
for himself and another for the
bishop, saying "Monsignor, drink
this. We shall understand each other better. Clod has many meanscrea-to
illuminate the minds of hia

Q2.QQ PER 13; Q12.00 PER WO

"Renders Uhc Banking'
Service That Counts
for Business

ao

diffi-tultk-

Albuquerque,

12th and Mountain Road,
away the best from men's pockets
and the worst from the streets."
diversion
Chess ia n occasional
f the pontiff. "One would think,"
pre- ordinary
he says, "that the
iccupatlons of life would be suffi
cient for the human mind, but it
seems so constituted that, to relax,
It seeks another preoccupation."
WEATHER

from May IS. 1907.
Oeorge W. Harman, E. Las Vegas.
$12 pel- month from
Docember 6,
-

1907.

Juan Pablo Chaves, $12 per month
from March 19, 1907.
Francisco Sena, $15 per month from
June t. 1907.
per
Cayetano Dominques, $15
month from Jan. IS, 1903.
Francisco Ortlx y Pacheco, $15 per
month from July 11, 1907.
Hoqiie Salmaron, $12 per month
from Jan. 4, 1908.
Jose Urtado, $12 per month from
March 27. 1907.
Ilomnn Blea, $15 per month from
April 22. 1907.
Jose Jesus, $12 per month from
Jan. 24. 1908.
Samuel P. Spauldlng, $12 per
month from Jan. 24, 1908.
Juan Gonzales, $12 per month from
March 18, 1907.
Richard Mansion, $12 per month
from Jan. 2. 1808.
John H. Leighner, $15 per month
from Jan. 30, 1908.
William H. J. Conklln, $14 per
month from Dec. 3, 1906.
Ralph E. Ward, Fort Bayard, $12
per month from Oct. 19, 1907.

DEPARTMENT

SNOWFALL BULLETIN
Wu

ComiwraUvely Light In tlic
hut Heavy In Mountains
During January.

Val-

leys

.NOTICE FOH rCBLIOATION

Department of the interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 26,
1908.

Notice Is hertfby given that Bias
Gomez of Grant, N. M.. has filed notice of his Intention to make final
five-yeproof In support of his
claim, viz.: Homestead Entry No.
7007, made April 29, 1902. for the lots
2, 3. and 4, BW. U NE. U Section t.
Townflhlp 11 N., Range 8 W., and that
said proof will be made before Geo.
H. Pradt, U. S. Court Commissioner
at Laguna. N. M., on April 13, 1908.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
viz.: Lucarlo Candelarla, of Grant,
N. M.i George R. Pradt, of Laguna,
N. M.; Marcellno Abren, of San Mateo, N. M.: Juan de Jesus Velasquez,
of Grant, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
ar

Af.

Success."

V7.

BUILDINGS.
PROPOSALS FOR
Department of the Interior, Office of
D. C.
Indian Affairs, Washington.
proposals
Feb. 1, 1908. Sealed
plainly marked on the outside of the
envelope "Proposals for Buildings,
Navajo Extension,
Leupp School,
Arizona," and addressed to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C, will be received at the
Indian Office until 2 o'clock p. m.
of March 17, 1908, for constructing
a hospital and making additions to
other buildings at the Leupp School,
Navajo Extension, Arizona, In strict
accordance with the plans and specifications which may be examined at
this office, the offices of "The Citizen," Albuquerque, New Mexico, the
"New Mexican," Santa Fe, New Mexico, and at the school. For further
Information apply to Joseph E. Maxwell, Additional Farmer in Charge,
L?upp. Arizona, via Canon Diablo.
C. F. LARRABEE, Acting

The I'nlted Plates weather bureau
has issued the following bulletin
showing the snowfall for January
and the prospects for water supply
during the summer:
Chamberlain's Cough Itemed? a FaThe snowfall during January was
"Necessity la the mother of Invenvorite.
comparatively light ln the valleys, but
Cough
"We prefer Chamberlain's
tion" and the want long existing for
over the mountains there was an Inany
to
Remedy
our chilother
for
writing
which
perfect
a
machine
the
depths;
crease ln the stored
could be sold for a price within the dren," says Mr. L. J. Woodbury of
snow had drifted Into the canyons
"It has also done
reach of all has at last found fulfil- Twining, Mich.
comand
and timber, and was frozen
ln the production of a splendid the work for us in hard colds and
ment
loose
somewhat
pact underneath, but
Water tyepwrlter, perfect in every respect, croup, and we take pleasure ln rec- Pal Pinto Wells
on top, and will probably not melt
constipation.
prevents
Ask and sold at the reasonable price of ommending It." For sale by all drugcures
and
season.
coming
until late ln the
your grocer for It.
guts
$65. N. T. Sun.
drainage
upper
San Juan
In the
supply
water
area the Indications for
are very favorable, but In the lower
or western portion there is much less
snow than usual. The average depth
ln the mountains was over 18 inches,
and In the valleys over 5 Inches.
In the upper and middle Tl'o
Orande watershed the reports Indi
cate there will be an ample water
supply. In the Santa Fe range the
depth ia reported as greater than for
several years.. The average for the
entire watershed was 19 Inches in
the mountains, and 4 Inches In the
valleys.
Very little snow fell over the south
.....
...
west portion of the territory, and
T
a 'jj;:
more snow will be needed ln the San
Francisco, Gila, Mlmbrea and
t
mountains, but at present the
"
' Miff.' .
local water supply is better than the
average on account of the unusual
mjl'AuNU: .."- tfS
Uw maanrmt jnivn
fall rains.
m iii-inrr.
....
J
In the Canadian watershed the
mnim annum iwn i
"
prospects are not enrouraglng. as
,
W
there Is considerably less snow than
'
usual, the average depth in the high'
er elevations being only a little over
tures."
8 Inches.
Another mild Indulgence of the
The reports from the upper Pecos
pontiff Is in Turkish clgarets. He state there Is considerable compact
meal
midday
his
smokes one after
and drifted snow In the canyons and
Di one after his evening meal. timber along the northern slopes, av
Inquired:
surprise
In
Once a visitor
eraging 11 Inches. Over the lower
X
"Does your holiness really smoke Pecos, ln the Capftan and Sacramento
FRONT APPRO VCII TO AI.VAIIAHO IIOTF.L, ALnVQI KRQI K.
clgarets?"
Turkish
mountains, there Is very little snow
WORKS
voxi)i;iis.
bapto
expect
me
You wouldn't
and much less than last year.
tise them, would you?" was the
A WntHlerfuI Conipiiiinil
Cures I'iles
.smiling reply.
IVvziiia, Skin ltelilii);. Skin
Vatican,
el.se
everyone
the
in
DELEGATE
ANDREWS
Like
Irruptions, Cuts and
and In Rome for that matter, the
UruUes.
every
afternoon,
nap
pope takes a
GETS MORE PENSIONS
In the evening he reads a good many
Doan's Ointment 1s the best skin
newspapers, which are sent ln to him
treatment, and the cheapest, because
only reals t he
He
uncensored.
jo
required to cure. It cures
Washington, IX C. Mareh 9. The yileslittle is years
clerical papers, but secular one, f'.llnwing
of torture. It cures
after
persons
In
New
Mexico
criticisms
severe
contain
which often
o'i&iinate cases of eczema. It cures
liav..
granted
pensions:
been
Itching.
policy.
all
skin
It cures skin erupof his
Randolph Tompsins. Santa Rosa, tions. It heals cuts, bruises, scratchFull of human Interest In all matand abrasions without leaving a
ters. Plus X has often discussed with lri per month from Jan. 27, 190S. ed
scar. It cures permanently. AlbuQiiliino Mnntoya, $12 jer month querque
women he meets at his audiences,
testimony proves It:
August 27, 1907.
He objects to
the- - question of dress.
A. M. Whltcomb, living
at 325
Andrea Vasques, $15 per month North
long trains on gowns, saying mat.
Kiglith tared, Albuquerque,
fr..m
May
9,
1907.
expensive
M
says:
and
N.
nothing
to retoo
"I
have
both
are
they
I
l')linario Montaiio, $12 per month tract from the recommendation
"These long trains bring
gave for Doan's ointment some five
ears ago. What I then stated was
to the effect that this preparation
out,
had cured me of a breaking
v, hich, if not eczema, closely resembled this trouble and was confined to
a spot about the size of a sliver dollar jest below one of my knees. OPT
and' on for ten years it had annoyed
me always being worse when 1 was
in bed or if 1 would Bit near a lire.
I consulted two of our leading phyi:.
i:ut.s' opi'.ra nor si; amii
but what they gave me proved
If Old Sores were due to outside influences, or if the cause was confined sicians
of no more avail than all the differftrictly to the diseased flesh around the ulcer, then external treatment and ent kinds of salves and ointments
tiiujile clenn'iiness would cure them. Hut the tronhle is iu the blood, which that I tried. I had no faith In Doan's
expecting that It would act
t become unhealthy anil diseased, and keeps the sore open by continually Ointment,
I
Miniilarly to the other remedies
chariiin into it the impurities and poisons with which the circulation is had used, but I was surprised to find
i.ied. This poisonous condition of the blood may be the remains of some that the first application stopped the
and a short continuation of
institutional trouble ; the effect of a 1!;' spell of sickness, or because the itching
the place affected. The
ue healed
v.
tatural refuse of the body, which should puss off through the proper avenues, its
that I can say after this long Infact
cause
blood.
A'aiti, the
terval that there has been no return
las been left in the system and absorbed into the
trouble Is pretty god reason
nay be hereditary ; but it does not matter how the poison becomes intrenched if tlie
for my willingness to ennrirm my orof a deep underlv-inn the blood, the fact that the sore will not heal is
I .iiginal statement.
the time of my'
cause. Salves, washes, lotions, etc., in.:v cause the place to scab over using Doan's ointment
one of my
temporally, but the blood is not made nny grandchildren had salt rheum on his '
the Irritation was so irreat
puter y Mich ti a'.nu rt. mi l soon the oM arm and
him to scratch eon- will return and thai It cau.-winflaiutn .lion and
Despite
the fact that It had
e
the sole be as bad or wor-- than before. resisted nil treatment, Doan's Ointfc-rS. S. S. j'oes down to the very bottom of the ment affected a cure and one which
tl--o
I can recomtrouble, cleanses and purifies the blood, and has been permanent.
mend this preparation at all times
PURELY VEGETABLE makes a permanent cue. S. S. S. enriches as
one that can be reJied upon to act
and freshens the circulation v that instead of a representee."
l'or sale by all dealers. Price 60c.
ItSi harjinpT unhealthy matter into the pi : c, i: c uries i ii.
Co.,
liuffalo. New
blood to the diseased parts and in t wrv way ;.sit ; in a natural York. n sole agents
for the I'nlted
i ice free to
rs
d
anv
ami
and
sore,
a
on
Sores
liook
of
the
Slates.
lure
the name Donn's
AUwuouiiU.
CO., ATLANTA, GA. i,,ol
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take no other
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Figure "9" Seems to Have
Certain Influence In His
Life-Hl- s
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&tate National Bank
ALBUQUERQUE

BUILDERS'
ter.
Etc.,
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Mo-goll-
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Etc

C. BALDRIDCE

Bet-

Eta,

423 South First

First National
Bank
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Capital and
Surplus

United States
Depository

$250,000

.WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

fj

TIT EI I

BANK ss COMMERCE
OF ALHUQUERQUE, N. M.

Extends to Depositors Kvery Proper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts

.

.

nl

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

Native and Chicago Lumber. Kherw
Paint None
Building Paper, Planter, Lime, Cement, Glass, Saab, Boon,

Mrt-.era-

,

AND

CAPITAL. 8150,000
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
SOLOMON LUNA, President
W. S. STklCKLKR, Vice President and Cashier
W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
William Mcintosh,
J. C. Haldrldge.
A. M. Ulackwell.
O. E. Cromwell.
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Foundry aad
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Wrlf tor Catalogue

Machine Works

HALL. Propria tor
Iron and Brass
Ore, i'n. and Lumber Cars: Shaft- lngii, Pulleys, Grade Hari, H iliim Metal;
Columns and Iron
S
X
I
for Uulldlugs.
$
Hpmlrm on Mining and Mill Machinery m paclalty
4, Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.
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GIPSY BANDS WILL

WHERE BIG PARTIES

STOP WANDERINGS

Wll.1

Organized to
ltacea a ml Dates of IlcpnhlUwn and National
Promote Higher Piano of Iitfe.
Dcanocrnllr Slalo Convention.
Following Is a Hut of the dates and
meeting plarps of the coming state
conventions to elect delegates to the
Republican national convention:
Nebraska Omahn. March II.
Oklahoma Oklahoma City, March
11.

Dps Moines, March 18.
New Mexico Silver City. March 25.

Iowa

Tennessee Nashville. March 25.
Illinois Springfield, March 26.
Rhode Island Providence, March

2.

Indiana Indianapolis, April 1.
South Dakota Huron, April 7.
Virginia Lynchburg. April 8.
West Virginia Parkersburg, April

19.

Pennsylvania Harrlsburg, April 29.
Colorado Pueblo, April 28.
Vermont Burlington, April 29.
Maine
Portland. Anril .in
North Carolina Greensboro, April
3D.

Mai
April 30.
Kentucky Louisville, May 6.
Alabama Birmingham, May 6.
Connecticut Hartford, May 12.
Michigan Orand Rapids. May 12.
Idaho Wallace, May 12.
California Sacramento, May 14.
North Dakota Mlnot. May 14.
Washington Spokane, May 18.
Texas Waco, May 26.
Democratic Convention.
Following are the coming conventions to elect delegates to the Democratic national convention:
North Dakota Orand Forks, March
yland-Baltlmo- re,

15.

Indiana Indianapolis, March 25.
Iowa Cedar Rapids, March 23.
Ohio Columbus, May 6.
Massachusetts Boston, May 7.
Washington Spokane, May 18.
South Carolina Columbia. May 20.
Missouri Jefferson City, May 20.
Oregon Portland, June 16.
HAIK DRESSEK AND CIHROPO
DIST
Mrs. Bambini,
ner parlors apposite the Alvaradoat and next
door t
8turgejs" cafe, is prepared
to glv
thorough scalp treatment,
do
dressing, treat corns, bunions and halt
Ingrowing nails.
She gives maag.
treatment and manicuring.
Mr
Bambini's own preparation of com
plexion cream builds up the skin
anc
improves the complexion,
guaranteed not to be Injurious.and 8ht!i
also prepares a hair tonic that
and prevents dandruff and hair curei
falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfloom
hair. Massage treatment by vlbratoi
machines. For any blemish of th
face call and consult Mrs. Bambini
To Cure H Cold In One D117.
Take LAXATIVE HROMO Quinine
Taoiet. Druggists refund mnnev if
it falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
signature Is on each box. 25c.
Spbsertbe for The Citizen an J get
the news.

St. Louis. March 8.

closer relationship

To bring Into

the nobility and
and the
United States and its government, T.
S. Burnett of Clayton, an attorney,
filed an application today In the St.
Louis county circuit court for a degree of Incorporation for the National
Gypsy Association of America.
In
order to conform to the tradition
and hereditary peculiarities of the
gypsies, strange provisions and agree,
merits enter Into the application.
If
all the plans of the organizers materialize, St. Louis and territory adjacent
will become a Utopia for hands of
gypsies from every part of the coun
try.
The first officers, according to the
petition, are to be "King" Joe Adams,
president; John Adams, secretary
and John M. Adams, treasurer. The
association's purposes, as set forth
are to encourage greater harmony
among and more permanency of res
idence of gypsies to stimulate them
to bear their part of the burden of
taxation and other governmental obligations as citizens of the United
States, and to uplift the members of
the tribes generally. It Is desired to
promote a higher plane of life and
obedience to the established laws of
this country; to protect the Interests
of worthy members and to Influence
them to educate their children In pub
lic schools.
Ono of the agreements
provides that officers may be called
Dy other titles than those designated.
But It is intended that the leader or
president be called "king," and there
are to be "queens," princesses" and
others. The "king" is to hold office
for life unless he resigns. He can be
forced to resign by a trial, after
charges have been passed on by the
circuit court.

the proletariat

1

1

of Romany

I want you to know how much
Chamberlain's Salve has done for me.
It has cured my face of a skln disease of almost twenty years' standing.
I have been treated by several
as
smart physicians a we have in m.
country and they did me no good, but
iwu uoxes or mis salve has cured me.
Mrs. Fannie
Griffin. Troy, Ala.
Chamberlain's Salve is for sale by all
druggists.

Your laimilrv clven in tun v1nx17
Insures you of first class
work and prompt delivery. Ilubbs
WAGONS

Co.

The Lucky Quarter
Is the one you pay out for a box
of Dr. King's New Life Pills. They
bring you the health that's more precious than Jewels.
Try them for
headache,
biliousness, constipation
and malaria. If they disappoint you
the price will' be cheerfully refunded
at all dealers .

We Make
Electroliers

Write Us.

Installation
and Repairs

and

m

MONEY to LOAN

Work

is Done by an Experi-

enced Electrician.

Sec-on-

five-roo-

cot-tig-

y,

Reliance Electrical Co.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

et-t- 'e

js-ct-

si-Mi- l

'

Ii. BUKTOX.

"'

Snrgeon.
,h'r9,',,a,,
Highland
Office,
10 South Waltefl
Street. Phone 1030.

mis. imoxsox

imoxsox

Homeopathic Physicians
ami sw.
Over Vann's Drug Store.
Office 628; Residence 1059.

DENTISTS
nn. j. k. citAi-Iental Surgery. '
Rooms a ami .4, Harnett Rolldlna.
Over O lUelly'n
Drug store.
Appointment made by nialL
Phone 14.

$:!50l Will Buy one of the pretresidences In the
tiest
Highlands. Thi house is modern,
has large pantry and closets,
large porches, east front, built of
cement blocks, large bath, etc.

EDMUND J. AUiEIt, D. D. B.
Office ltourn, 9 a. m. to 12:30 n.
1 :30 to & p. m.
Apimlntmcnts made by malL
30
Went Central Ave. Phoue 41 M,

I IomUIoih'o
$1100 For l'lve-roon lot 62x150. This house has been

LAWYERS

Houses
to Rent

brick In tho Highlands, has bath, close in... $25
Five-roomodern brick In desirable location In the 4th
25
ward
Four-rooframe on North
12
Fifth street
Four-rooframe in High20
lands, furnished
A liirgo list of dCHlrable
In evry ixirt of the city
to sell 011 easy terms.

Five-roo-

a

II. W. D. BUY AX.

Attorney

BuIKta)

Albuquerque. N. M.

E. W. .DORSON
Attorney at Law.

m

'

Office, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque. X. M.

.

IRA M. BOXD
Attorney at Lew.

m

rcnl-iN'tt-

at law,

First National Bank

Office,

m

4

Pensions, tami Patents. Copvrlcftars
Caveats, lictn-Patents,
Marks, Claims. lraoe
33 F. street. X. M. Washington.
I. 43,
r

THOS.

K. D. MADDISOX

Attorney-at-La-

STOW

Office with W. B. Chillier.
117 West Johl Avenue.

PEAL ESTATE and
INVESTMENT CO.
201 East Central Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

Phone 257

MISCELLANEOUS'
SOCTHWESTEKX LAW AXD CO!
LifXTlOX AGENCY.
(Bonded)
Office Room 1, x. T. Armijo Blda,.
jtoinns, attorney at
ousii
C. W. Oranner. general
mauhM.
adjuster.
and claim
Phone 659. Albuquerque, New Dies.

la.

W. SPEXCER

iixmiminminxiiinH
j Davis &Zearing
'09

Mr. UOIO

Architect.
1221 South Walter.

Folding

A V0.

Go-car- ts

CXDEKTAKEItS.
Lady Assistant.
Embalming m Specialty.

B. A. SLEYSYEIt
Insurance, It en I Estate, Notarj

2 Rooms

Pibllc.

ami U, Cromwell Block.
niouqucrque, r, hi. I'lione 13C

MTXXXXXl

Highland Livery
B
BROOK I1ROS.
Phone 5a.
112 j,n s,
Saddle horse
nanlalln
D..
AM

a

drivers
sauie,

INSURANCE

3

FROM

$2 to $15

Phone KSft.'

FRENCH A ADAMS

Wo have a fine line of

13

A. E. WALKER

Fire Insurance.
Secretary Mutual Building AaocUtl
cninii Avenue.

in

the city. Proprietors
tne picnic wagon.

In

VETERINARY
WILLIAM

A.

BELDEX
Veterinary.
Surgery and
a Specialty.
402 South Edith Plione. 405.

J. MorcIJi

ERCyANT TVULOR

DR.

11. D. PETTIFORD
Veterinary Surgeon. '
Practice: Tlieraneutles Kur.nrv n
Obstetrics on Horses. Cattle. Sheep
Hogs. Dog- - and Cat.
Office wttl.
Thornton, the Cleaner
11
Third. Phone
460.
Hnsnlral unit
..- Residence. 733 South Wjlte
dence phone, 6 20.

I.nilics' tinil fientleineii's Nuiu

Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired
103 NORTH FIRST STREET

Dr. Vaucaire's
Formula

five-roo-

m

SOLOMON

cn-s-

lesi-denc-

j

1K.

newly papered, has largo rooms,
small barn and can be purchased
balance like rent.
for $250

si

1

HOME

five-roo-

street,-milliner-

re.

rhyslclan anil Surgeon.

Ilrlck, close In, In the
This is one of the
Highlands.
the city,
best built houses l
large rooms, buth, closets, pantry,
cellur, two porches, nearly new;
him cement footing under foundation, large lot, $1300 cash, balance at 8 per cent, will purchase
this very desirable home.
Iivc-nxIlrick modern residence In a very desirable location,
nearly new, two large porches,
pantry, china closet, east front,
large lot, lawn, house built by day
a
labor, now renting for $25
month. Can be purchased for $200
cash; balance like rent.

l

Oft

sa

Hoonm 6 A 7. X. T. Armlio Hull.llnsj.

I'otir-roo-

M.L.SCHUTT
ft

You Can't Afford to Give
Your Wiring to Incompetent
Every Tap of Our
Men.

Office, over Vnnn Drug Store.
hours 9 lo J a.
2 to 5,
to 8 p. m. Phones, in..
office 441,
.y
Ilenee
Hoe

Buy a

f

m

Bllss-Devene-

DH. F. J. PATCH1X
Phyiclan and Surgeon.
7

i

Hun-wike-

A. MONTOYA

Design, Artistically and Well.

V. M. SIIEIUDAN. M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Snrpma,
Occidental I,fe ntiilriing.
Telephone B88.

To

--

PorU-rfleU-

PHYSICIANS

mum

RE

ii

To Your Individual Order and

.....rrrzQ

.

.

OPPORTUNITIES

Miscellaneous

FOR SALE Ten pounds extracted
honey for $1; 60 pound can for $5.
Order by postal. W. P. Allen. P. O.
TO LOAN $500 to $15,000 on real
cottage in
Pox 2'i;. Alhuniietviiie. N. M.
Foil IlKXT $10.
estate. Porterfleld Co., 216 West
thi- 4lh ward. John M. Moore RealFOR SALE New Underwood typeGold.
ty '.. 2 111 West Gold.
writer; our entire stock to be sacrificed at $80.00. Aib. Typewriter A FEW-MONICE AND RETor
KOIt RENT Furnished room
Exchange.
SPECTABLE people to enjoy the,
light
512
housekeeping,
North
comforts of home at Hotel Futrcl-leSecond street.
corner Second street and Coal
WANTED
FOR KENT Five-roobrick for
furnished
well
avenue. Pleasant,
$1S;
modern,
for $20. WANTED Good copk,
rooms, well cooked nml wholesome
experienced
PortertUld Co., 216 West Cold.
food, clean beds and thorough reIn taking care of 40 t.i AO people.
Rates
spectability our specialties.
FOR KENT Good 4 room house,
Address N. Care Citizen.
reasonable. J. A. Wood, Mgr.
r,
near the shops, $10. Lloyd
STENOGRAPHER, must be well edu- FOR LEASE A first class homeof
205 W. Gold.
cated and experienced.
See Mr.
8 rooms, close in. Lloyd Hunsaker,
Evans at Stow' office. 201 E. CenFOR RENT Furnished rooms in the
205 W. Gold.
Grant .flat, corner of Third and
tral.
your choice. Particular peoCentral; strictly modern. Room F, W A N'TED--T- o
huya" horse and light MARRY
ple, everywhere. Introduced withGrant building.
spring wagon. Address W. A. M.
out publicity; no fake; details free.
Care Citizen office.
FOR RENT 2 rooms for light house,
Address, A. C, box 1338, Los Ankeeping. No Invalids desired. 217 WANTED Position
by
competent
geles, Cal.
S. Arno.
stenographer and bookkeeper. Ad- $210.00 Motor Cycle or horse and
dress M. A. J , this office.
buggy furnished our men for travhouse good
Foil KENT Four-rooCo., 216 WANTED To loan money on .real
eling, and $85.00 per month and
location, 1.".
estate at 8 per cent. Good terms.
expenses, to take orders for the
WetJ3old.
Dale Realty Co., 100 S. Broadway.
greatest portrait house in the world.
cottage on
FOR RENT $13.
You will receive, postpaid, a beaustreet car line. John M. Moore WANTED To buy a good gentle
tiful 16x20 reproduction of oil
saddle horse, must be young and
Realty Co.. 219 West Gold.
In answer to this ad. Write
painting
P.
fair
size.
O.
of
Rox
429.
Full RENT Two nice sunny rooms,
R. D. Martel, Dept.
particulars.
for
your
to
WANTED
Chance
facing south, with board. Apply at
make
Chicago.
79,
stamps,
seals,
rubber
stencils. Write
615 East Central avenue.
us. Southwestern Stamp Co., 300
FOR KENT Nice clean rurnihed
FOUND
K.
LOST
Central.
rooms, modern. 309 H West Central avenue.
WANTED Young lady us stenograInquire at 323
pher and to assist In office work. FOUND A bicycle.
FOR RENT 6 room, nearly modern
Hazeldlne avenue.
house, close in. water paid, $18.00.
Address In awn handwriting. P. O.
Hox 4 29.
Dale Realty Co., 100 S. Broadway.
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANa
tent house, WANTED GenU:
Foil RENT Two-roogood. second
hand clothing, shoes and hats at
furnished, $10. Lloyd Huiisaker,
615 South First street, south
of
205 W. Gold.
viaduct. It. J. Sweeney.
for light WANTED Able bodies., unmarried
FOR KENT Two room
housekeeping, cheap.
517
South
Furniture, Pianos, Organs Horses,
men. between ages of tl and S5; On
Wagons and other Chattels also on
liruad way.
citizens of United States, of good SALARIES
WAREHOUSE REcharacter and temperat. habits, CEIPTS, as AND
FOR KENT Nicely furnisned rooms
$10 and as high as
who
can speak, read and write $200. Loanslowareas quickly
with use of bath. Steam heat and
made and
English. For Information apply to strictly private.
nil conveniences. No Invalids. HoTime: One month
Recruiting
Officer,
203
E.
Central to one year given. Goods remain In
tel Craige. Silver avenue.
Ave.. Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Our rates are reasFOR RENTrhree-roon- i
furnished WANTED Washing and Ironing for your
see us bt fore borCall
onable.
and
house In good condition, close in,
hand laundry, lace curtains from rowing.
$lfi. Floyd Hunsaker, 25 W. Gold.
THE IIOCSEHOLD LOAN CO.
50c per pair up; first class work.
tickets to and from all
Drop a postal to 4 OS W. Tijcras or Steamshippans
Foil RENT $31. sn. Fine
of the world.
phono 104 5. We call for and deresidence in Highlands,
modern.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
liver goods anywhere In town.
John M. Moore Realty Co., 219
303
West Railroad Ave.
Wes-- i Gold.
WANTED- 1iiilic-desiring
new
PRIVATE OFFICES
Open
Eventnc.
spring
A
millinery to call on Miss C.
ent house
FOR KENT
P. Crane, 512 North Second
furnished for light housekeeping;
and dressmaking parlors.
also 11 few choice rooms at 'Mrs.
MtlltK BAUUAINS IN RANCHES.
l'h 'ne 94 4. Help wanted.
Norris, 110 E. Coat.
FOR KENT Furnished
WANTED Capable men to fill exFour acres very good land, a litecutive, technical, office and merhouse with bath at 315 South
Wa nan nlnnn
cantile nojriflnns
tle over two miles north of town.
Broadway; no children or Invalids
you in the position for which you
Price, $500.00. Easy terms.
allowed.
are qualified. Southwestern Busl-- 1
Eight acres In alfalfa, well
F Hi RENT- - Five-roobrick house
new association .111
cenfenced,
adobe house and barn,
in llrst class condition, new. Hightral avenue, Albuquerque, N. M. fruit trees,
about five miles north
W.
lands. Lloyd Hunsaker, 205
Phone257.
of town. Price, $600.00, cash.
Gold.
Fifteen acres first class land,
SALESMEN
cottage
For KENT $22.50.
fenced, near ditch. Price, $700.00,
in 3d ward.
modern, John M.
cash. This piece Js located about
Moore Realty Co., 219 West Gold. WANTED Capable salesman to covfour miles north of the city.
er New Mexico with staple line.
FOR RENT Four nice front rooms
acres very good land,
Seven
High
commissions
with $100
for light housekeeping at 524 W.
partly under cultivation, a good
monthly advance. Permanent posiCentral; reasonable rents. Inquire
many fruit trees on place, one mile
tion to right man. Jes II. Smith
in rear.
from city limits. Price. $1,200.00
Co.. Detroit, Mich.
cash.
WANTED
Traveling
solicimen and
f OR SALE
Three acres very best land (two
tors calling on druggists, confectionadobe
acres in alfalfa), three-rooers, etc., covering Albuquerque ami
8
FOR PALE Small pony, mare.
surrounding territory and states, to house in good condition, right close
years old. kind, good rider. Cline,
to ditch, about two miles from
carry our celebrated line of chocosip4 South Walter street.
business part ol town, across the
lates on good commission basis.
river. Price, $800.00 cash.
Bowes Allegretti, ?: River St., ChiFOR SALE $450, two lots in 4th
cago.
Six acres, all under cultivation,
ward, near the oar line. John M.
road, two
Gold. WANTED Live, energetic" men
.Moore Realty Co, 219 West
for adobea house, on main town,
also
and
half miles from
exclusive territory agency of "InFOR SAIJ2 2 room board house and
across river. Price, $900.00, cash.
dex" Kerosene Burner converts
full size lot. 50x142 feet, $300.00. 9
Forty-fiv- e
cix.il oil into gas gives one hunand a half acres of
Armijo building.
very best land In the Rio
the
candlupower
dred
on
manburns
Tliree-ruuifor
SALE
brick
Foil
Grande valley, all under cultivation
tle Instantaneous seller. Write at
216
$tsiiO. Porterfleld Co.,
West
(about
once. Coast Lighting Company,
half in alfalfa), well
lold.
fenced, on main ditch, convenient
Way. Seattle.
!2n
Yesler
FOR MALE Good large 1 room tent VVA.NTED
to stores and telephone line and
Salesmen wanieu lor our
house. $65.00. A snap. Dale Realty
railroad station. Price $65.00 per
individual
lighting
plants.
cenOur
Co., 100 S. Broadway.
acre. Easy terms.
generator system has never
tral
FoK SALE Good
brick, 8
And many others from one to
been pushed. An opportunity
to
lots for $2,000. Easy terms. Porter-ll- i
six hundred acres.
make big money. Exclusive terriId Co.. 216 West Gold.
tory to hustlers. Write for full
cottage,
proposition. Knight Light Co.. ChiFolt SALE $2,000.
cago.
modern in 3d ward, easy payments.
John M. Moore Realty Co., 219 WANTED Sales Representative tor
Ileal Estate and Loans. Notary
West Gold.
specialty and school supplies. (Jood
Public. 215 W. (told Ave.
man can make $35 a week and up.
FOR SALE Good house, S rooms,
bath, pantry, not finished Inside.
Permanent position to right party.
$700 00.
Dale Realty Co., 100 S
Centennial S. S. Co., 1725 Stout St., ,CXXXJO(XXJCXX)OOCXXJCXJ(XXJUUO
Denver, Colo.
Broadway.
FOR RENT Store building on
For SALE A first (lass drug store WANTED Salesmen to handle veat
Central avenue.
In good live town in New Mexico.
pocket side line to increase departroom
FOR RENT Furnished
physician.
ment stores' sale-iGood prospects for a
Twenty dollars
for gentleman; no invalids;
dally easily made. State territory
Apply Drugs, cure Citizen,
close
In.
Fi K SALE
l7, ranch" tlnT 'ire" you cover. Samples supplied free.
FOR SALE A t a bargain. 3
Company. Chicago,
A snap.
provements.
Porterfield
dwelling
houses.
Rent $15
111.
Co.. 2 lii West Gold.
month each.
paper
Bargain.
SALE
For
FOK SALE Cheapest close in resi- CAPABLE SALESMAN to cover New!
Mexico with staple line. High com-- :
and painting business.
Investigate.
dence lot in city.
missions, with $100.00 monthly ad- $700.00.
Dale Realty Co.. 100 S.
vance. Permanent position to right
Broadway.
man. Jess H. Smith Co. Detroit,!
FOR SALE At a bargain, a brand-neMich.
Stevens shotgun, never been
219 South 2nd Sir
fired. A high grade and thorough, CAPABLE traveling salesman at once.
Staple line, profitable commission. OOOCX)CXXXXXXX3000CXXXXXXXXXJ
ly modern gun.
Inquire at The
ad- Contract with $2.1. On weekly
Citizen office.
vance.
Permanent position; referFOR SALE 5 room modem
ences required. A. S. J. Co., Grand!
In, $ 2 0oo. Dale
close
River Ave , Detroit. Mich.
Realty Co.. Ium s. Broadway.
FoK SALE A fine H.ir.ini.in p. .mo. AGENTS Opportunity of lifetime, tio
experience i essai y. big cash prof- good a.s new,
tone. A
its duly, one agent made $21 l:i
chance to possess an instrument of
one hour, everyone w ill buy. We
unexcelled make at just tia!f what
Issue more accl lent and sickness
It is worth.
On exhibit at Whit-son'- s
policies than any other similar com- d
Music Store. 124 South
pany In the world; we give the most
street, Albuquerque.
popular and cheapest Insurance
Foil SALE Some good bargain In
written; new plan, tl u year pays
,real estate: A
frame
for $500 policy; no assessments or
with bath 011 South Broad-w.idui'B; other amounts in proportion.
$1500; a
frame eot-- t
Death benefit, weekly indemnity,
ipc W. Central ave.. close In;
free medical attendance, original
easy
terms; two good busi$llu0,
popular features, either sex. All
ness lots on W. Central between
cla,ms
promptly and liberally
3rd mi l 4th, a new four-roocons
l; insurance
$500,000. Re-- j
$
1350; three lots each
crete house.
ves wanted ev- liable
iei.reseiit.it
50x142 on K. Central avenue, $200
exclusive territory; libfor all three. And a long list of
eral permanent income, Increasing
snaps of all kinds. A. Fleischer,
each year; absolutely sure. Address
real estate ari l insurance,
212 '.j
Corporation,
181
International
South econd street.
l'roadway (Dept. W2), New York.

FOR RENT

m

All our Electrical Fixtures are
Good Some of them are real
Art Pieces. Write us.

.

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

six-roo- m

Electric
Fixtures

.

c L A 33 IFIED ADS

poa-esslo-

o

.

Hy
t

I'J

XI rm
hi,
Recom men Hr1
n ..
turn, to develop the bust from
I
1

WITH
4

1IILI1VS.

Guaranteed to be made from the
true Gal.-g- i
Extract. Is perfectly
hai mlean.
T h rt Vttncnlr RVirmitla 1. tonic, but It has a specific effect upon
me uubi. rrice ID cents, f or Hale by

Highland Pharmacy and Al
varado Pharmacy

.: ti
..i'lf--

m. ring's
tfr-- i

;f

r;

"

momat,

'ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN.

TAGK EIGHT

THE

There's a good deal of satisfaction in
knowing that the clothes you wear are

EASTERN SALVAGE

of good quality;
and
Part of the pleasure in wearing clothes comes
from knowing that they're of the right quality.

COMPANY SALE

There's a lot of cheap clothing made and sold;
it's made so that you'll think it is good, and
you pay for what you think it is. It isn't even

I'AKAORAPHS

krKS

RAlLRQg.DAVE.
i

Good Values ia

Vrs

I.,.

In mmiHichm

lotnl

TiirMtay

of Roswell Is here

K. McfJaffoy

today.
u dllise,, of La Junta,
John
;is here tills niorniii.
visitor to th
J. M. Jiilinoon was
today from ti.illup.
Lax Noble of tho Valley ranch 1"
rcRistered nt the Alvarado.
Mr. and Mrn. J. M. Omul of
City arc vUdtlriK In the city.
of Silver City was
i:. I.. Matthew
here today trancBoUtii? business.
llPKuhir mecttnK or Ttallut Abyad
temple this cvenliiR at ":30 o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. It. Davison of Ias
Wna were visitors in the city yesterday.
Mr. and Mr. H. O. Sohultz of Oal-l- u
p were In the city yesterday visitKi.-ho-r,

T is our

policy and from it we do' not vary,
to sell only that class of footwear which may
be depended on to give the utmost satisfaction.
We are showing a larger number of snappy
styles now than at any previous time. Light,
Medium or Heavy soles, French, Cuban or
Military heels, narrow or round toes, Lace or
Button, Patent Kid, Patent Colt or Vici Kid,

black or tan.
to J5.00
to 4.00
2
to 5.00
l
to 4.00
100 to 2..V)

Slnies
HIkIi Mioes

'

lxw Shoes
Shoe

Our Line of

Spring Millinery

The advantage to you in our Hart Schaffner
& Marx clothes is not simply in what they

Now on in Full Blast

correct in style, perfectly tailored;
are
it's in what you know they are. When you
wear these clothes you know you're right ; the
mental attitude is worth more than the price
of the clothes.

CO.

FOll

ST. PATRICK'S
J. I. A.

IVESDAY EVEMXfi,

TICKETS

Rallroau Avenue

I

11

E. L. Washburn Co.-

EYES
RIGHT!
your eyes

MRS. M. S. IJAUMANN

TEACHER OF PIANO
AND HIC.HT
AtXXMPANYl.U
READING A SPECIAIl'Y
81) HARNETT IlLDG.

are not right call

thu mans

not aek our drivers to explain '.: in
too.
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY COMPANY

Madam
Has just returned from the
eastern markets and is show
ing the newest ideas in early
spring millinery. A cordial
invitation is extended to the
ladies of Albuquerque to
call and inspect her stock.

O

a

aO

mm

THE GREAT MAJESTIC.

West Central

AT

Gty.

LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Family Trade Solicited. Telephone 1036
and goods will be delivered at once
THE LARGEST AND BEST POOL HALL IN TOWN
All New Tables, and First Claw Treatment

Is essential in every home that,
aspire to lie healthy, comfortable
ami pleasant.
We do Plumbing that always
trives satisfaction. Try us next
time.

CRADI & GIANNINI, Propss
109 South First Street

5ooc3oooooooooo oooooooooooou

Standard
Plumbing and

WE FILL

Heating Co.

PRESCRIPTIONS

412 West Central Ave.'
61

f g. cd.
I ST.L01II5.

1

Finest Domestic and Imported

Perfect'
Plumbing

I'HOXE

--

--T-

("'EStlC

ilAJtSTir.

Largest and Oldest Place in the

DOCTOR Or OPTICS
VANN JEWELRY CO.
One Ioor South of Irug Store.

t

Steward-Lam- b

'

THE BAR OF COMMERCE

S. T. VANN

'

.

1 tare co. I Gg
1 n muc I

WHEN UP TOWN, STOP

on me and let me fit them with
glasses that will make them right.

ROUGH. DRY.

-

ocoooooqoooooooooo

I. II. COX, THE PIA7MIJF.ll, CAN
MEND THAT OLD HOSE, OK SELL
YOU THE BEST NEW UOSE

Do you know what

J-

Wagner Hardware Co.

ATTENTION!

Family rough dry work la one of
our fads. We do good work and deliver on tlmr. Hubbs Laundry Co.

It is easy to stand by

They come in Oxfords or High
Laced in all the popular leathers
and shapes.

$68.00
32J-32- 3

If

F.

to

105 North First

Piles Cnrel 111
to 11 Days.
PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed to
cure any case of itching, blind,
bleeding or protruding piles In 6 to
14 days or money refunded. 60 cents

ooooooooooooao

wil- l-

IiADIES FKEE

to all common purposes',
is unbreakable.
It will S?
save you time, fuel and JjJ
work; and produce them
"5
lDesi oi results, nnuya ir.
xua- JESTIC you will never g

$61.00

Shoe Store and Repairs

De Witf Little Early Risers, small,
safe, sure little liver pills. Sold by J.
H. O'ltlelly A Co.

Albuquerque Typewriter Exchange

er

!.0fl.

jhe

Prices

Phone 1515

Co.

OO

business grows.
sell a
we
can
how
see
do
not
We
better shoe than our $3.50 Walk-Ovfor men. When we do, we

Ay.

Just as SOON as an improved feature makes its appearance in the science of stove building, the idea is at once applied to ths range, with the result that the MAJESTIC of today represents all the best features of all makes. In addi-tio- n
to this, it is con- GREAT MAJESTIC.

needanother.

P.MATTEUCCI

17.

We liandle anything in the laundry
linn.
Phone 177. Hubbs Laundry

Best Typewriter on Earth

That explains why WASHBURN
CO. disposes of more men's shoes
each year than any single retail
store in New Mexico you stand
by them
A curious situation it isthe more
this business grows the better values we can give, and the better
values we can give the more the

MAIKII

Ml SIO II V
.SCIIKOEDEK'S OIICHESTHA.

PALACE

to stand

OF THE

207 ' .E. Central

It. OF L. E.

ooooooooaotosoacwoa

Sf Majestic Range

Plumbing. Tinning: and
Galvanized Iron Work

It ALL.

m

There are no better ranges in the world than

AT THE
ELKS' HALL KOOM.

I

in-- -

osoooooooooooo

Allen & Yickrey

SAIiK.
C'KNTItAIXiY

IOCATKI
TUANS1FNT IKHKL IN TUN CITY.
INQlilllK 'IT1ZKN OFFICK.
MOST- -

WHITNEY'yOLL STAND

A Shoe Store that
Sells Good Shoes

The Central Avenue Clothier

A pair of shoe trees 13 an absolute
THl'STKK'S S.U.K.
Ai trustee In bankruptcy for J. F. necessity to keep your footwear In
timer, I will Bell five head of well ahape and make it wear longer. They
broken horses for o;ish at the I'almer last a lifetime and only cost 75c at
store, corner of First street and Mar- O. May' Shoe Store, 314 West Cenquette avenue, at 2 p. m., Saturday, tral avenue.
March 14. Call and see the horses at
FOK KENT KKSIDENCF. AT
once if interested. Scolt KJiignt, trus
tee.
'102 NOKTII EDITH,
APPLY OLD
TOWN lOSTOFFICE.
FINK'S DKMClors HOT CHOCO
LATE. WALTON'S DKL'G STOKE.

Hardware Plumbing

$65

SIMON STERN

Store Open Until 8 P. M.
During Sale

-

EVERITT

ol,

$20.00 to $30.00

OPPOSITE POST OFFICE

Will be one of the Most Complete
in the city.
and

J. L. BELL

all-wo-

Is the Place

ness.
Dan

Miss L. M. Lutz

d.

Famous Clothing Co. Stock

216 South Second St.

White,
representing the
T.
While Itrokerage company of El
Paso, was a .Saturday visitor to Albuquerque.
Thomas J. Curran has returned to
the city from a. several weeks' stay In
Up-to-Da- te
Sliver City, attending to his mining
Interests.
On account of the funeral of Mrs.
Angela Alexandrl, the Champion
Grocery company will be closed tomorrow morning until noon.
E. J. Childers, who came to Albu
j208 South Second
v..i.
querque to attend the funeral of hi."
brother, W. li. Childers, has returned
to his home in I'ulaskl, Trim.
Charles Chadwiek, of Charles Chad-wic& Co., sheep commission brok'
ers, returned to the city this morning from a business trip to Magda
lena.
J. S. Eldrldge, manager of the ar
tesian well drilling operations for the
Frisco Railroad company near Su
wanee, N. M., spent yesterday in Al
buouernue.
Miss I;uura Smith haa arrived from
Zajiesville, O., and will make her
home In this city. She is staying with
her sister, Mrs. L. L. Oatewood, oil
North Edith street.
W. It. Brown, district freight and
passenger agent for the Santa Fe ut
El Paso, is in the city for tha pur
pose of seeing thut the trade excur
sion gets off safely.
Mrs. A. Mugler, sister of Mrs. H.
lta.se, accompanied by
her nelce
Miss Weintge, arrived In
the city
rom Santa Fe last night to attend
the Puderewskl concert tonight.
The ladles of the Highland Metho
THE
dist church will give their monthly
tea Thursday, March IS, from 3 to 11
DIAMOND
p. m. at the home of Mrs. Charles
Triplett, 1102 South Edith street.
United Ktates Marshal C. M. For
We
DUznonds, Watches, Jewelrj. fnl (ilnt. t locks. Silverware,
aker returned to Albuquerque yester
day from San Francisco, where he
lnrlte your trade and itiuirantee A Squnre Deal.
went several weekj ago with a num
ber of Chinamen and Japanese or
iJUOOOOOvXXJ(JUOOOUO(XXJOOCX)tJC dered deported.
K. P. Hall, proprietor of the Albu
Let Us Show You the
querque Foundry and Machine Works,
has returned from Colorado (Springs
where he wa called by the serious
Illness of his aged mother-in-lawho died shortly after his arrival
Marriage licenses were Issued Sat
urday to George A. Chaffer, aged 30
years, and Mae Helen liraun, aged 24
both of Chicago; liernard Graf, aged
213 WEST CENTRAL AVtNUE
33, and Julia Angerman, aged 23,
ooooraooooocxxx
Albuquerque, and to Jose Trujlllo,
aged 4r, and Marietta J. Tiron, aged
30. of Isleta.
lov. K. S. Stover receive,) a dif- palch this morning from Terminal
Island. California, to the effect that
Mrs. W. H. Whltemun, wife of former
Adjutant General Whiteman of New
Mexico, died at that place today. The
dispatch was signed
by
Mildred
Wliiteman Dudley,

well-tailore-

ol

low priced, sometimes.

Don't fail to pay us a visit
Prices on Merchandise
Slashed to Pieces

Joshua S. Ftaynold.s, president of
the First National bank, is In the city
on business.
During the Lenten season the San
Jose Market will receive shipments
of fresh Huh dally.
KeKular meeting of Woodman Cirafternoon In
cle t 2:30 tomorrow
liiH Fellows' hall.
Max H. Montoya. .a merchant of
San Antolno. N. M was a Sunday Albuquerque visitor.
Ilfold lias returned to hitt
Loui
home in Las Vega from a short business visit In Albuquerque.
La?, Noble,
formerly one of the
proprietors of the Valley ranch on the
Upper Pecos, ! In the city on busi-

$2.50

'.

all-wo-

OF THE

ing.

Mens High Shoes

O.il.lrens

iMirlly cloudy

Hrtlon;
Rviicrully fair mid warmer.

iwn

Stylish Shoes

Men
Women'
Women'

tiii:u rxiu:t ast
villi

vi:
ToiiiKliI

ifs.

,

7

PERSONAL.

14 VEST

MAncn

i

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

B. RUPPE
233

WEST RAILROAD
NEXT

TO

COMMERCC.

j

AVE-HU-

BANK

E

OF

Schroeder

H. W.

TEACHER Or VIOLIN
Also Manager of

Schroeder's Orchestra
ROOM 20 BARNETT BLDO.

TAXIDERMIST
i

t it

iti:iu-:u-

Tiivi'i'Fu

s

i

:

1

1.

to

ou-- i

liirJs anl animals mounted true

to

Moth-prolife.
and permanent.
Work guaranteed.
Hit Vet (iolil. Alhuquerqiie, V. M.

r.

F. COBB

li)
A

M.

MANDELL

rlNt
CLOTHING

n

and
FURNISHINGS

DR. C. H. CONNtR
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN ANO
SUROtON

All

Curmbla
Mo

S

Ci'
M.

D'ii

Trtafd.
on

for Conaultmt
r. Armljo Bullalni

Telephone

tU5 and

M

I

j

My Spring Stock of Men's Low Quar- ter Shoes in black and tan are all in.
Also Earl & Wilson and Manhattan
Shuts.
Hawes, Stetson and
Fancy Hats
GET YOUR TRADE EXCURSION CAPS NOW

MANDELL

$
J)

INt
CLOTHING

S

and

5)

FURNISHINGS

j
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ALBUQUEEiUE GlfEEN
EVERYBODY"
THE
PAPER
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ALBUQUEKQUE. NEW MEXICO.
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NUMBER 58

ALBUQUERQU E SENDS MOST PROMINENT
IN

EINES

ALL

10 REPRESENT

MEN

HER

COHERCIA I

WN

II

EVER

S

NS

History of the Formation of the First Trade Excursion Ever
Its Objects Are and the
Sent Out of Duke City-W- hat
Benefit It Will Prove to Albuquerque and to the People
Among Whom it Goes-- No
Expense Spared to Make the
Trip a Success and a Pleasure to AH Concerned-Gre- at
Results Expected Not Only for Albuquerque but for Entire territory Through Which Business Men Pass.

w
Bottlers of

"LEI'S

i Coyote

AIL

GET

ACQUAINTED"

OBJECT

BE

PROCURE

SLOGAN

ALTHOUGH

BUSINESS

ALONG

RECIPROCAL

White Wagons

"Our wok is best"
WE DO

PRIME

The highest class work possible to be done
LINES

People Who Have so Recently Settled Within Territory Cordially AsKed to Come to Albu
querque and be Shown In the Good Old Albuquerque
Make First
Call on Their New Neighbors Who Are Brought Into Close Proximity by the Opening
of the Belcn
Should Visit the Metropolis of New Mexico.
eans

points

dy

Mliinieirski

Water
ALBUQUERQUE
NRW MEXICO

There is no other spring in the region that equals
this in purily, medicinal qualities and flavor.
There is no other spring in the region whose waters need no "doetoring."
There is no other spring in the region that is in
every sense a spring, gushing free and unaided from
the. deep parts of the earth. Other waters are pumped
from stagnant, underground reservoirs. There is no
other Spring in the region whose waters must not be
Coyote
bottling.
artificially carhonated
as

it emerges
,

CIIEMH.WL AXALVSrS
53.31

Sodium Chloride
Sodium Sulphate
Sodium ('arlxnate

10.S7

4.21
5.03

Potanini Sulphate
Calcium Oar! on a to
Magnesium Oarliouate
Iron, Siliea and Amonia
Organie Matter and Water of Crystallization

TOTAf

TO

WILL

LAUNDRY CO.

on Shirts, Collars and Cuffs.

WE DO

my on

Springs Water is strongly carbonic
frotn the earth.

IS

9 TO 16

51.7G

15.70
m
.

3.00
117.70

ALSO

Soda
Pure
In All Flavors

To the Citizens of Valencia, Torrance, Guadalupe, Roosevelt, Chaves, Eddy and Santa Fe
Counties and to all the towns and Villages through which the Albuquerque Trade Excursion is to pass,
irrespective of whether you are on the itinerary or not, the people of Albuquerque send greetings. At
large expense in time and money we are sending to your doors today the flower of our citizenship ana
The object of the visit is to create between yourselves
the principal factors in our mercantile community.
and the people of Albuquerque a more perfect bond of friendship and unity and to establish a more extensive trade relationship between the portions of New Mexico which you occupy and ourselves.
We
are asking of you not onl) that you continue to accord to us the metropolitan position in territorial affair
which We have heretofore occupied, but that you will with ever increasing patriotism, add your just quota
to the various efforts which we are continually inaugurating for the uplifting of our citizenship and the
And we ask you to remember that while the object of this cx
increasing of our territorial importance.
cursion is primarily to bring about an increase in the Volume of trade now passing between your respec.
tive centers and our own we have no desire that the benefits shall accrue to ourselves alone, but that the
relations in so far as conditions permit, shall be equally beneficial to yourselves.
We expect, therefore, as a result of this excursion that a treaty of reciprocity will be agreed
upon between us not a document engraved with flowing hand upon a roll of parchment and sealed with
the formality usually attendant upon proceedings of a legal character, but a stronger and more lasting
pact, secured to yourselves and us through a fuller realization of the fact that New Mexico is for New
Mexicans and that home trade is the best trade in the long run.
OF THK TKADK KXCT'U-SIOITS CHUKOT AND THE
OHAltAOTKU OF THE MEN WHO
ItE
COMPOSE IT VAIXAHIJO
SlliTS WHICH WIL.Ii FOIiIV
AT HOME AM ABROAD.

HISTOUV

S,

The first of what will be Albuquerque's annual trade extension excursions had its suggestion in the opening to traffic of the Eastern ailrway
of New Mexico, familiarly known as
A glance at the
the Helen cut-of- f.
map of the territory will be sufficient
to chow that the new line has opened
to the people of the Rio Grande valley and the entire western portion of
New Mexico an immense stretch of
magnificent
agricultural country,
much of which should be geographically tributary to the metropolis and
all of which is included within the
boundaries of the commonwealth.
From time to time for the past
five years reports have been reaching the ears of Albuquerque's merchants, and residents generally of
the lrnmen.se Increase in population
which has been taking place there
and 'f the opportunities for trade
development and expansion which
exist along the new line. Its opening
to public use, therefore, has been
awaited with much Impatience and
the earliest opportuni'y sought by
community of the
the mercantile
Puke City to inaugurate an aggressive campaign for the establishment
if full trade relations.
This, it W
expected, will be greatly aided by the
trade excursion and with this important end in v'tw no pains have been
spared to make the demonstration as
impressive an event as possible.
The object of the excursion Is to
promote a closer trade relationship
between the outlying sections of the
territory and its metropolitan city,
to create and crystallise a territorial
sentiment In favor of home trade and
to build up among the people of the
territory at large that family spirit
so necessary In the development of
new communities.
It Is expected that
with its entertainment features, such
as the Elk's band concerts, Its various souvenirs and its wealth of literature It will not only call the local
men
merchants
and professional
from their Mores and office, but
also the farmers from their lands,
and that before the representative
of Albuquerque'
financial and mercantile establishments return to their
homes they will have personally had

the opportunity of shaking
hands
and talking with a majority of the
100,000 people who live along the
lines which they traverse.
No mission ever undertaken by the
people of any city in New Mexico
has been of more Importance than
the one which this excursion has In
view and Its success guaranteed In
advance, by the nature of the Inquiries and Invitations
which continue to come In to the secretary of
the Commercial club from the outlying districts.
CluinM'ter of Tlioso Who Aiv (aolnir.
No movement, so fir Inaugurated
in Albuquerque, has met with such
unanimous support as has this trade
excursion.
The various meetings
held at the Commercial club to provide for Its organization have been
universally well attended and in spi'e
of the fact thiit the Irrigation Congress to be helil here next fall has
imposed unusual burdens upon the
community at large, the necessary
funds for carrying it out have been
forthcoming from all classes withoit
protest.
The men who have signed to go
upon the trip are representative
of
profesthe best In Albuquerque's
sional and conuiK rclal life anil their
interest in the venture from Its
has been of the most enthusiastic character.
The personnel includes officers of
banks, heals or Junior partners of
wholesale
wtll known jobbing an
of newsparepresentatives
house.
pers, general agents of the great life
and fire Insurance companies, manufactures ajid general salesmen in
all lines having their headquarters
in the city, men interested In and
connected with the I'nlverslty of New
Mexico and other educational Institutions, real estate and mortgage
loan operators, professional men In
all lines Interested In the general
development of the territory, prospectors, promoters and a larg.j representation from the great retail houses
jf New Mexico's commercial capital.
Together they form as representative
a set of business men as are to be
found In Albuquerque or anywhere
1

else.

alone ehould
Their appearance
furnish a sufficient guarantee of the
substantial character of the various
concerns from which they come.
Inixirtant Jfc'MilU Miwt Follow.
While It Is true that the great underlying Idea of the present excursion
Is Indicated In th name itself, and
that most of those who will make up
Its personnel Lave as their prime ob

ject either the extension of their business relations or the acquiring of
additional knowledge regarding the
territory In which they live. It Is also
true that other and much more Important results, having a direct bearing upon the public spirit and harmonious sentiment of the territory
at large must follow. In fact, were
this latter result the only one sought
after, the trade excursion would be
worth to lis promoters many times
its actual cost In dollars and cents.
The fact that a vast population, estimated by some to be In excess of
r.o.non people,
has come into the
territory
through
which the train
will piss within the past five years,
and that more than half of these
have taken up their residence In the
territory since the beginning of IStOH,
demonstrates at once that the process of territorial assimilation Is far
from complete and that the home
spirit which Is always to be desired
will be none the worse off for a little cultivating.
The character of most of the new
citizens, a majority of whom have
coine In from Texas nnd Oklahoma,
is of the highest and they cannot be
expec ted to sever home ties and ally
themselves with territorial movements
Into
unless they can be brought
closer touch with New Mexican
thought and with those men who
are largely influential in Its creaWith most of these new peotion.
ple Albuquerque and western Now
Mexico at large is merely a name,
not one In one hundred of them have
evi r been In Albuquerque, nor would
they lie liable ever to come, except
as the result of this excursion In
which the courteous Is done and the
first call male on them. The effect
also ujsin the people of Albuquerque
itself which must come from the
sending of one hundred of Its foremost people on so extensive a trip
will bo Important In bringing about
metropolitan
In
an understanding
circles of Just what It Is soon going
to mean to the territory at largo to
of homeseeker-T- ,
have this army
whose average intelligence hase never
been equalled by any like body of
men, continuously making their way
into the political and business life
On the whole, the
of New Mexico.
educational advantages which will be
derived from the trip by the people
visited and those who undertake the
Journey will prove the most lasting
and beneficial of the many good results which must follow in the wake
of the first annual Albuquerque Trade
Kx'enslon Excursion.

Domestic Finish or High Gloss.

WE DO
Ladies' Shirt Waists and do them right.

WE DO
Lace Curtains and can please you.

WE DO
Blankets of all kinds and "our work is best."

WE DO
Flannels, Silks and all Delicate Fabrics with
the greatest care.

WE DO
Get the whitest white on white goods; our
handkerchief work can't be beat.

WE DO
An immense business in Family Flat Work
but have space to handle yours. Get our
prices.

WE DO
Many bundles of Rough Dry.

If not
ready patronizing us give us a call.

al-

WE DO
Sew on the buttons.

That

WE DO NOT
Tear your clothes.

WE DO NOT
Crack your Collars nor send them out with
wrinkles.

WE DO NOT
Shrink your Underwear nor fade your
colors.

WE DO NOT
Use bad smelling soap nor injurious chemicals.

WE DO NOT
Fail to get your goods home on time.

WE ARE
Working for the public and our aim is to
please our patrons. It our work suits you
tell your friends. If it don't suit tell us.

WE WOULD LIKE
Agents in all the live towns in the Territory.

Hubbs Laundr y Co.
White Wagons
Cor. Coal and Secon - Phone 177

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

8

'ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN.

PAC.H TEN.

GRUNSFELD

MOTHER

Albuquerque,

New Mexico

IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS OF

GENE RAL MERC
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WE! SOLICIT CORRESPONDENCE AND PATRONAGE FROM ALL MERCHANTS

ATONAL

GAM
THOUSANDS

Donald, Tucumcarl;
Vice Chairman
.Willard S. Hope- M.; Stewart.
well, of New Mexico.
Strong, V.. Mora; Spader, C. F., BerSullivan, J. W., Hagan;
Kuan! of Control, Albuquerque), S. M. nalillo;

CONGRESS BRINGS
OF PEOPLE TO NEW MEXICO

Next Session Will Be Held in Albuquerque During Fall of
and Aims of Greatest OrganizaPresent Year-Obje- cts
Homes on the
tion of Its Kind in the World--"Buil- d
Land" its Motto-Ent- ire
Territory United to Entertain
Men of West Among
Distinguished Visitors-Promine- nt
Its Officers and Members.
Whn the matter of making homes
on the land comes before the people
of New Mexico, it strikes a responsive chord not only among the
but among
"old timers,"
those who have but recently invaded
he territory, whether in search of
health, wealth or homed.
Such ia the object of the National
Irrigation congress which will be assembled in Albuquerque from September 29 to October 3, inclusive.
This great organization has done
more, directly and Indirectly, to bring
to the attention of the people of the
world at large, the fact that the great
"west and the still greater southwest,
ka countless acres of lamia for the
sking. and with the advent of dry
farming and the opening of number-len- s
Irrigation project, this congresB
becumes a matter of vital Importance to New Mexico.
For that reason the delegates from
this territory
asked
that Its next
meeting be held in New Mexico.
that congress assembles In A,'hfn
upon thous-n- d
lbuquerque
thousands
of people will be attracted here,
while In the interim the advance advertising of the congress Is bringing
thousand to this territory to till the
land.
The enngtess 1" of equal Interest to
the man with a homestead, the man
who wants one and the man with an
Irrigation project or irrigated lands.
The Immigration It Is attracting to
New Mexico can not fall to soon put
a premium on land capable of producing a crop and this Is best Illusd
trated by the fact that lands
less than two years ago are
now being relinquished. In some
by those who took them n
return for cash considerations of
from $2.itno to JU.Olin, bo great Is the
demand for lands In proven districts.
I!ut the man wh" Is Hllve to the
situation is not the one who will relinquish his homestead for any such
a price at this time. Land values
have risen steadily in the past year
and are Increasing !i, value dally.
The man w ho stay on hi homestead
and tills the Und will eventually be.
home-steade-

Independent.
Only In recent years, when the demand for land in the more thickly
populated districts far exceeded the
supply, did the homeseeker turn his
face to New Mexico and to other porarid west.
tions of the
The Irrigation congress, which for
years had pointed out the desirability
of the lands of New Mexico, had
much to do with turning the tide In
this direction.
There is lots of land left, but It
will only be a matter of a few years
until the choice tracts will all be
gone until the government projects
have reclaimed nil possible lands
from the desert and until those in
search of land will have nowhere
to turn In the great southwest.
But the man who can look into the
future at this time and has the endurance and the energy to develop
a tract of land for himself, will be
in possession of property which will

m
W

Willard S. Hopewell.
Ralph E. Twltchell.
M. W. Flourney.
Members.
Aldrich. S. K., Gallup: Allaire. C.
B. , Pan Antonio; Atkinson, William.
Roswell; Haea, Elfego, Albuquerque;
naca. Manuel C. de, Santa Rosa;
Rcarrup. J, H., Albuquerque; Blek-forE. H.. Lake Valley; Biernbaum,
Stephen, Mora; Bond, Frank, Espa-- j
nola; ,llond, H. P.. Las Cruces;
N., Denting; Bursum, H. O., Socorro; Bush, Fred A., Silver City;
Burns, T. l. Tlerra, Amarilla: Catron. Thomas B., Santa Fe; Cahoon.
E. A., Roswell; Carr, Clark M., Albuquerque; Clnpp, Lafayette, Hatch;
Coon, Abe, Socorro; Cotton, C. N..
Gallup; Cunningham, J M.. East Las
Vegas;
Curry, George, Santa Fe;
Dunn, J. C, Alamogordo; Duell, D.
C. , La Cueva;
Easley. Charles F.,
Santa Fe; Essinger, Henry, Las Vet,
gas; Ellison, W. R., Alamogordo;
C.
Samuel, Chamlta;
H., Elmendorf; Edwards. A. M.,
Foster. O. A., Raton; Fall,
A. I!., Three Rivers; Grimsbaw, S.
B. , Santa Fe; Grunsfeld, Ivan, Albuquerque; dalles, Nicolas, Las Cruces;
Gray, E. McQueen, Carlsbad; Galle-go- s.
Isldoro. Mon'.oya; Hahn, W. If.,
Hughes, Levi, Santa
Albuquerque:
Fee; Hope. W. G., Albuquerque; Hub-bel- l,
Frank A., Albuquerque; Hani-son- ,
Geo. W.. Albuquerque: Holt, H.
B.. Las Cruces; Hagermun, J. J... Roswell; Hand J. IX Los Alamos; Hove,
A. .M
Carlsbad; Johnson, W. P., Albuquerque;
Jones. A. A., East Ln.
Vegas; Joins, W. A. Fleming. Las
Cruces; Joseph. Antonio, i iju, Cali-entJack. W. H.. Silver City: Jas- tin, H A.. Iteming; Kelly. II. W.,
East Las Vegas: Logan, A. V., Ar-- I
tesia: Lyons. Thomas, Silver City:
Luna. Solomon. Albuquerque;
Martin. Las Cruces; Llewellyn.
W. II. H
Las Cruces; Lucero,
East Its Vegas; Lucero, Jose
It.. Espanola; Manby, Arthur. Taos:
Albuquerque;
Macpherson.
1. A..
Massie. J. A.. Santa Fe; Marron. O.
V., Alhiiiijcr(ue: Martin, T. P.. Tans;
Martin. W. IC. Socorro; Medler.
):. L.. Albuquerque; Meyers. Ernest.
A
E., Las
Albuquerque:
Maxwell.
I'alomas; Mike.vll. M. N., Springer:
Martinez, Malaqulas. Taos; Murray.
W. I). Silver City: Mlera. E. A., Cuba; M. Doiiall. W. C Carrl.ozo:
Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer

make returns several hundred fold.
New Mexico will many times double her population and Increase her
wealth. Therefore the National Irrigation congress is vital In its identity
wL.i our development and the entire territory has united to welcome It
to New Mexico.

(nn(i:i:s or the sixteenth
IRRIGATION
CONGRESS.
Frank C. Goudy

NATIONAL

President
of
Colorado.
First Vice President George E.
Rarstow of Texas.
E,
Second Vice President John
Raker, of California.
Third Vice President Herbert E.
strain, of Montana.
Secretary iP. A. Fowler, of Arizona.
Ewutlvo Committee.
of
Chairman Frank C. Goudy,
Colorado.

.iff K
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Loh-ma-
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Slaughter, George, Roswell; Stern,
M. L., Albuquerque;
Tallmadge, C.
N.,' Roswell; Tarklngton, A. P., Santa Fe; Turner. R. M., Hillsboro; Tra-ceF. G.. Carlsbad; Twltchell, R.
E., East Las Vegas; Tinsley, J. I).,
Las Cruces; Van Houten, J., Raton;
Washburn. E. L., Albuquerque; Walton. W. B.. Silver City; Webster,
H., Jr., Cimarron; Wharton,
J. E., Alamogordo; White, J. P., Roswell; Wilson, Percy, Silver City; Winters. I). C, East Las Vegas; Wroth.
J. H., Albuquerque; Zollars, John W.,
Hillsboro.

y,

THE NATIONAL IRRIGATION CON.
GRESS.
The National Irrigation congress
will hold its sixteenth session at Albuquerque.
New Mexico, September
29, 30 and October 1, 2 and 3. 190S.
This great assembly is one of the
most important
unofficial organizations 1n the United States. Its pur-pis- e
is to promote the wise develop- ment of the governmental policies
relating to the conservation, develop- ment and best use of the forests,
strejims und lands of the country.
It seeks to save the- forests, store
the floods, reclaim the deserts and
make homes on the laud.
Its annual sessions have had an
important Influence on national leg- Islation and national prosperity.
TIiomo Who PnrlkiMitc.
The congress Is composed of dele-- ;
gates representing the states and ter- ritories of the Pnlon, counties, mu- nlclpalitles, organized bodies of many
kinds.
Its personnel Includes the highest
officials of the national government,
senators, representatives and administrative officials.
Prominent men from every portion
of the 1'nited States attend and par- ticipate in the proceedings. Among
ttiese are governors of stales and men
who stand at the head of the great

.

A.

X..

Carlsbail;

Hicliardson.

Roswell; Itaynolds, H. IV. East
Las Vegas; Romero, Secundum. Las
Vegas.
Carl. Belen: Reid,
l: C., Texlco; Ross, E. 7. , Bluewater;
Sattley. J. p., La Cruces: Saint, J.
lv, Allniquerque: Safford, C. V.,
Spitz, Itcrthold,
Albuquerque:
Snow. Oscar, Las Cruces: StroiiR, V.
Mrccl Scene In Albuquerque at Planned for ilic Irrigation Congress by tin' W., Albuquerque; Smith. P. R
Hoard u f Control.
springer. Charles, Cimarron, N.
i. A..
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Albii(iierqu'

its Plan lied for tluj litination t'onjjros by (lie
Hoard o f Control.
manufacturing,
commercial and fi- er use and conserving the timber and
nancial interests of the country, lead- range resources of the country and
ing professional men, educators engl the protection
of watersheds, is
necrs and scientists.
largely due to the discussions which
have annually been had at the NaWlint Has Been Done.
Irrigation congress.
act, tional
The
national
reclamation
It
SKI.
through which there has been accuThe participation of high official.
mulated In the national treasury a
revolving fund of approximately forty of the general government, who are
million dollars, now being expended charged with the administration of
in the construction of great irriga- the National Irrigation and Forestry
laws gives to this congress a semition systems that will reclaim millions of acres of semi-ari- d
lands, Is official character. It is the one place
a direct result of a public sentiment where these officials meet the peodeveloped by the annual sessions of ple and discuss with them the details
of the great work which the governthis congress.
has undertaken.
The new national policy of forest ment Its
In
membership, the National
presf l vatlnn, under which more than Irrigation
congress is the most broada hundred millions of forest area and ly
representative of any of our nagrazing lands of the public domain
gatherings.
It deals
with
have been reserved from sale for tional
the purpose of preventing denudation questions of national policy and representation Is accorded to practically
and destruction, insuring their prop- - every
body of citizens in the Putted
States.
The program of the consress will
consist of addresses by me,, eminent
in this and other countries, carefully
papers by administrative
prepared
officials and engineers of the- National Reclamation Service and Forest Service, with ample provision for
volunteer speeches and discussion.
The personnel of the National irrigation congress will be as follows:
The
permanent
officers of the
congress.
The president of the Pulled States.
The
of the t'nied
States.
The nit tubers of the cabinet.
Members of Pnlted States
and house of representatives.
Governors of states., territories imj
Insular possessions of the 1'nitrd
Stales.
Members of state and territorial
legislatures.
Ambassadors.
ministers.
consuls
and other representatives of foreign
jin.l
nations
colonies.
Members of state, tei ritor.al ao
Albuquerque us Plan ncil for the Irrigation Congress by ilie
Board o f Control.
(Continued on Pngv l ouii.su )
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Albuqucrqu; Mr-- t
l; i:.. jis Cruces; McCord.
H. II.. Las Cruces: Mcintosh. William. .Mcintosh: Mss man, Bert, Roswell: (iter. i. Miguel A.. Santa Fe;
Prime. I.. I'.radford, iS.iuta Fi: Putney, Kobcit. Albuquerque; Padgett.
M
M
East Uts Vegas; Poe. John
W'.. Ilosnell; Prude. J.
V.. Tularosa;
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Crested Buatte Hard Anthracite Coal.
i1

Costs a little more than the ordinary, but produces twice the amount of heat
Burns with little smoke or dirt. Try it. Graded in furnace, stove and nut sizes
We also handle the best kind of Gallup Coal

a.

THE AMERICAN BLOCK
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9
Your orders, no
matter how large

When in need of
hard or soft coal

or small, will
receive prompt

write me.
I handle the best
grades in all sizes

Mil Woo

attention, as I
handle from a
sack to a carload

M ountain Wood, Kindling, Coke
Write us and we will he

glad

with you
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AN OPEN DOOR

FULLY
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100,000

I
NAVAJO
BLANKETS

PEOPLE FOR OUR TRADE EXCURSION

The Bennett CuAo Co.

Description of Country Through Which Business Seekers will Pass On Greatest Trade Trip
Population Caused by Increase of Fully Fifty Percent
EverTaKen In This Terrltory-B- Ig
Counties and All Their Principal Cities to Be Visited
Within Past Few Years-Se- ven
by Albuquerqueans -- Cltlzen Presents Brief But Accurate Guide for Excursionists.
Few of those who participate In
Kxcurslon
Trails
will be prepared to witness the scenes
of development ami enterprise they
will find In the country along the
In the Estaneia valley
Beln ont-of- f.
nd In the f imous artesian belt of
the Pecos valley.
While It is true that the people
of that district know little of Albuquerque as a rule, tdlll the same may
be said with regard to the business
men of Albuquerque concerning the
portion of New Mexico through which
this excursion will pass.
Not only has Albuquerque been In
this new
l manner cut off from
trade field until the opening of the
Helen cut-of- f.
but the people In that
name district have been to a great extent cut off from Albuquerque,
of the round about way in
which they were formerly forced to
travel in order to reach the Duke
City.
For the very reason that the people of Albuquerque and the people
in the districts above referred to are
strangers.
complete
In a measure
The Citizen publishes a brief and
concise article, descriptive of the territory through which the trade excursion will pass, by way of an Introduction. The article will serve as a
guide to the excursionists and will
furnish a key from which the traders may more readily arrive at an
understanding of what they see for
the first time in the different places.
lKtIy Agricultural.
Country
With the exception of a spot here
and there along the line most of the
country adjacent to the 50(1 miles of
railroad to be covered by tho excursionists, was devoted to the raising
of cattle and sheep or else was uninhabited except by wandering cattlemen. This was true up until some
five years ago. This applies literally
to the lands along the Helen cut-omnd In the Kstancia valley, as well
as to the lands along the Pecos valley road, north of Hoswell and south
as far as Carlsbad. In these last
two districts, however, a fine fruit
raining country has been developed
as the result of the use of the Irrigation projects made possible by the
Pecos river and Its tributaries.
'Practically the entire agricultural
development In these districts, outride of the actual artesian belt, has
been brought about by Immigration
making use of Intensive farming, and
the whole brought about by the con

the Albuquerque

.v

ff

v

struction of railroads nnd the consequent advertising given to the localities through which they were built.
In the face of the influx, much of
the old cattle and sheep raising
country has been abandoned to the
farmers, who have in many sections
entirely covered the prairies to a distance of from ten to 50 miles from
the railroads and so great is the
In agriculture
that In many
cases Important cities remain unincorporated because so many of those
doing business in them are engaged
In holding down government claims,
account of which they refuse to
oM
give their residences within the
towns,

lie AImi Push,
The first ston made by the excursion will be at the town of Helen,
which, on account of Its proximity
to Albuquerque and Its age, is well
known and need no description here.
Its principal
Interest
Just now is
found in the fact that when the Hi
Ptierco branch of the Helen cut-of- f
is completed it is to be a four-wadivision point of the Santa Ke lines.
ISclen hihI

I

y

Several handsome buildings. both
have been
business and residential
built there in the past year, notably
an ample pressed brick school house
and a hotel, both of which contain
Tho city
modern Improvements.
will undoubtedly experience an important Increase In population when
the division point is established. The
parties, if any there be on the excursion, who are not familiar with the
'own will be Interested In the new
roundhouse and the extensive system of sidetracks established there
by the railroad company for the purpose of accommodating future traffic and present construction operations.
Shortly after leaving Helen the
road crosses the Hio firande river on
a splendid steel bridge w hich Is stone
plugged throughout for the purpose
of lessening vibration and of preventing noise.
A twenty-fiv- e
mile trip across the
mesa follows, after which the train
wuy
through the beautiful
winds Its
Abo pass and on to Mountainair, the
first stop In Torranco county. It will
be Interesting to the traders to observe the substantial character of the
work done by the railroad company
in the pass and to remember thut In
spite of the difficulties encountered
the maximum grade Is but a trifle
In excess of H4 per cent. The man- -

NAVAJO
JEWLERY

ESTABLISHED 1882

H5 WEST CENTRAL AVE.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX.

zano (or Apple) mountains through
which the puss leads are name,) lifter
the famous apple orchard discovered on the east side of the range In
1S06 and which was then and is still
bearing fruit. There are many beautiful views to be had in Abo pass
and the Journey throug.i it will be
lie of the pleasant fe.it "ires of the
1

i

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
DEALERS
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Twraniv

mill Santa IV Count
Mitch of the interest In the trip will

undoubtedly center In Torrance and
Santa Fe counties and their various
tow us on account of their proximity
;to Albuquerque, and special attention
has been given to this fact lM the
preparation of the itinery of the trip.
Torrance county contains four towns
at which the excursion will stop and
Santa Ke county contains three. Together they are Mountainair, Willard,
Kstancia. Mcintosh. Moriarty, Stanley and Kennedy. The first two will
be visited on the first day out. and
the rest on the closing day of the
All of them are practiexcursion.
cally the product of the last three
years and have grown up as a result of the constructiim of tin- - Santa
Ke Central railroad from Santa Ke
to Torrance and the building of the
Helen cut-of- f
from lblen t Texico.
N'o sooner hud the
lines hi gun
construction than there was an influx of homeseekers Into the Kstancia valley and it is now estimated
with no attempt at exaggeration that
there ure at least 12.000 farmers located in the valley, with a total nrea
occupied of more than 600 square
miles. The class of people who have
settled there consists almost without
exception of men of experience in
farming and they are rapidly increasing the- acreage of tilled ground. In
this they ure aided by two steam
plows and other implements of inmost modern labor saving design.
Kstancia Is the county seat of Torrance county and the largest city In
the group, having at this time upwards of 1,000 people.
It.
f inula liiH mid l!oo-'- v
Three stops have beeM provided
county. namely,
for in Guadalupe
Knclno, Vaughn and Kurt Sumner,
or Sunnyslde, as it is now generally
called. The latter Is the most Important from an agricultural standpoint of the three and Is sold at
the present time to have about BOO
Inhabitants, it lies on the east bank
of the Pecos river and Is the center
of a rapidly growing and flourishing
-

MEXICAN
DRAWN

INDIAN
POTTERY
and BASKETS

WORK

farming country. Knclno and Vaughn
ure yet In their infancy, but the
of the latter Is greatly enhance,! from the fact that it is the
Junction point of the Santa Ke and
Itoek Island systems, and the central division point of the Helen cutA roundhouse,
off.
combination office nnd depot, and a Harvey house
are In process or construction there.
Albuquerque is the natural mart for
all these places and 'he stops made
In Inthere should eventually
creased trade for the metropolis.
KiMisfM-County.
In the county of Roosevelt five
stops have been 'arranged. They are
Melrose, Talban, Clovis, Texico and
unty se.it, the latter
I'ortnles. tht
of which is on the l'ecos Valley line,
Totwenty miles south of Texico.
gether they contain (i.nno people out
of a total popnlatiot1 of between
who
and 2.1. ooii homeseekers.
have come into the section since H'0.1
a
county.
separate
when it wns made
As the towns will all be described
in special articles in tills edition of
The Citizen it will not be necessary
to treat of them In detail here.
Knougli
should be added, however,
to show that they are all probable
centers from which Albuquerque will
draw trade and th.it the district in
which they are locate,) is the most
important in New Mexico from an
agricultural standpoint and its second county in point of population.
ItoMVtcll. Alfefcla. Carlsbad.
The city of Hpswei', the capital of
Chaves county and Artesla and Carls- 110,-o-

Cor. Fifth Street and Central Ave.

Irrigation
project.
It has thirty
miles ,,f shade trees under ditch and
largely
Is
a contains with Its suburbs some of
stop and the trip there
most expensive resimatter of courtesy, as the freight New Mexico'
present
dences.
rates to those points are at
The
to a large ex Out prohibitive.
A stop of two hours or longer is
r spects contemplated
country between Is in mat
there and there Is no
I
:
In
b,.
the most Interesting to
doubt that Its hospitable people will
have so io all iii their power to render the
the territory and the
t:'i Albu- sta.v of i ho Albuquerque-cmlong been Identified
a pleas-in- :
'l
iing all
it is valquerque In !
one.
life
in our
ninioii
uable and
Altogether the trado excursion will
that it - ought best by lie manage- cover more than l.ouo miles before
oms
amount of it returns and will travel through a
ment
allot a Bern
of them. Koswell con- section of country unsurpassed In the
time to
tains 7,'i'i'J inhabitants and is to a territory. As an educational measure
great extent the product of Irrigation. alone It Is worth all it costs and
It is the nearest point to tho wealmore besides.
thy linger man estate, containing the
greatest apple orchard In tho world.
CITY
one-hal- f
of tV.e second clay out is ALBUQUERQUE
to be devoted to the visit there and
have been
extensive arrangements
OF AUTOMOBILES
made for the entertainment of the
thirty-fiv- e
Artesla,
excursionists.
mibs to the south of Hoswell, is a
new town, but very Interesting
Trincllnjr Man Say It should p,c
it is the center of the greatest
Called by That Title 1 bin use
Tlu-rartesian belt in the world. Over 600
Are Iahm of Devil
wells hive been drilled in the disWagxjiK.
trict and as a result there Is a section of agricultural country contain"Albuquerque ought to be called the
ing r. no squire miles surrounding the
City
H. listcity in which the science of farming er, of Automobiles," said H.soap
cona traveling man for a
will eventually reach its highest de- cern who
headquarters
hs
makes
velopment.
here. "I notice that nearly every
Carlsbad, the county scut of Eddy town or city In the southwest has a
county, and the last stop in the itin- sort of nickname taken from some
ery, Is the most beautiful city in New characteristic, and I think the City of
Mexico and the scene of the first Automobile
would fit Albuquerque.
completed t'nlted States government
"There Is not a place In the terrl- bnd In Kddy county are the remaining places at which the excursion will

:
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Telephone No. 560

FRENCH & ADAMS
Undertakers and Licensed Embalmers
LADY ASSISTANT

The firm of French & Adams has only been formed four months,
the business having been established by B. K. Adams three years ago.
Mr. French, who owns controlling interest and has full charge,
understands the business thoroughly. After following the profession
for years, at different places, he completed a course in embalming at
the Renouard School, of New York City, the first institution of its
kind in the country. Mr. French also holds license to practice his
profession in New York and Virginia.
The establishment is supplied with entirely new and modern
equipment, including a splendid ambulance.
Well equipped for
work.
out-of-to-

wn

s
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tory where more autos can be found
than in Alouquerque. It looks to ma
like every one there owns one except
me, and I'm thinking of buying one
to be In style. There are litt'n
big autos, niediuni-slze- d
autos; devil
wagons that smell, devil wagons that
don't smell, devil wagons that make
more noise .than I can, and some that
would run right over you without
making any noise at all.
"Albuquerque Is growing and nothing shows it more than the number of
autos owned by its people. If you
want to look at real estate they taka
you In an auto; if you order groceries, as like as not an auto wjil deliver
them.
"There's an auto in everything and
I think the finest cars in the southwest today are owned In Albuquerque.
"Albuquerque ought to be called the
City of Automobiles all right. Don't
you think so? No well, then how
would you like to buy some soap
cleanest soap you ever saw no. again
all right see you later so long."

nn

Chamberlain's

fuugli ltcmeily a

Fa-

vorite.
"We prefer Chamberlain's
Cough
Remedy to any other for our children," says Mr. I,. J. Woodbury of
Twining, Mich.
"It has also done
the work for us in hard colds and
croup, and we take pleasure In recommending it." For sale by all
s.
drug-fflBt-

Surwt-rib-

the new.

for Tlio Ciiiison ami get

.

We Can Sell
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Exchange
Yout
Real
Estate
NO MATTER WHERE IT MAY BE LOCATED

real estate association in tho United States, and run smcccssf nlly handle vonr property, because of the unusual fnetlitie
Wo ore members of tho largest
We have at all times a large list of business opportunities and exchanges, and if you are looking for au investment in the southwest, do not fail to talk or write us.

we have in

o? Business
ivm-lnn;-

Intyer through

:

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR EXCHANGES
And if you own city prcjx rty farming lands, or a stock of merchandise that you will exchange, do not hesitate
it is priced right.

We Have Many Good Business Opportunities

acres of good land near Kl Dorado. Kansas to
Albuquerque improved real estate.
for
trade
320 acres of land in the Pecos valley, Xew Mexico,
to exchange for stock of dry pxnls or hardware.
HIO acres of land in Missouri to exchange for New
ICO

Phone 267
TOWNS TRADE

SON

EX

VISITS
Mountainair. the first stop scheduled on the itinery of the trade exhighest
Is located at the
As many of those wlio are taking cursion.
its altion the Helen cut-of- f.
point
part in the rtlbu'iuerquo trade excur- tude being .rtii feet. The town Is
sion have never vt.ltetl many of the delightfully situated on the eastern
the Estancla foothills of the Manznnn range and
towns along the out-of- f,

We can match nearly any piviMii(.n you present, providing

That Will Bear the Closest Investigation

with a rolling country
thickly studded with trees. The disIs only
tance from Albuquerque
seventy-fiv- e
nii!r., from Helen forty-fou- r
miles, and from Wlllnrd twelve
are two
there
miles. At present
stores, a lumber yard and a postof-fie- e
there and a $3.00D church and
building has been erected
school
within the past year. The affairs of
the? town are conducted hy a live
Commercial club of fifteen member
and the townsite property has been
so restricted that saloons are prohibited.
Mountainair. In addition to Its Importance as the- center of a rapidly
growing farming country, Is favorably situated for the establishment
of a summer resort. Its readiness of
access from a railroad standpoint, to
-

imiuiInt of very desirable residence properties in
il)ntj , . ,,.ivin,.nt r,.in
'

llim' " "H"11"1 of vacant lots listed at bargain
prices, on og terms.

BMW.

Albuquerque,

201 E. CENTRAL A VE.
is surrounded

A

land m Kansas. Oklahoma or Missouri $3r.0O.
Very desirable double brick house of six room? to
exrhange for good irrigated land in this locality.

TMTIE MMD

RIEML

valley, The
and In the IVc-oI'uizen lias prepared a short and
ronrlFP description of each plaoe to
be visited. Spice would not permit
of n extended notice for each town
but. the chief points at each place
have been mentioned. Following are
the towns upon the Itinerary of the
trade excursion:

property with us immediately.

lintel in New Mexico town rented to reliable party
'"itil l'10 at
a month, to exchange for improved

Mexico real estate.
A verv desirable residence property in Flagstaff,
Arizona 'to exchange for Albuquerque real estate.
Kit acres of land near JonosWnugh, Arkansas, to
exchange for Albuquerque proorty.

valb--

list such

t

flJ.

Af.

gether with it.s charming surround-- ' of 300, and there are a number of
Stnnley has been phenomenal and the
STANLEY
ings and the purity of Its air are In stoles of all kinds there. One of them,
future of the town is very promising.
re-.suggestive
of
rest and
!
themselves
There are a number of live real
comHughes
that
of
the
Mercantile
estate concerns interesting1 themselves
creation. In addition there are many pany.
Is repined to carry the largest
natural and historic attractions In
Stanley, the latest of the Ksiancla In the development of the place anil
general
valley.
in
the
Kstancia
stock
'the neighborhood, such as the Abo
it is regarded by the inhabitants a
In point of establishpass, the Salt lakes and a number of
being yet In 1U infancy.
Morlarty has a good school, two valley towns
part
Is
In
located
the
ment,
southern
among which are hotels, several
and a
ruins. Important
uivcra and the' bright little weekly paper called, the ot Panta Fe county and recently haa
those of I,u Uran
church of Abo. It Is estimated by Morlariy Messenger. It also has a enjoyed1 a. rapid growth through the
those who know that at least one progressive Commercial club nnd two settlement of the surrounding country
month could be prolitably spent at church organizations not yet, how- by homeBRckers.
riding or ever, provided with buildings. The
Monntaiair in horseback
It Is also an important shipping;
Kennedy is the junction point of
driving to the many places of inter-- I town is the junction
point of the and trading point for the miners and the Atchison, Topoka & Santa Fa
est in the Icinity.
Central and the uncompletSanta
prospectors operating in the San I'e-- ! and the Santa Fe Central railways,
Considerable! and the Albuquerque trade excursion
ed Albuquerque Eastern railroad, it dro mountain district.
is named after Judge .Morlarty, one building has already been done at will remain there long enough to he
of the valley's early settlers, who is Stanley and there are a number of transferred from one line to th
the owner of a large acreage In the houses In various business lines in
vicinity, and who makes the place operation there.
(Continued on I'nge 16.)
his home.
Irately the influx of settlers about
Willard. the hub city of tile
valley, is the Junction point
of the Helen cut-oan,l the Santa
I'e Central railways. Three years
Till'. I'.CONOMIST
tiik i:coomist
ago there was practically no settlement there except u collection of
tents and box cars, sheltering the
gangs of men engaged In the conNow
struction of the new roads.
there are at lrflst 700 people on the
ground. The business and residential life Is well established and an
important wholesale trade has been
built up.
The town contains,
besides three
Garment Exclusively
Dry Goods, Millinery and Women's Ready-to-Wea bank
wholesale establishments,
conducted in Its own building, a tine
Phone and Mail Orders Filled on Honor the Day Order is Received
public school with 1 Btt pupils, a hall
for public entertaiimeta and a
large number of ret K establishments
of various kinds, to which should he
added two hotels and several rooming houses and restaurants.
Through
the efforts of the Commercial club
When you think of
the streets have been graded and
llghte-,and excellent order Is maintained n them at all time.
of public sentiment and on
unusual degree of public spirit are
characteristics of the Willard people.
A live
weekly newspaper was recently established In the town.
'

'
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Let Us Quoti
You

Albuquerque's Exclusive Dry Goods House

Prices

ar

think ECONOMIST

WE SELL

I'na-nimi-

Pianos, Organs, Violins, Guitars,
Mandolins, Accordions, Strings,
Victor Talking Machines,
Victor Talking Machine Records,

Edison Phonographs

Godfe

ty

Our Store is devoted to the exclusive sale of
ESTMCM
Th.

town

citv of
In

I
Is the largest

the Kstancia valley and

is

seat. It contains
also its county
1.000 Inhabitants and Is well equipped with stores and
The
repair shops of th,. Santa Fe Central

7

Milliimeiry, Dry

Goods
and ReadyloWear Garments
Well dressed women from all over the
two Territories buy their Clothes from

railway are loentel lM the town and
the news of the community is published Iti two weekly newspapers, the
Kstancia News and the Torrance
County Leader. Kstancia has a fine
public school, four churches, a bank
and last but not least a public park
centrally located and containing the
famous Kstanc a springs w ith their
historic association. At hist reports
the old P.aca mansion, located there
and which was once the seem of the
battle between the (terns and Whit-neyand
was to be rehabilitated
use( as a library ami exhibition place
for the products of the valley at
large.

Tlhe E,(SiniOinniist
Albuquerque. New Mexico

s.

Edison Phonograph Records

Send us your mail orders
We

Music and Musical
Merchandise of All Kinds
Write us for Free Catalogue, and when visiting
Albuquerque remember you will be
welcome at our store

--

&

LINDEMANN

206

I

1

THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Estab.
W. Cold Ave.

n--- i

1900

:

i

bulling town ..f Mor.aity i
situated sev au eji inolea nortii of Mr.
lntosh in th. Kstancia valley and lias
grow n up Willi great rapidity.
Its
population, Judging from eyesight
alone, should be in the iitisiiborhood

fill your orders from the best selected stock of fresh,

bright,

stylish and right priced merchandise in the territory. Every sale
must be perfectly satisfactory to you before we consider the
transaction closed. Any purchase made from us, which upon
examination should not be just what you wish, we want you
to return it.

one 'if the most

Mcintosh
promising of the towns in the Kstaucla valley and Is located nearly In
the center of its agricultural district. The soil about It Is credited
with being the best in the valley. The
community there is a live one and
the people are united in their determination to make the place one of
the most Impoitant trading cen'ers
There
in the new farming district.
hi Ished
two
tlni.are already
general store.-- , one hardware store
two real estate offices, a postoffice,
one livery stable,
one barber
a lumber yard. ar.
the largest depot on the Santa Ke Central railway,
There is also a
outside of Santa F'
hotel there, which has the reputation among traveling men of being
A
the best in the. Kst.ilieiii valley.
house and church
combination el
I"
recently
building
cons'
among the ;it!ta.
of the .seitlc- meni.
Mdnto-- h take iis nioie from W'il- liam Mcintosh. ic. the Oldest plo- iiit in Torrance
deer in point, of
nnesn a
or head-;- n
county and Irs
p!
view
quartets ranch
the town.
is now

LEARNARD

I
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y
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We take all the risks; you take none
Our mail order department is thoroughly organized under able
management, with a well chosen corps of buyers, who not
only have a complete knowledge of dry goods, but by careful training in this work have become experts in the selection of
goods and the filling of orders.
Buy everything you can from your home stores, but when you
cannot get just what you want at home send your order to us.
Don't send your money out of the territory.
Yours very truly,

Weinman & Lewinson, Albuquerque, N. M.
iIkoo
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NATIONAL

AI.IUTQUERQUK

IRRIGAJ10.H

CON-

InHTitallonnl in No(
Foreign governments, notably Great
llri'.aln, Mexico, Cuba and the South
American republics, will bp Invited to
send representatives to the congres
to make exhibits at the exposition.
Another notable feature of the congress will be the report of a committee named mt the fifteenth congress, held at Sacramento In 1907,
relative to the desirability of organizing an International congress, having a broader and more comprehensive svope and covering all matters
touching the conservation and use
of national resources of all countries of the globe. On this subject
of conservation of national resources,
In a message to the fifteenth National
Irrigation congress, President Roosc-vesaid:
I
"To the officers and numbers of

'

i

GRESS BRINGS THOUSANDS
OF PEOPLE

10

NEW

MEXICO

(Cri(iiiurtl

Uroni Pngv Ton.)

Insular Irrigation and forestry com
missions.
Fifteen delegates appointed liy the
Kovernor of each Mate or territory.
appointed by the
Ten delegate
mayor of each city ln the United
Mate of more than 25,000 popula-

lt

movement of yours for the wise use
and preservation of the waters and
forests. The' reclamation service and
the forest service are directly adapt
ed to help the small man make and
home; and
maintain i prosperous
they are doing It. These services)
were recently Inspected on the
ground by the secretary of the In
terlor and the secretary of agrlcul
lure, who have them in charge, and
I congratulate you on the high standards of Integrity and efficiency they
attained.
j have
"It Is a sincere matter of atisfac
Hon to learn tlv.it you will not con- fine yourselves to the questions of
irrigation and forestry, nor even to
the control, use and conservation of
streams, vastly Important as these
are to every citizen of the United
States. I am grad to know that you
'

tion.

Five delegates appointed by each
board of county commissioners or
county supervlsoi s In the United
Mates.
Five delegates appointed by each
etvate organization, having as it object the advancement of the public
welfare of that state.
Five delegates Appointed by each
state irrigation, forestry, agricultural
or horticultural
society or association.
Five delegates appointed by each
national or Interstate association interested In the objects sought by the
Nat'.nnal Irrigation congress.
Five delegates by euch stale association of professional, commercial,
fraternal, patriotic. religious or labor
organizations.
Two delegates duly accredited by
each regularly organized irrigation,
agricultural, horticultural or forestry
club, association or society ln the
United Mates.
Two delegates duly accredited by
each irrigation company.
Two delegate duly accredited by
each agricultural college, and by each
college or university having chairs of
hydraulic engineering or forestry In
the United State-- ..
Two delegates duly accredited by
each regularly organized society of
engineers In the United Mates.
Appointment of delegates should
e
be made as early as possible, and
of appointment with full name
and poatoffice address of delegates
forwarded to the chairman or secretary' of the board of out ml. Albuquerque, N. M., U. H. A.
no-tir-

Miji
'

--

---

-j

i
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Ktnvt Some

Planned for tlio Irrigation. C'ongrcw by the
Hoard o f Control.
the National Irrigation congress, Sac- - will give attention also to that
I send lem of which forestry and Irrigation
Cal
Gentlemen:
you hearty greetings and my earnest and water conservation form but a
wishes for the fullest success of your part, the fundamental problem of the
convention. I congratulate you upon conservation of all natural resources.
the progress, of. the great movement The work of the government along
you represent.
There Is no move- the line of this greater problem canment more emphatically for the ben- not be made effective without the
efit of the small farmer and the small approval and support of the whole
ranchman. There Is no other way to body of citizens. Hy educating, guidassist the actual settler and home-making and crystallzlng public sentiment
oy bringing the
who owns and tills his own In this direction
land so powerfully as through this needs of the people clearly and for- In Albinpionpie as

j

er

J.

H. O'RIELLY CO.

proh-rament- o.

CITIZEN.

ribly to the knowledge nf their representatives, you ie rendering a service of the flrM Imjiortance to the
nation as a whole.
"THKODOKK IHM'SEVKLT."
1XTKIISTATK

IMHSTKIAI, KXlt)

smoN.

In connection with the meeting of
the congress, and hy way of Incentive to the promotion of Irrigation
and the ettlement of lands In the
areas under the various Irrigation
projects now being constructed under the National
Reclamation Act,
the board of control announces the
holding of Inter-stat- e
Industrial expo
sition, to which all Mates and local
ities Interested in irrigation are In
vited to send exhibits. Ample space
and accommodations for the mos
elaborate
collective state exhibits
will be provided.
Magnificent trophies and cash premiums, medals.
certificate anil awards will bo given
by the board, or under its direction
an( control, cmnplete Information in
relation to which may he had upon
ipplicatton
to tbe officers of the
board of control.
rONVF.XTlOX IIAI.I..
The people uf New Mexico and of
the
luke rity Albufiueriiue are
erecting a magnificent convention
hall for the accommodation of the
congress. Thin structure will cost
upwards of S30,ft00 when completed
and will seat 3,D"(t delegates. It is
built of cement, brick and steel, and
will he a very handsome building.
Delegates to the congresa should
communicate with the board of con
trol at Albuquerque. N. M., in order
may he
that accommodations
The board of control, consisting of
prominent
citizens of New Mexico,
supported by unanimous
sentiment
throughout the territory, and aided
by committees representing all coun
ties, districts and citlta and towns ln
the territory, are preparing a splen- lid program of entertainment,
and
will accord all delegates a cordial
welcome.
Special railway rates will be made
for delegates to the congress and will
prevail over all
lines, with stop-ove- r
privileges at all
western points.
Special excursions will enable del
egates to see all of New Mexico that
Is reached by railway lines.
These
excursions will cover the great
valley In the lower Uio Grande,
tile- f
Pecos valley of southeastern New Mexico, the ancient city
f Santa Fe, the oldest capital in
the United States, the mesa farming
regions of San Miguel and Colfax
counties, the mining districts of
Grant county, a special excursion to
the Grand Canyon of Arizona, America's most stupendous natural uon- ler, to the site of the great Elephant
llutte dam, where the government of
the United States has commenced the
xpenditure of over $S,not),UOO in the
onstructlon of the greatest reservoir
for Irrigation purposes in the world,
ind to the Hondo and Carlsbad pro
jects ln the
valley, both com
pleted and In operation,
showing
impletely two of the greatest Ini
enterprises ln the territory.
tiation
Thousands of people will seo the
meat plains und valleys now fast
filling wilh settlers.
The excursion to the Grand Canyon
will also Include a trip to the great
lloosevelt datn in Arizona, including
the cities of Prescott and Phoenix.
To
delegate
coming from the
Kocky Mountain wild Pacific Coast
tales a choice of routes, going and
reluming may hu had.
Delegates from eastern points will
be .iUU- - to obtain the usual Pacific
Coast tourist rate, with all of the
lde trip accommodations usually
that class of ticket.
,.
A jdde trip from the City of
to the City of Mexico at a
very reasonable rate Us being ar
ranged, particulars as to which will
he announced later.
Information
relative to Hip con-i'.- ',
interstate industrial exposition,
program.
rates.
hotels and other
lata, will be furnished upon request
from th. Irrigation Congress liead- Hiarlers. Albuquerque, N. M.

THE

FRENCH BAKERY
Albuquerque, N. M.

Manufacturers of the famous

Butternut Bread
ALSO SPECIAL ORDERS FOR

WEDDING CAKES

al

Me-sil-

la

Full Line of Bakery Products

Mail Orders Filled

same day as received

Pr-co-

WHOLESALE and RETAIL

Vf$illw.i3S

UGGI

H. E. FOX Secretary amid Manages0
Kb

THE BUSIEST DRUG E1QU5E,
BETWEEN

DENVER AND LOS ANGELES

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Albu-iueriu-

FIST BID
All

III

OF NEW

Mail Orders Carefully- - and Promptly Filled
If
Our mail iidiT Imsiuori is oiiotautly increasing anl wo
arc i i.v i ijr
attention to this branch of our business.
Our 'rcfifii jt ion Department - alwavs in charge of Kspcrt
sjM-t'ia-

l

I

Hcil'isliiCil

'iHi;i(;ri.s.s.

Visitors to the city arc cordially invited to make our
U'YiIoadtiartiTs have mail directed in our care and
make themselves '"at, Home,"

--

Elks'

Aggregation of Musi
clans From Albuquerque
Play for Excursionists.

Pitof.

m.

r. ;ilyiy
NOTI'.n IMUIXTOll

I

In addition to our line line of
Drug's we carry a complete line of
JLifobeys Brilliant Cut Glass and
touTers Kland Painted Cnina An
eleg'antline of Ladies' Leatner Bag's
Goods suitable for WEDDING And
ANNIVERSARY PRESENTS

N. B.

Edwards & Nickel, Proprs.

The Elk's band, which will go with
the Trad,. Excursion, under the per
sonal direction of M. C. Grady, its
icstruitor. is the finest organization
of musicians ever got'.en together In
New
Mexico.
The people In the
tortus where the excursion will stop
and where the band will play will
make similar testimony before the
hand has played one piece- - of music.
While the city organization is composed of thirty odd member, but
twenty of the best musicians will be
I. ken
on
the trip. Considerable
practice is being put in on new mu-.-i- e
secured expressly for the excursion.
The airs are all lively ones,
t
and marching music, with
i sprinkling
of the more classical.
Several pieces of music will be
played in each town and village, and
a few along the road, also.
Regarding tbe musicians, a few of
iheiu were members of the late
American Lumber Company band.
The others have been imported from
the east and some wilh the recom
mendation of famous band leader.
onie of them have been band directors themselves. Not a few of them
orchestra leaders. In the band Is one
of the best trained orchestras lu th

Humm
country, known as Grady's orchestra.
As to Mr. Grady, only the highest
words of praise are befitting to his
ability as a director and talent as a
musician.
Marcellus Grady ha had a long
ami varied experience as a musician
an,l was exceptionally well qualified
to take this fine organization In hand
and develop It Into a first cla-s- s
band. Director Grady received hi
musical education as a student of
Herr Matus, the famous clarionet soloist, who for many years played
with Gilmore's band. Later, when
Herr Matus organized hi.s well known
Hungarian band. Mr. Grady was his
cornel soloist. He alo was a member of the Matus Hungarian orchestra. Under the strict and able tutelage of Herr Matus. Mr. Grady progressed in music and about twelve
years ago went to Emporia, Ka.s.,
where he became the leader of the
Second Kegiment band, one of the
best military bands in the state of
Kansas. For eleven years he was the
director of that band, which he built
up to its present status from a mod-c:- -t
beginning.
Mr. Grady'
rrjvjtation as a musician duos not rest entirely with experience as a band leader. He was
the instructor of mule In charge of
the wind, reed and brass instruments
at the College of Emporia, and also
Instructor in choral singing at the
name Institution before coming here.
In fact, at present he U on leave of
absence from the college and can return to take up his former ilutie at
any time up to a certain date. Previous to his position with the Colli ge of Emporia.
Mr. Grady held a
similar post at the state
normal
school of Kansas for two years. This
normal school is the Iarget Institution of its kind in the world, having an enrollment of over 2.0'I0 students.
The Second Regiment band f Emporia Is the official band of the Elks
of Kansas and it has accompanied
the Kansas delegates of the lodge to
conventions In varlou parts of the
Grady left
Mr.
conuntry.
When
Kansas less than a year ago. William Allen White, the renowned editor of the Emporia Gazette, paid him
a glowing tribute in his paper, not
only for his ability as a musician,
but for his sterling character as a
good citizen whom the city of Emporia regretted to lose.
Tlio members of the band on the
Trade Excursion are a follows:
M. C. Grady, Michael Alare, Lo- -

M. C. GUAIY.
renzo Selva.
Amer'co man. Partolo Ramirez, H P. Well.
Hen Digneo.
I
H HodgDamiano, I'leo Kai kley,
W.
George Davis. Tony Morelll,
1.
son, Clyde Cook.
i.
Ilehiv. A. E. Edgar. Andres Moya, Geoigo Ellis,
Sliger,
Fred Crollett, Harry Hoff Hoy Cook,
1

THORNTON. Tllh CI.K.WDR.
Located at 121 North Third street
The only real s:eam cleaning plant in
the sou hwest. We are now better
prepared than ever before to clean
anything that Is cleanable. Is cleaning, pressing and repairing clothes,
we take the front eat. All we ask
Is a trial.
All work guaranteed. Second hand clothing bought and soli'
Goods called for and delivered ot.
short notice. I'hone 460.
I want you to know how
much
Chamberlain's Salve has done f jr me.
It has cured my face of a skin disease of almost twenty yeira' standing.
as
I have been treated by several
smart physicians as we have ln this
country and they did mo no good, but
two boxes of this salve ha cured me.
Orlfnn, Troy, Ala.
Mrs. Fannie
Chamberlain's Salve la for salu by all
druggists.

j
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I wish that I might talk with all
sick ones about the actual cause of
Stomach. Heart and KiJney ailments.
how
weak
To explain in person
Stomach nerves lead to Stomach
I
sure
would
am
weakness,
interest
all.
And It Is the same with weak
Kidneys.
weak
or
This Is why
Hearts
my prescription
Dr. Snoop's ltesto-'rativ- e
so promptly reaches ailments
of the Stomach, Heart and Kidneys,
It Is wrong to drug the Stomach or
stimulate the Heart or Kidneys,
These weak Inside nerves elmply
My Restorative
need more strength.
Is the only prescription
made ex- -i
prefsly for these nerves. Next to see-- ;
ing you personally, will be to mall
you free, my new booklet entitled,
"What To D." I will also tend the
book today.
It will surely Interest
you. AddreM Dr. Shoop. box 8, Ra
cine, Wis. All dealers.
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Albunqunerqune Caraag e Company
CORNER FIRST STREET AND TVER AS AVENUE

No.

l.

No. 80.
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XL

No. 118.
?

a

.V:
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I

No. 450.

H

Harness
No.

Ml.

Saddles

Carriages and Buggies

We make Harness that is
sturdy in leather honesty, correct in style, right in fit, and
made to stand the wear and
le,
double, light and
to everyand heavy-pric- ed

Don't chase the "bargain
man" or let a "long distance,
pay in advance, take what
catalogue house hold
you-get"
you up. We have many good
styles within the range of
modest incomes.
Top Buggies, Surreys, Runabouts, Phaetons, Stanhopes,

and

--

tear-sing-

body's purse. Satisfaction or
your money back. See or write
us for everything in horse

fore,:
4i,
No. 200.

stable goods, strap
work, sweat pads, collars,

t.

f"

Zr

iv

161.

No.

5.'

Buck-board- s,

Spring Wagons and
Delivery Wagons. Write for
catalogue and prices.

whips, etc.
No.

Concords,

No

--

--

--

Mountain

goods,

f

No. 2339.

Nil. 2150.

No. 2152.

'

No. 02.

MAIL ORDERS A SPECIALTY

1(12.

Our Repair Department is in the hands of skilled mechanics
and is equipped with all the necessary appliances for doing the
highest grade of painting, trimming and repairing. Ring up,
write or call.
No. K5.

No. 2 IS.

Agents for the famous
i

Peter Schuttler Farm Wagons
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No. 10
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Lens Grinding

We can duplicate your
Broken Lenses
No matter how complicated
They may be.

AND

Repairing
Done on Premises

ALBUQUERQUE'S EXCLUSIVE OPTICIANS - - - IIO S.
study. The town has grown up in the
incredible period of eight months, the
first lot having been soiu there in
June, 1907.
Already several brick
blocks have been nearly completed
and others are projected. There are
at. least 1.100 people on the ground
at present and an application for In- corporation has already been Kent in.
Clovls has two good banking institutions, a water works established by
private capital and a large number of
stores and shops. It has aUo a live
newspaper, several rooming houses'
and restaurants, and already the pro- fesslons are well represented.
The town is the new Santa Fe division point and it is said that in Its
(Continued from Pago 13.)
establishment the company has spent
to date the enormous sum of $500,000,
other. So far. the place remains to which a considerable amount must
practically undeveloped, though there be added before the work is completare one or two small stores there; ed. Jf not already in operation when
arrives, the new Clovls
doing a good business, and a hotel the excursion
uniting the Belen cutbelonging to the Santa Ke Central Cameo cut-ooff lines to those of the Pecos valley
system.
'
The country about is mountainous will soon be brought Into use.
and the hunting In the neighborhood
Is said to be good.
The place during the shooting season Is a headMELROSE
quarters for sportsmen and the accommodations at the one hotel are

TOWNS TRADE

i

EXCURSION

i

VISITS

ff

j

ff

ood.

CLOVIS

Melrose is the second town In DOint '
of population in Roosevelt county and
Is the shopping center of a splendid,
farming country. It lies at a distance
of 32 miles west from Clovls and was
at one time intended as the division
point, work having been actually be- i

Members of the trade excursion will
find in Clovls a most Interesting

gun on the ground. At present Mel
rose has In the neighborhood of l.KOo
population and Its growth continues
without abatement as a result of lie
constant Influx of homeseekers into
The new town of Vaughn Is the
the surrounding country.
Melrose contains a varied collection central division point of the Belen
well cut-of- f
of
business
and the junction of the Santa
establlshmenes,
equipped for the purpose of supply- Fe and Rock Island systems. It Is
ing the needs of the farming comlocated 110 miles east of Belen and
munity to which It eaters.
140 miles west of Texlco, the present
meeting point of the main and the
Pecos Valley lines, and It has been
for some time the scene of active
building operations In connection with
the Santa Fe.'road. The work there
.Sunnyslde, or Fort Sumner, as it
Includes a large roundhouse, a combiis sometimes called, lies on the east nation office and depot building, a
bank of the Pecos river and Is an- Harvey house, coal chutes, etc. There
other of the agricultural centers is also a crusher plant at Vaughn
from which much of the ballast for
which have recently sprung up along the
cut-ohas been taken and which
The adds materially to the monthly paythe line of the Belen cut-of- f.
town has about 500 Inhabitants, sev- roll of the town.
eral stores and shops of various
kinds and Is rapidly Increasing In size
and Importance. The surrounding
country shares with the entire section from the Pecos river to Texlco In
Knclno Is one of New Mexico's
the possession of a rich soil and the newly established farming centers, locharacteristics necessary for Intensive cated on andjnade possible through
farming.
the establishment of the Belen cuttSunnystde has but Just begun its off. The town lies at a distance of
development and the prospects for a one-hamile from the railroad and
considerable Increase of population is said at present to have In the
during tbe present year are evidenced neighborhood of 300 inhabitants, most
In the continual arrival of new re- of whom are engaged in catering to
cruits for the army of homeseekers the needs of a rapidly increasing agrinow Invading eastern New Mexico.
cultural envirnment.
lf

The soil about Enclno Is credited
with being exceptionally fertile and
water is obtained on the claims In the
neighborhood at from 10 to i0 feet
below surface.
There is n general store In the place
and several minor
industries are
established there.
No Use to Dlo
"I have found out that there Is no
use to die of lung trouble as long as
you can get Dr. King's New Discovery." says Mrs. J. P. White, of Rush-borPa. "I would not be alive today only for that wonderful medicine. It loosens up a rough quicker
than anything else, and cures lung
disease even after the case Is pronounced hopeless." This most reliable remedy for coughs and colds,
la grippe, asthma,
bronchitis
and
hoarseness, is sold under guarantee at
all dealers'.
50c and $1.00.
Trial
bottle free.

THESE MEN

ADVERTISE
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BECAUSE THEY KNOW
THEY WILL

o

Our shirt and noliar work Is
Our "DOMESTIC FINISH" la
the proper thing.
We lead others
follow.
PfPERIAIi TiAtrXPRY CO.
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup
acts gently but promptly on the bowels. It stops the cough by soothing
the throat and lung Irritation. Sold
by J. II. O'Rlelly & Co.
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If you want anything on earth, you
an get It through the want column!
if The Evening Citizen. W
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Southwestern- Brewery

Get Results
THEY HAVE DONE SO BEFORE

Ice Company

b

Albuquerque,

A

r

2fd STREET

New Mexico

NEW MEXICO INDUSTRY

Brewers and Wholesalers of

KEG AND BOTTLED BEER

We Brew Bavarian and Bohemian Beers, Superior Quality
Rflalt

Extract, Pilsener and Guimbacher Beer

MANUFACTURERS OF PURE ARTIFICIAL ICE

r

--

CAPACITY

TONS DAILY

US A TRIAL ORDER

SOUTHWESTERN BREWERY

&

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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Do you think we are so little;
Do you think we are so small,
That we can't run our own business,
And are just no good at all?

Stop, look and listen a minute,
And we'll show you mighty clear,
That while you fellows are wrangling,
We are "sawing wood" down here.

TO

THE TUNE. OF
i

i

Thousand Feet Per Day , of the Best

Three Hundred and

t

2
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Lumber

"
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Our Plant Covets One Hundred and Thirteen .Acres of Gtound
Yes, Right Here in Albuquerque,

Af. Ml.

We have Three Hundred Thousand Acres of Standing Timber
in McKlnley and Valencia Counties, N. M.
.9

Daily Capacity
Saw Mill
Box Factory
Moulding

Lath
Shingles

Windows

)

Doors

350,000 feet
100,000
100,000
50,000 pieces
50,000
2,000
1,500

Average Stock Carried in Yard, Twenty Million Feet
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trial Inlltutlons, the Vnitcd Slate
teachers employed at the government
Indian school and the representatives

literary and news-papthp various
publications combine to Rive
Albuquerque an intellectual atmo.-phet e which has more than once
'
.
i,. ..V7 u.tr :V.. v
'
favorable comment.
.
EntcitiilmiHiit
AMiiKHi.M-.nll1vilfor Slnpor.
Albuquerque possesses at! th.' re- tl'.iii i ments of a wholesale anil re- tali mart. It tan furnish any kin.i
desired,
if
hotel accommodations
from those of thp more expensie
Hint luxurious to the very che ap M.
nu t It ha in the Klk'- - pern limine
th finest theater in the two terrl-t.ulof all
Numerous attraction
varieties are constantly being offered
a
city
for public patronage- and for
of 15,00(1 It is exceptionally eiii!ied
both In the line of comfort and entertainment. It l. possible by watch-In
ing the advertisements published
The Citizen, which circulates through1
,
out the territories, to o time one's
I
visit tha! one cat witness, If so disLading
posed, clip or more of the
theatrical Attractions from the larger
centers of the pa.st; or If of t religious
turn of mind, one pan combine atks
m: or vi.m
iwt i"s i im:
tendance upon a reunions convention ,.),,.!.- - ., htel. (.
a. nicety of proportion and
preside
to
comers.
nil
to
m.n
diswith the business at hand. The
In short, insofar as entertainment a delicacy or finish which will comtant portions of the city are conare concerned, there Is pare favorably with similar establlshnected by an electric street far line and comfort
in any or the Kreat cities oi uie
Mexico that even
and there are always interesting - nothinn In New
scenes to visit, including an attract- proaehes Its principal city in tin- line
.f
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Wor,

SCENE I X AUU'til EllQl'l"-i ho i.livuient
needs t The degree of competition which
ui,,n
.
.... ....
.
i,
'..
...viia nnnKKilnr lils ex tits lii the town insures to the
.shopper rrom ouuyinff uisiricm not
any time of the year. The prominent business In th.. town.
,
.
n,nl I 1 (.hiad IS... lu
Htl.l ICf.fMII KBIT, tuny .lie Ill'.nL
n
vnlnff' The wholesale and retail houses of but the minimum of priceorcommen
in ii.Tht. 's.nA
itk
goons
suratei with the quality
troll pat the show windows of Cen- - I Albuquerque have long been oted sought.
At all times of the year the
.l
markets of the metropolis are
with the delicacies of the sea
son and anything can ne iouim m
stock In Albuquerque which Is known
men as an article
to its business
either of common or occasional use,
The wholesale houses of the city are
well known throughout the territory
and the magnitude of their transac.
Hons Is the marvel of visitors from
the east, who have been accustomed
to regard New Mexico ns n frontier
roimtrv bereft of the refinement! of
metropolitan life.
The finest of dress goods and
of clothing, of headgear and
footwear, of stationary or literature,
of Jewelry or drug supplies, or, tn
short, of any of the regular lines
are freely displayed In the show win
dows of the city and In addition It
l
the great headquarters for Indian
and Mexican goods of all description.
Including characteristic curious and
on the
manufactured
.leeorations
ground.
Too much stress cannot be laid
upon the fact that many of the at
traction of the present day Albu
quernue, namely, those that have to
do with its curious commingling of
strange and picturesque peoples and
costumes, are rapidly Hearing the pe
riod when t he destructive cummer
....
,.m,
clallsm of the day will bid them dls.
noi.eav forever and when the streets
now rianoraniic with the life of the
ancient Pueblo will assume the com
m. in i, luce
comnlexion witnessed in
other flourishing metropolitan towns.
The time to visit new Mexico s me
troiiolls. therefore. Is NOW and the
nrena rations for the Journey should
l M.lll i)l
ItEKN AMMiO tKH'XTY (HH'KT IIOI sr.,
Include time enough to see the city
for their ample propoitiouH and the thoroughly.
tral avenue and iln tributary
quality and quantity of their etocks
will always prove Interesta
on ii.mil.
in . v.r line or mercanme
ing, particularly to out of town
EVKUYUOPY URADS Til K
A
feuture of the town ii the endeavor the progressive men who
fiTizKX kkoausk vk
Low
manage
orKitorio
reduced
n
have
well
them
and
extensive porch of the Alvarado,
rocking Hie various lines over which they i t',K1r TIIK XKW.S FIRST.
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THE OLDEST AND LARGEST JEWELRY HOUSE IN THE TERRITORY

carry Complete Lines of Diamonds, Diamond Jewelry, Watches, Hawke's Cut Glass, Pickard's
Hand Painted China, Gorham Sterling Silverware, Rogers 1847 Silver Plated Ware, Etc., Etc., Etc.
We

In fact, everything usually found in a

isb
I

Optical Work our

y

I

s,

Specialties

Send us in your Watches.

115 S. Second St.

r

jewelry store.

up-to-da- te

THE MRCM

Fine Watch Repairing and

1 1

first-clas-

We'll repair them properly
and promptly

Albuquerque, N. M.
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Tucumcari, N. M.
Logan, New Mexico

Trinidad, Colo.
Pecos, New Mexico
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Exclusive Territorial Handlers of the following
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SHIPPERS OF

Fresh Meats, Delicatessen,
Canned Goods, Sealshipt Oys ten
204

Wtesf

Central Avenue

Write for Weekly Price List

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
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AlJbuquerque An Important
Institutional Center

8

OCXX)OOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX3

"Position is everything."
This was recently demonstrated In
the choice of Albuquerque a the location for the $50,000 Presbyterian
liospital goon to be built and In the
purchase by the Congregational
church extension society of sixty
cres of farm land in the
hood on which to build their Industrial school.
It was arguej In both crops that

the central situation and other

ad-

vantages, such as preponderance of
convenience and readiness of access,
rendered the metropolis the place of
all places for the establishment of
the Institutions. A list of the more
pruimueu l reug'ouB, cuutaiiuuni biiu
philanthropic Institutions of the city
follows:
Chureho of Albuquerque.
The city of Albuquerque has at

present fourteen
church buildings.
They are the First Methodist, First
Highland
Baptist, Baptist Mission,
Methodist, St. Paul's Lutheran, African Methodist, Mt. Olivet Baptist,
St. John's Episcopal, First Presbyterian, North Fourth Street Chapel
and Mission, Congregational, San FeImmaculate
lipe de Merl
Parish,
Conception and Church of the Sacred
Heart. There is also a Jewish eyn- -

I

ALBUQUERQUE'S

YOU CAN INTEREST US WHETHER
YOU WISH TO

e!l, Buy, (Exchange,

(Board or (Feed
YOUR HORSE

ngogue, known as Templu Albert und
i Christian Science society, the last
one named, not yet being In possession of an edifice.
Of the above the First Methodist,
First Presbyterian,
Congregational,
Episcopal, First Buptlst, Temple Albert and the two Catholic churches
of the Immaculate Conception and
the Sacred Heurt are commodious
structures,
containing
all the requirements of modern worship.
University of 'ew Mcxi-- .
The University of New Mexico is
located at Albuquerque and occupies
a commanding
near the
situation
edge of the ms to the east of the
town. From I th cuiupun an unrivalled view of the Rio Grande valley is obtainable, while the vista to
the east Is intercepted at a distance
of twelve
miles by the towering
Ssandla range of mountains,
which
at this point reaches a height of
10,(1(10
feet.
This year there are registered at
the university ir.' students and the
faculty numbers 14 members. Five
distinc t , departments are maintained.
namely, college of letters and scl- ence, engineering school, school of
education,
commercial
school and
preparatory school. All the features
collegiate
of
life are apparent at the
university and its presence In the
,clty is constantly felt in metropolitan
social circled.
Public Seliools.
Altogether at present there
are
public
'nine
schools within t he limits
greater
of
Albuquerque.
The most
Important of these ur
the high
school find the four ward schools of
the city.
These me supplemented
by two overflow schools which will
probably, be provided for on a perma-'nebasis In the near future.
Old Albuquerque and Itarelas, both
included within the limits of Greater
Albuquerque,
u;ri have good schools
which when added to those of the
'city proper gtYl a' total of nine educational institutions under Die charge
jnf the Metropolitan Hoard of Education. It is needless to add that the
public schools of Albuquerque are
the equals of those to be found any-- !
Where in the country.
lielltlou-- . and Industrial Institutions,
In addition to those under the su-- !
pervlsion of the Board of Education,
Albuquerque is generously equipped
with schools oC an Industrial and religious character.
The largest and
most important
of these is the
United States government
Indian
school, two miles to the northwest
of the city. The institution was es-- :
tabllshed .several years ago and as
Its name indicates is for tile train-- I
Ing of native children.
The l'resby- teriau and Methodist mission boards
leach maintain Industrial
institutes
'near the city and the Congregational
board of church extension has re-- I
cently purchased 60 acres of ground
In the suburbs to be used for a simi-jbpurpose. There Is also a Meth-- 1
odlst mission school for Mexican and
.Indian hoys iu the suburbs of the

and all branches of training usually
offered In similar Institutions
In addition English, grammar and business correspondence are
features of the course.
Public Library.
Albuquerque has a $20, ana public
library building, the gift to the city
of Joshua S. Ilaynolds, Us most phil
anthropic citizen. The edifice
a
commanding one and Is surrounded
by well kept grounds and lawn. In
connection with the library a free
reading room is maintained and the
Institution
adds materially to the
education! equipment of the city.

ous resorts in which they can find
rest and recreation during the heated
term although the city itself is by no
means unpleasant at any time of the
year.
Most of these resting places are
found in the Sandia range of mountains which Ilea at a distance of 12
miles to the east of the town and
either by
' which Is easily accessible,
automobile, by wagon or with saddle.
The most Important of these are in
the beautiful Tieras canyon which divides the range from east to west and
through which the Albuquerque Eastern road wa.t originally proected.
Others lie In the Manzanito and Man-zan- o
AUlUQlElifJUK IN" Kl'M-MKranges to the south and still
The citizens of Albuquerque are! others, including the delightful Jemez
fortunate In the possession of numer- -' springs with its hotel and bath houses
else-wher- e.

'

'

are situated within riding distance to

the north.

In fact the entire mountain region
lying about Albuquerque Is filled witii
canyons and shady excursion places
and persons so disposed need never
lack for diversion provided they are
lovers of the beautiful in nature..
For those who are compelled to re.
main in town and who are only at
liberty during the evening the Inviting porches of the Alvarado, provide
a pleasant resting place after the activities and heat of the day.
Twenty per cent off on others' prices is not na cheap as our net chj-J- i
prices. We can't and will not ho undersold. Bverytliing to furnish the
house, cash or payments.
Fum-ll., west end viaduct.
Furniture
u

r
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Geeeral
P astering
Contractor

ir

tow u.
The

Cat holies maintain in Albu
two
parochial
excellent
schools,
both of them
housed in
iimple and well built structures and
In udditiou the Sisters of Charity conduct a large boarding ami day school
for girls, known throughout the territory us St. Vincent's academy.

querque

Albuquerque's Hospitals.

The hospitals of Albuquerque have
long been recognized throughout the
territory for the excellence of their
management and the completeness of
At present there
their equipment.
ure two of these and a third is shorto
ly to lie a llied at an expense of
under Presbyter!. m auspices.
St. Joseph's sanitarium, owned and
,.-oo-

WE HAVE AS FINE

Saddle Harness Morses
As you will find in the territory

W. L. Trimble & Co.
First Block, North Second

operated by the Catholic Sisters of
Charity, is a splendid institution and
is provided with a number of private
rooms in addition to wards for men
It mIso lias an annex
and women.
for tubercular patients and in addition several specially arranged tent
cottages for use by convalescents.
The Santa Ke cirist lines hospital
for tin- exclusive accommodation of
railroad employes is a well built and
completely equipped affair and provides for the care of a large nuin iit
of patients.
liith establishments are
provided with well planned operating
among
rooms and number
their
staffs men foremost in the surgical profession
territory.
of the
Each of them also has a large corps
of well trained and callable nurses.
(Allege.
ltuliiCKM
The Albuquerque Business College,
management,
under private
is a
mode! Institution lit its line and provide-: f,ir the youth of the metropolis and territory at large a thorough
course of instruction in the essentials of business life. Special attention Is given to stenography and type,
writing, bookkeeping and banking,

Ornamental
Plastering
A

Specialty

Albuquerque,

- N.

M.
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the two places really forming one
community.
Altogether In Texlco and Farwell
there are about 3,000 peop'e, the division being nearly equal. The depot
now the Junction point of the Helen
cut-of- f
and the Pecos valley lines Is
on the Texlco side and the business
community is well represented in both
places. Most of the hotels and restaurants, however, have followed the
railroad buildings and are on the New
Mexican side of the border.
Texlco while It ha recently profited by the Incoming of the homcseek-e- r
has for some time been a well developed town and there are many
PORTALES
business establishments In operation
there. It Is already distinguished by
the publication of a live daily paper
poitalis Is the largest town in known as the Texlco Ially Trumpet.
county
ltoosevelt county and is the
seat. The population is estimated at
present at 2.500 and there are 460
RQSWELL
pupils In the excellent public school.
county
court house and
The ltoosevelt
the new high school now In course of
Iloswell, the county seat of Chaves
construction are the principal buildcounty. Is the largest and most Imings of the town.
I'ortales Is the center of the richest portant city of eastern New Mexico.
noil In ltiMisevelt county, which has Its last school census Indicates that
increased In population from 500 In It has a population of 7.500. 95 per
1903 when It was set out. to 2.1.000 at cent of whom, It Is claimed, are from
are the states.
the present date. Homesr-eker- s
continually flocking Into the district
Iloswell Is not a town of mushroom
and business at the capital la reputed growth; its establishment
having
among traveling salesmen to be the taken place some IK years or more
liveliest along the l'ecos Valley line. (igo, and consequently there Is
tin- -'
There are three banking Institu- lsh In its construction and in itsa
tions at I'ortales and a large numb-- r
gives one more the
of stores, hotels and restaurants and idea of anwhich
town than of a
the town supports two well conduct- modern New eastern
Mexico city. It has long
ed weekly newspapers.
o
been a home center for the
The most Interesting feature of the
citizens of the section in which It
stay at Portales will be a visit to the stands
and its residences, with the-lcotton gin and also to the broom fac- ample grounds
und well shaded gar
tory, both of which have been estaband paths give one that sense of
lished thi-rfor the purpose of utiliz- - dens
luxury und comfort so difficult to
lug the product of surrounding tind
In countries where development
farm
is yet in Its Infancy.
The city of Koswell, like its sister
town of Carlsbad, Is amply supplied
TEX CO
with shade trees and its streets and
parks during the season are howered
In
leaves. The community there is
Texlco is so called because It Is o- throughout the territory for
rated at the border line of the terri- - famous
Its
civic pride and there is a culture
tory and the state of Texas, portions
social life
of the names of both commonwealths and refinement In he
being Included In the title. The town which matches well with its attracappearance.
Is closely closely allied with Its Texns tive external
neighbor. Farwell w hich adjoins it,
It would be impossible In the space
snrbed and Improvements are being
constantly made.
Artesla has at present two good
bunks, a variety of stores and business places and Is well provided with
churches, schools, etc. There is also
a fine Commercial Club In the town
and the prohibition sentiment Is mid
to be stronger there than at any point
In thf territory. The town was the
lifirst In the territory to prohibit
censed gambling and within 'be last
two weeks h as voted out the saloon
majority.
by a

TOWNS TRADE
E

XCURSION

Will
M onMniH-r- i

VISIT

two-thir-

From MeitJti Two.)

CARLSBAD
Carlsbad has the reputation of being the most beautiful city In New
Mexico.
Its streets are bordered
with over thirty miles nf shade trees,
II of which are under ditch, and Its
lawns and gardens are In evidence at
every turn. There are two fine hotels
with ample porches and many elegant
homes not only In the city Itself but
also in the suburbs. It Is commonly
reported throughout the town that
one of these homes contains $100,ODO
worth of furniture and art works. A
feature of the surroundings which also adds to the charm, of the place la
the Taiinlll take, a delightful sheet of
water caused by the damming of the
rVoos river at a point one quarter
of a mile from the town.
Carlsbad Is the scene of the first
completed V. S. government Irrigation
project which takes Its name from
the tow n, and which now that It Is
ready for use will reclaim frotn
000 to 40, 000 acres of exceptionally!
fertile soil. The government require
that no individual shall benefit
through the project to an amount In
excess of 160 acres. In addition to
which he must personally reside on
the ground. The result must therefore be to largely Increase the population of the town and its vicinity.
Carlsbad now has in the neighborhood of 3,000 people and Is splendidly
equipped with churches, schools, hospitals and business establishments.
The latter are unusually spacious and
convey the idea of large mercantile
operations.
Carlsbad owns Its own city building
and in addition Kddy county, of w hich
it is the capital has built here the
finest court house in the territory.
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allotted to enumerate even a respectable minority of the Interesting features of Koswell and vicinity, but a
few of them If seen will serve to impress one with the importance and
extent of the town and tributary
country.
To begin with then, members of the
excursion should visit the Hagerman
apple orchard, said to be the largest
and most successful in the country,
and w hich lies about four miles to the

JOHN FINOTGAN CO
422-42- 4

it

Here We have another illustration of the
old saying. "There Is nothing new under the
sun." It's simply the repetition of something gone before. We all remember the
It had Its
100 bicycle
and was replaced with a really better bike at much
less than half the first named figure. No
bicycle was ever worth $100, but while passing through the experimental stages of manufacture the bicycles found sales at the
enormous figure. The same thing Is true
No machine
was really
of typewriters.
worth $100. hut they did sell for that price
while the manufacturers were passing
through the experimental stages. All this
is a thing of the past, a part of the history of the typewriter,
und now we are
down to the more modern, strictly practical
typewriter, at a figure much less than formerly. No typewriter will ever again sell
for $100; that price is also a matter of history. All machines from this time on must
give way to the demand of the public for
a cheaper, more durable machine with all
improvements.
This machine is
with us now and the- price Is within the
reach of many who formerly considered a
typewriter beyond their modest pneketbook.
The price now of the very latest and best
typewriter Is $65, a savlr.g of Just $35. The
machine is not cheap In r nything but price,
in fact, it combines every known feature
and many that the other standard machines do not have. New York Journal.
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The principal town of New Mexico's
is Artesla and the
management of the excursion has allowed an hour for Its Inspection. The
city Itself Is the growth of four years
and the product of the discovery of
the artesian waters which have been
deflnately defined to cover a territory
of about 60 miles in length from north
to south and 10 miles in width from
cast to west.
In all New Mexico there is no more
Interesting region than that which lies
adjacent to Artesla, the sight of the
wonderful wells being Its great attrac-tioIn all there are 600 of these
pouting beauties in the belt and as
a result the land is being rapidly ab- -
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great artesian belt
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writer world of today the most beautiful
work can be done on the Hoyal, because it
employs the most perfect type guide ever
placed on a typewriter, both the allnement
and also the spacing being absolutely perfect. To adopt and incorporate this important feature to the visible machine, a
most difficult problem, was finally solved
by the $6ii
machine. Chicago Record- Herald.

I!y all means the most extraordinary and
Inten sting feature of the exhibits shown at
the Office Appliance exhibition last week
was the 16.1 typewriter,
which forever
marks the passing of the $loo machine. The
$65 typewriter is a marvel In more ways
than one, and will be welcomed, by a large
nnd growing class of people who In the
pas! would have take,, kindly to the typewriter except for the enormously high figure at which the standard machines were
hell. All are agreed that no typewriter
was ever actually worth $100, but the public wis compelled to pay "tribute" or do
without this very necessary adjunct in the
commercial world of today. However, all
that is past now forever, and the public
can now purchase the oest machine the
market has ever known for Just $65. Onft
of the strangest things about the case is
the fact that this machine Is manufactured
by the strongest typewriter company In existence, and they own the vital patents that
cover the features that go to make the success of every modern visible machine, and
for all these years the leading visible typewriter companies have been paying a royalty to this concern, and will continue to do
so for many years , or until the patents run
out, which will not be for eight years. So
as the matter stands, this concern which
manufactures the $65 machine has within
their own hands the power to close all the
factories should
other visible typewriter
they see fit to withdruw the privilege of using their patents. The patents referred to
are the "segment plate," and the "type
guide." These two features make the visible
machine a success or a failure. If you will
examine any visible machine and note
whether or not It has these two essential
features you can readily determine
or how little of a success that particular machine will prove.
t'f all the machines known to the type

That we live In a progressive age Is fittingly Illustrated by the tremendous improvements that have marked the advance
of the typewriter
When the- original
appeared, the firm which manufactured It advertised for "a lady who understands music to operate a new Invrntion."
The Idea was that a knovlele of "fingering" would help to solve the dlf firtt'tles of
operating
The original
the typewriter.
typewriter was nf the "blind" variety, and
this style? of machine may occasionally be
seen In use even now, but they ure largely
replaced by the later and more practical
"visible" machines, which have proved
from
much more rapid. The change
"blind" to "visible" marked a step in the
light direction, but the price remained at
$100. The latest typewriter marks another
step, and what the future will evolve remains to be seen, but as the rase now
stands, we have an Ideal machine combining all the modern features, both visible
and durable, und sold at the reasonable
price of $65. No machine will ever again
be sold for $100, except to such customers'
as have not seen the latest typewriter wonder. Kven when the other standard machines are offered at the same price, they
will hardly appeal to the prospective purchasers who have seen the truly wonderful
features of merit Incorporated in the $65
marvel. A careful examination of the $6S
machine will readily convince anyone at
all familiar with typewriters that a
lias dawned, and the $100 machine
has passed to the realms of the "long ngo."
At this writing It In impossible to predict
Just what course the makers of other standard typewriters will take, but it Is absolutely certain that no purchasers will ever
again pay $100 for a typewriter. We welcome the advent of the $65 typewriter and
bid adieu forever to the $100 machine.
Scientific American.
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southeast of the city.
The Hondo
reservoir also would prove Interesting
but the journey will probably be Impossible on account of the distance
which is twelve rnile-- to the southwest. The entire Hondo project would
prove interesting If time could be
spared us no conception of tho extent of the work attempted can be
had without a prolonged study. The
many miles of ditches, from which
the surrounding country is Irrigated
and also the artesian wells of which
there are many In the zone, will also
be objects of Interest to the travelers
as will be many of the model farms
und the record orchards in the neighborhood.
To thos,. making 110 attempt at going into tile -- ountry the town itself
will supply an endless amount of diversion. Visits should be paid to the
New Mexico Military Institute,
the
splendid church buildings, of which
there ure several, the Carnegie library, the Chaves county court house,
the tine public and private schools
ind the rooms of the Commercial
club, where hospitality always reigns
supreme. There are several attractive
hotels also, the latest of which is the
(Hike-soua modern house In every
respect.
The business community of Ros- well is one of the most progressive in
the territory and there is no branch
of general or special mercantile
which has been neglected.
jThe city Itself is the metropolis of un
extensive country anil Its wholesale
I' output runs into large figures nn- -
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James D. Davidson, Branch Manager
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can hardly be excelled anywhere certainly not in the territory. Never forget
that the appearance of your letter brings
just as much weight to bear upon the

2.1.000

11

111

print-

individuality, correct design and taste,
write us, and we will mail you specimens
of our work, and prices. The result will

:

AlliiKiuei iiie generosity is prover
bial.
citizens have .subscribed
over $350,000 for public purposes in
the last few years as follows:
$ 38,000
Kor churches
For hospitals
5.300
7o,on0
For Commercial club

.

Low grade

our specialty.

purpose, may be procured almost anywhere, but if you want something distinctive, something with originality and

i:ti.v.

For AlbuiUeriie Kastern
road
For territorial fairs
For K: ks' iper.i House
'
.11111 in r
For A luetic
For A r o y I'.ist Well. .
F"r Tie Treating Plant
For Armory and Conven:

I

ing,, designed to answer some indifferent

it is finNlied.
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printing, from a card to a
e
are especially interested

in any piece of really fine, high grade

of the territory at large and it Is
quite probable that the visit there
will turn Itseif into d love feast before
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WANT you to know that
The Albuquerque Citizen is
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in Iloswell. whose people have for
years been allied with Albuuercue- -
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finally.
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proposition entrusted to it, as the personal appearance of a salesman has upon
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$31,1.o00

his selling power.

Let us make you up
a lot of stationery uniform throughout
letter heads, envelopes, bill heads, state-

The ll.--t given above is taken from
memory only anil is far from com-- 1
It does not include the. vast,
plete.
Mini linen for lie maiiiieiiauce 01 re-- :
tmniittirop.c aim cnarnauiei
liKious.
institutions, but lias been coinrihuu
o!civ for tile benefit of the town.
The I.ucky Quarter
Is the one you pay out for a box
of Pr. King's New Life rills. They
brir.g you the health that' more pre- Try them for JvrO
clous "than Jewels.
biliousness, constipation )(J)J
headache.
and malaria. If they disappoint you
the price will be cheerfully refunded!
at nil dealers'.
K--

ments, etc., all in the same stock, same
style of setting, same colors of ink. It
is

the best wav, and

it

costs no more.
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ALBERT FAEER

THE GREATEST BUSINESS CENTER

Of THE GREAT SOUTHWEST
Already Far Ahead of any City in the Territory in Size, Population,

LTp

Progressive Methods and Business EnterpriseContains Magnificent

to-Da-

te

Albuquerque,

Aggre-

gation of Manufacturing, Financial and Mercantile Concerns All of Which Have

YearsFine Showing

Grown Within a Few

Central

W.

308-31- 0

N.M

of Churches, Schools, Hospitals,

Industrial Colleges, Coupled with the University of New Mexico, Makes This
City the Educational Mecca of the
All Lines

WestDistinguished Professional

Greater Albuquerque the Slogan

Men in

Enterprise of Citizens Reflected

in Present Trade Excursion and in National Irrigation CongressThe Albn
querque Way Is the Only Way.
the transaction of general business,
Albuquerque Territorial Vnter.
AlbuquerqueIs also the financial
metropolis of the territory.
At last
reports its four banking institutions
were equipped with nearly $5,000,000
assets in addition to which nu- merous mortgage and loan concerns
their headquarters In the city.
great life and fire Insurance

Since the days rhen Cnronado and
hi intr.'pld band, clad in shining
mail and armed with spear and arquebus, went forth from their headquarter In the nouth with the purpose of spreading the fame and adding to the realm of a Spanish monexpediarch, no more Interesting
tion nils even net forth from a modern city than the first annuul Albuquerque Trade Kxtenslon Excursion.
Charged with a mission of peace
and good will and equipped for the
purpose with Implements whose design Is solely Intended to draw into
a closer bond of unity and friendship
the various portions of the territory
in which they live, the members of
the party carry with them the endorsement and approval not only of
the important city from which they
go. but also of the people among
whom they are to mingle and with
whom they are exported to establish
increased reciprocal relations.
In order that they may be the better able to impress its claims upon
the people of the sections through
which they pass, The Citizen today
publishes a brief description of the
from
City of Albuquerque, compile
literature in the possession of its
Commercial club and of which If
any of the persons visited desire to
avail themselves they have but to
write to the secretary and procure
the same without charge.
liitorcMtlns
Albuquerque
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companies of the country, together
many well known manufactur- ins and Jobbing concerns of the east
are represented In this city by residen1
agents of character and ability. Its
central locution and readiness of ac- have attracted to it a number of
manufacturing
establishments,
the
most important
of which are the
Santa Fe railroad repair shops, em- -
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many of the territory's principal pro-wlfessional men and It numbers among
Its residents several of the leaders
In New Mevican thought and action,
The town is headquarters for most
of the territorial missionaries repre-ce- s
sentlng the domestic boards of the
various religious and philanthropic
denominations, and the pulpits of the
dozen or more churches are occupied
by leading men In their profession.
Two excellent hospitals, one conducted by the Catholic Sisters of
Charity and the other established by
the Santa Fe coast lines, are equipped
facilities for the
with exceptional
practice of surgery and number
among their staffs men whose reputations arc by no means confined to
the limits of the city Itself.
It is well also to add In this congennection that the Presbyterian
eral hospital for New Mexico and
Arizona is soon to be erected In Albuquerque at a cost of $50,000, exclusive of the land which has been doAltogether
nated by Albuquerque.
there are something like forty prominent members of the medical profession located In the city and there
were at last reports seven practising
dentists.
The legal profession at the metropolis numbers among Its membership many men brilliant in their
chosen line and who have taken up
their residence In Albuquerque on
account of the Importance of the
transactions constantly taking place
Some of them have atin the city.
tained wide reputation and generous
success through their work and most
ot them are ready at all times to aid
their chosen city either by pen or
speech.
In addition to the above there are
always In Albuquerque a large number of transients in all professions
who mingle with the regular rank
and Me, and who, together with the
professors of the Cnlversity of New
located here, the thirty
Mexico.
teachers employe In the five public
parochial
Catholic
school..
the
tne various
schools.
missmnarie
working In the denominational indu.
th
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NEW MEXICO'S GREATEST

URNTTURE STOIR E
8

Our display this season of Furniture, Carpets and
Draperies is by far the most popular. Everything selected has been chosen with proper regard to popular
demands, and everything on our floors has been marked
so close that we are confident of saving you a great deal
of money and giving you superior grades of goods at the
same time. We buy everything in carload lots, therefore are able to undersell all competition.
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capable of reducing ploying HOD men. the Santa Fe tie
feet of timber per day Into pickling plant with 100 men, the
boards, doors, sash, boxes, shingles American Lumber company's sawmill
and finally sawdust, almost without with HUO men, the Kio !rande woolthe aid of a hum.m hand, so perfect en mill and the wool scouring mill,
is its machinery.
with a large enrollment both of men
t'pon its streets an, thoroughfares and
Albuquerque foundry
women,
it is a common sight to witness and machine the
works, the largest In the
Mexican
mountaineers
with long territory,
Southwestern
and
the
strings of burros loaded with wood brewery
Ice plant, the finest of
from the ranges, while within but a Its Ulnrt and
l
the southwest. A a rite
few yards from where they stand nunll)Pr of minor power using con- t
shops of the Santa Fe rail cerns doing business with the territhe
road company are repairing and
tory at large are also located at Al- (Contiiiued on I'nge '22.)
the largest of locomotives
used in present day transportation.
And list but not least It is possible
everv day in the
at train time,
to see contrasted against the splendid
group "f railroad buildings known
as the Alvarado. the simple children
of the pueblo, clad in their pictur-esqu- ic is'.unies of blanket an,i
an. I travelers from New York
ninl Chicago arrayed in clothes of
Again in
latest cut and fashion
contrast, more automobiles are ownthan in any
Albuquerque
ed in
city in the sou'hwest.
From the ahoe it will be seen that
'
In addition to its claims as a busi
ness center the City of Albuquerque
adds to Its attractions the features
of u resort, i fact to which it owes
and from
much of its importance
which it derives a considerable portion of i'- - wealth and patronage.
It Is the renter par excellence for
the shopper who wishes to combine
diversion and pleasure with the usTill: ALVAU10 IIOIKI- - AMI DKl'OT IX ALIligl KKQlK.
ually arduous work of shopping audi
rn sawmill,
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Albuquerque Is and has been for
years the largest city in New Mexico
and the center of Its commercial
life-Within Its borders it combines
the most perfect blending of historic association and modern virile
business activity to be found in the
territory. Within a walking distance
of less than two miles one can ee
here an ancient church building, the
foundations of which were laid more
than three centuries ago. and a mod- -

moe-ca.s-
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among which are two
buquerque,
large steam laundries, two Ice plants
and three unique establishments for
the manufacture of curios, badges,
buttons, etc.
Albuquerque In Intellectual llend-o- f
quarters,
The favorable combination of Iocs.-hation and climate existing at Alhu-Th- e
querque has brought to Its support
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Of Arizona and New Mexico
A WONDERFUL RECORD

CROSS ASSETS
First Mortgage Loans
Collateral Loans

$

Cash in Banks
Bills Receivable and Agents' Balances

Furniture, Fixtures and Supplies
Accrued Interest on Mortgages
N et Unreported Premiums

Total Assets

70,804.00
2 J ,239.83
10,345.55
8,956.79
2,341.23
2,409.22
J, 862.04

$11 7,958.66

One Million Three Hundred
and Two Thousand Five
Hundred Dollars
Insurance
WRITTEN THE FIRST YEAR
r l

LIABILITIES
Reserve on Outstanding Policies
Less Reserve on Reinsurance

$100,000.00
13,375.66

Capital Stock
Surplus

Total
Total Surplus to Policyholders

Comparison with Other Leading Companies
BUSINESS WRITTEN
FIRST YEAH

COMPANY

$1,302,500

OCCIDENTAL, First Year

MONEY

AT
HOME

AETNA
CONNECTICUT MUTUAL
EQUITAP.LE OF NEW YORK
EQUITABLE OF IOWA

$1,285,710

FIDELITY .MUTUAL
FRNKL1N LIFE
(i RUMANIA LIFE
HOME LIFE OF NEW YOHK

1,321,875

MANHATTAN
MASSACHUSETTS MUTUAL
MUTUAL BENEFIT
MUTUAL LIFE OF NEW YOHK

irS,30Q,
1,1?5,50V

0i:;,S00

23,000
,

1,1!U,G50
(

367,395
2,310,402
1,G40,718

(

'( )M PA N Y

BUS1N ESS WRITTEN

FIRST YEAR
NATIONAL LIFE OF VERMONT
NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL
NEW YOKK LIFE . .,
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL
PENN MUTUAL
PJIOKXIX MUTUAL
PRO Yi DENT LIFE AND TRUST
PRUDENT1AI
STATE LIFE
STATE MUTUAL, WORCESTER, MASS.
TRAVELERS
UNITED CENTRAL, CINCINNATI, )...
UNITED STATES LIFE OF NEW YORK
WASHINGTON' LIFE
;

1J

$117,958.66
$ 1 1 3,375.66

405,700
948,110
929,038
555,200
341,872
324,000
727,168
443,000
900,727
1,228,S50

l,0i:,00

Guaranteed Dividend Life Insurance Policies
Our guaranteed dividend contracts eliminate all speculative features, substitute guaranteed ratios of participation for indefinite participation, reverse the riirhi of the
Company to make its dividends what it pleases and establish, in advance guaranteed reductions in premiums or guaranteed amounts of additional insurance for each year from the
in a reduced numler of years without forfeiture of dividends iu case of death. This choice given to each
U'ginuing of the contracts, or what is better, guarantee policies paid-ujKjlicy uu elasticity of great value. In fact, these policies are drawn up so that every right and every interest of the policyholder is guaranteed to him from the time he takes the
contract to the time it matures.
While mutual companies) in an effort to adjust themselves to new laws, are laboring to determino the amount of dividends to pay and as to whether they shall begin
paying at the end of the first year or at the end of the second year, thus leaving the cost of insurance to be determined by future results. The Occidental, with its guaranteed divibusiness proposition; a guaranteed amount of Life Insnranco for a guaranteed price mid guaranteed dividends lieginning with the second annual premidend policies, offers a (dean-cu- t
um payment.

While the net cost under the dividend policies of mutual companies is optional with the Company, subject during the coiir.-- c of years to the ossibility of lower diviTHE NET COST UNDER THE OCCIDENTAL POLICY IS ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED FOR LIFE FROM THE JiKGINNING, AND THERE IS
iu the hour of need will
most beneficial.
THROWN AROUND THE INSURED THE DISABILITY PROVISION INSURING THE INSURANCE, which we Mi.-v-

dends.

-

3,375.66

Over $70,000
in First
Mortgage
Loans
Placed in
Arizona and
New Mexico
in 1907

Statement Showing the Business Written by the Occidental Life the First Year,
Compared with that of Other Leading Companies in the First Calendar Year

KEEP
YOUR

5.417.00
834.00

$

1

These policies are sold under different forms:

Ordinary Life, Limited Payments, Endowments

